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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to characterise a sample of High Mass X-ray Binaries
(HMXBs) formed by: IGR J00370+6122, XTE J1855-026, AX J1841.0-0535
and AX J1845.0-0433. These objects are composed of pulsars (rotating neu-
tron stars) accreting material from the wind of their supergiant companions.
The X-rays are produced in the interaction of the accreted material with the
strong gravitational field of the neutron star that accelerates this material and
heats it up to ∼ 107 K.

The study of HMXBs has strong implications in several areas of Physics and
Astrophysics. They contain neutron stars whose study is essential to constrain
the equation of state of nuclear dense matter, and provides insights on the
astrophysical models of core collapse and Supernovae explosions. HMXBs
considered as a population give information on the properties of the galaxy. In
addition they are excellent test-beds to study accretion physics and outflows.

The X-ray behaviour of these systems determines the class of system (classical
HMXBs, Supergiant Fast X-ray Transients, Be/X-ray Binaries). The differences
in the X-ray emission are supposed to be due to the different properties of the
binary systems, such as the orbital properties, the magnetic field of the neutron
star or the spectral type of the donor star. HMXBs in this thesis are wind-fed
systems, therefore, the properties of the wind (which depend on the spectral
type) and the interaction of this wind with the gravitational field of the compact
object are key elements to understand the X-ray emission.

Therefore, in this thesis an orbital solution for each target of study has been
determined using optical spectra of the donor star. Moreover, to check if wind
variability is related to the orbit of the binary system, analysis of Hα varia-
tions have been carried out. Furthermore, in the case of IGR J00370+6122
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8 CONTENTS

and XTE J1855-026 we have obtained an atmosphere model for each of the
donor stars allowing us to characterise the atmospheres of these stars, and
consequently to determine physical parameters such as the Teff or the logg.
Finally publicly available X-ray light curves have been analysed to study the X-
ray emission of the different sources against their orbital periods. As a general
conclusion, it seems there is a continuum of properties of these systems more
than a strict classification. A combination of factors, of which some of them
could be unknown, might be the cause of their different X-ray flux behaviours.

The outline of this thesis is as follows: the scientific context is given in Chap-
ter 1; an overview of the analysis performed for each of the sources of study is
presented in Chapter 2; Chapter 3 is dedicated to the description of a pipeline
optimised for the reduction of FRODOSpec spectra of obscured red sources
(donor stars of the targets of study); Chapters (4, 5 and 6) present the charac-
terisation of the four sources in this thesis, which are different kind of wind-fed
systems; and finally general conclusions and future work are given in Chap-
ter 7.



CHAPTER 1
High Mass X-ray Binaries

The discovery of the first extra-solar X-ray source [Sco X-1; Giacconi et al.,
1962] constituted the beginning of X-ray astronomy. Since then, the interest
and discoveries related to X/γ-ray astronomy has grown thanks to the ability to
send X-ray space missions above the Earth’s atmosphere with more than half
a million X-ray sources detected up to date.

X-ray binaries (XRBs) are point-like X-ray sources. These systems consist of
a compact object – a neutron star (NS) or a black hole (BH) – orbiting a com-
panion, or donor, star from which there is an accretion of material. Following
the canonical model, first proposed by Shklovskii [1967], this material is ac-
celerated in the strong gravitational field of the compact star and heated up to
∼ 107 K before being accreted, giving as a result the observed X-ray radiation.
The basic division of XRBs into the high-mass (HMXBs) and low-mass (LMXBs)
systems refers to the mass of the donor star. The donor star of LMXBs is a low-
mass star, with a typical mass of . 1M⊙, and a spectral type later than B. While
the masses of donor stars in HMXBs are normally taken to be & 10M⊙, they
are hot luminous OB supergiants. There have been detected ∼ 300 high en-
ergy binary systems in the Milky Way of which ∼ 60%are LMXBs and ∼ 40%
are HMXBs [Chaty, 2013].

Most of the compact objects hosting HMXBs [& 60%; in’t Zand et al., 2007]
are known to be pulsars, i.e. rotating NSs (see Fig. 1.1 for an scheme of this
kind of system). These pulsars have strong magnetic fields (∼ 1012 G) of which
magnetic axis is not aligned with its rotational axis (see Fig. 1.2). Therefore,
the X-ray radiation coming from the material accreted on to the pulsar is mod-
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Chapter 1. High Mass X-ray Binaries

Figure 1.1: Scheme of a HMXB with an rotating NS (© HKU@LCSD).

ulated by the stellar rotation of the pulsar. For a review of this subject, see e.g.,
Nagase [1989].

This thesis consists of the study of a sample of HMXBs hosting rotating NSs
with supergiant companions. The study of these systems has a profound im-
pact in several areas of Physics and Astrophysics:

− NSs are collapsed objects with the highest densities known in the observ-
able Universe. Therefore, measuring their masses is essential to con-
strain the equation of state (EOS) of nuclear dense matter [e.g., Timmes
et al., 1996, Lattimer, 2012, Kiziltan et al., 2013].

− NSs are the final stage of massive stars after their explosion as a Super-
novae (SN). Measurements of minimum masses give insights into mas-
sive star evolutionary models and on the astrophysical models of core
collapse and SN explosions [e.g., Clark et al., 2002, Haensel et al., 2007].

− HMXBs are young systems, so they may act as tracers of star formation
[e.g., Grimm et al., 2003, Lutovinov et al., 2005].

− HMXBs are formed and evolve as binary systems. Consequently, their
study gives insights into the evolutionary models of binary systems, as
well as into the different evolutionary paths of isolated stars compared
to those forming part of a binary system [e.g., Langer, 2012, van den
Heuvel, 2012].

− When considered as a population, they can provide information on prop-
erties of galaxies [e.g., Gilfanov et al., 2004].

10



1.1. About the donor star: OB supergiants

Figure 1.2: Scheme of a pulsar (© HKU@LCSD).

− They are excellent testbeds to study accretion physics and outflows [e.g.,
Mirabel and Rodríguez, 1999].

− They provide some of the few astrophysical environments for the acceler-
ation of particles and production of very high energy radiation [Aharonian
et al., 2005].

Along this Chapter of the thesis I am going to give a description of the donor
stars of HMXBs (Sec. 1.1) as well as the compact objects constituting these
binary systems (Sec. 1.2), followed by a summary of the interactions between
both stars (Sec. 1.3.2). The different types of HMXBs are described in Sec. 1.4
along with the possible explanations for their differences in behaviour, while
Sec. 1.5 gives a general outlook of their formation and evolution.

1.1 About the donor star: OB supergiants

A star is born when a cloud of gas and dust collapses to the point when the ma-
terial in the center of the clump is so dense and hot that the nuclear fusion of
H nuclei into He nuclei can occur. The outflow of energy released by these re-
actions provides the pressure necessary to halt the collapse. The evolutionary
phase called main-sequence (MS) can last for billions of years; a star spends
most of its life on this phase. During the MS, in the core of the star is taking

11



Chapter 1. High Mass X-ray Binaries

place the fusion of H into He. When the H in the core of the star runs out, the
energy flow from the core of the star stops. Then the central regions of the star
will slowly collapse and heat up. Nuclear reactions in a shell of gas outside the
core will provide a new source of energy, and cause the star to expand outward
in the "red giant" phase. The most important factor that influences the life of a
star on the MS is its own mass. More massive stars have higher temperatures,
greater initial luminosities and more energy generation in their cores to provide
radiation pressure enough to support their own gravity. To balance their ex-
cesses in luminosity and energy generation, the lifetimes of massive stars are
shortened significantly compared to solar and lower mass stars.

The difference in colours of the stars corresponds to different surface tempera-
tures. This connection comes from the fact that stellar spectra can be approx-
imated by black-body radiation where the temperature defines the wavelength
peak emission (i.e., the colour) according to Wien’s Displacement Law

λmax =
b
T
, (1.1)

where b ∼ 2.898mm K denotes Wien’s displacement constant. These temper-
atures describe a black-body of the same energy output as the observed star
[Karttunen et al., 2007], and are called effective temperatures (Teff).

The Harvard Spectral Classification sorts the spectra into different categories
according to their Teff , labeled with letters. Ordering them from high to low
temperature the sequence reads as:

O–B–A–F–G–K–M–L–T–(Y)1

Starting with spectral type O with temperatures between 15000− 35000K and
shining bright blue, the sequence goes over yellow G stars, similar to the Sun,
with temperatures of ∼ 5500K to the colder reddish M type stars with tempera-
tures around 3000K [Karttunen et al., 2007].

Additionally, the Yerkes Spectral Classification added luminosity classes to take
into account surface gravities, denoted by roman numerals. Six luminosity

1Types L and T were added after the discovery of very cold brown dwarfs in the 80s and 90s [e.g.,
Kirkpatrick, 2005]. While the spectral class Y was proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [1999], if objects
beyond T type stars should be discovered. These Y objects, as predicted by Kirkpatrick et al. [1999],
have recently been discovered [see e.g., Cushing et al., 2011, Kirkpatrick et al., 2012].
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1.1. About the donor star: OB supergiants

Figure 1.3: HR diagram (© Pearson Education, publishing as Addison Wesley).

classes are defined from Ia, the most luminous supergiants, with the lowest
surface gravities, to V, the main sequence of dwarf stars, less luminous and
with higher gravity values [Karttunen et al., 2007].

According to these spectral types and luminosities, corresponding to different
temperatures and surface gravities that give rise to different spectral features
due to the differences in physical environments of the photospheres, stars can
be placed on the so-called Hertzsprung–Russell (HR) diagram (Fig. 1.3). This
name comes from the combination of the names of their developers: Ejnar
Hertszprung and Henry Norris Russell. Since this diagram was built up (1911),
it has been used as a classification system to explain stellar types and evolu-
tion.

Donor stars in HMXBs are, in most cases, hot luminous OB supergiants, except
for the special case of Be X-ray binaries where the donor star is a Be star.

Be stars are non-supergiant fast-rotating B-type and luminosity class III-V stars
which at some point of their lives have shown spectral lines in emission, hence
the qualifier "e" in their spectral types [e.g., Porter and Rivinius, 2003]. They
also show an amount of infrared (IR) radiation that is larger than that expected
from an absorption-line B star of the same spectral type, an effect known as
IR-excess. Both the emission lines and the characteristic strong IR-excess are

13



Chapter 1. High Mass X-ray Binaries

attributed to the presence of circumstellar material in a disc-like geometry. The
causes that give rise to the disc are not well understood [e.g., Riquelme et al.,
2012].

From this point forward I am going to focus on OB supergiant stars, also known
as "early-type" supergiants, the donor stars hosting the HMXBs in this thesis.
These massive stars have high luminosities. They are hot stars for most of their
evolution being powerful cosmic engines.

1.1.1 The life of OB Supergiants
Supergiants are defined as stars of luminosity class I [e.g., Morgan and Keenan,
1973]. This luminosity class indicate the weakest gravities (i.e., largest radii, at
a given mass) from gravity-sensitive spectroscopic absorption lines at a given
spectral type [e.g., Kudritzki et al., 2008].

During the MS phase, massive stars (M & 8M⊙) the precursors of OB su-
pergiant stars, generate most of their energy in their cores not through the
common branch of the pp chain2, but through the CNO cycle, of which most
common branch is:

12C+1H→13N+γ
13N→13C+e+ + ν
13C+1H→14N+γ
14N+1H→15O+γ
15O→15N+e+ + ν

15N+1H→12C+4He

The slowest reaction in this cycle is the combination of 14N with 1H, reason
why N tends to accumulate in the core, and observed in the surface of the
star when any mechanism has dredged up the internal, nuclear processed lay-
ers: i.e., convection during the red-giant or later phases of evolution, rotational
mixing if a star is a rapid rotator, or a heavy mass transfer in a binary system
[McSwain, 2004]. Indeed, following the work of Crowther et al. [2006], galac-
tic early B supergiants have on average, [N/C] and [N/O] increased relative to
Solar abundances +1.1 dex3 and +0.8 dex.

21H+1H→2H+e+ + ν ; 2H+1H→3He+γ ; 3He+3He→4He+21H.
3The name "dex" is a contraction of "decimal exponent". It is a logarithmic unit used in astronomy.

One dex equals a factor of 10.
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1.1. About the donor star: OB supergiants

As the massive star evolves, the conversion of H into He increases the molecu-
lar weight. This fact rises the interior temperature leading to the enhancement
of the star luminosity throughout its MS lifetime [McSwain, 2004].

For the case of fast-rotating stars the support of gas pressure is less important.
They begin their MS phase at lower luminosities and Teff compared to those
non-rotating stars of the same mass. In these stars, rotational mixing takes
place enriching the He and N abundance in the envelope, decreasing its opac-
ity, and thus, they are over-luminous for their masses [e.g., Heger and Langer,
2000, Maeder, 2009, Langer, 2012].

At near solar metallicity, most current massive star evolution models predict
that after core H exhaustion, stars below the LBV limit4 expand all the way,
leave the MS phase and, reach the red supergiant stage (RSG) with a cooler
temperature [Brott et al., 2011].

During this process, the core suffers a contraction and the central temperature
rises giving way to He burning that stops this core contraction. This He burning
takes place through the 3α process:

4He+4He⇌8Be
8Be+4He→12C+γ

And, as the abundance of 12C grows in the core, the reaction

12C+4He→16O+γ

takes over and both 4He and 12C became depleted. The reaction

16O+4He→20Ne+γ

then begins, but further reactions beyond 20Ne are rare in the core.

As the energy released per unit of mass in these reactions is ∼ 10 less than in
the CNO cycle, He burning occurs at a faster rate to maintain the higher lumi-
nosity of the star [McSwain, 2004].

He core burning ends when all of the He has been processed, but it continues
in a shell surrounding the core. Similar to the end of the MS, the He burning

4LBV≡Luminous Blue Variables, luminous, hot, unstable supergiants associated with stars near their
Eddington limit that suffer irregular eruptions [e.g., Nota and Lamers, 1997].
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Chapter 1. High Mass X-ray Binaries

Figure 1.4: Internal shell structure of a supergiant star on its last day. Successive internal
layers have different temperatures, with the inner layers being hotter than the outer ones.
Different layers contain different elements produced by fusion, with a dense core of iron at
the centre. (© Australia Telescope Outreach and Education).

shell increases the mass of the core. The core then contracts, and the star
luminosity increases, taking it up the HR diagram in the so-called asymptotic
giant branch [Ostlie and Carroll, 1996]. The outer envelope of the supergiant
now reaches deeper and both CNO and 3α processed material appear at the
stellar surface.

The stars will continue with faster and faster cycles of core burning followed by
contractions with concentric shells of lower mass elements burning above the
core in an "onion skin model" (Fig. 1.4). Fusion can not progress beyond Fe
in the cores of stars because the binding energy released by further fusion is
negative, so these reactions would deplete the energy of the star rather than
generating energy.

Therefore, after having finished burning its nuclear fuel, the star undergoes a
SN explosion through an iron-core collapse, one of the most violent releases
of energy in the Universe. During this phenomena, the core of the star is com-
pressed to very high densities, resulting in a NS, the most compact star in the
observable Universe (Sec. 1.2). While the outer layers, or external shells, pro-
duce a final splash of photons, kinetic energy, and newly synthesized chemical
elements to the surrounding medium giving rise to the so-called SN Remmants.
This process is a key agent in stimulating the interstellar medium of star-forming

16



1.1. About the donor star: OB supergiants

galaxies, driving their evolution throughout the history of the Universe [Mac Low
et al., 2005].

The process described above occurs for massive stars with M . 25M⊙, it
means the ∼ 80%of massive stars. At solar-metallicities, stars between ∼ 30
and ∼ 40M⊙ suffer a mass loss during the RSG that might be sufficient to strip
the external layers deeply enough to become a Wolf-Rayet (WR5) star [e.g.,
Ekström et al., 2013]. Stars with masses between 30 an 40M⊙ can possibly
(but not necessarily) go through RSG, LBV and WR; and stars above 40M⊙ go
through LBV and WR phase [e.g., Meynet et al., 2011]. Supernovae collapse
occurs at the end of all of them independently of their initial masses. However
this collapse is different [see Sec. 1.2, and Smartt, 2009] depending on their
evolutionary path.

The post-MS evolution of massive single stars is little understood. Not only
their mass and metallicity, but also its rotation is an important ingredient in their
evolution [e.g., Maeder, 2009, Meynet et al., 2011, Ekström et al., 2013].

1.1.2 Stellar winds of Supergiants

These luminous red supergiant stars have low surface gravities, and are known
to suffer great mass loss in the form of a radiation-driven stellar wind [see Ku-
dritzki and Puls, 2000, for a review]. Material is accelerated outwards from the
stellar atmosphere to a final velocity v∞ according to a law that may be approx-
imated as

vw = v∞
(

1− R∗
r

)β

(1.2)

where R∗ is the radius of the star and β is a factor generally lying in the interval
∼ 0.8− 1.2.

Under these circumstances, high wind velocities (supersonic) are reached at a
moderate height above the surface of the star (for example, for β = 1.0, vw(2R∗) =
0.2v∞, i.e., 1000km s−1). These strong stellar winds plow supersonically through

5WR stars are named after Wolf and Rayet [1867] who identified three stars in Cygnus with strong
broad emission lines instead of narrow absorption lines. These stars typically have wind densities an
order of magnitude higher than massive O stars. They show at their surfaces the products of H-burning
and the 3α process. For a review of this kind of stars see Crowther [2007].
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Chapter 1. High Mass X-ray Binaries

the surrounding medium, and may be enhanced by pulsations or eruptions dur-
ing advanced evolutionary stages, when the wind may also become enriched
in elements synthesized in the stellar interior.

These winds are highly structured with the presence of large-scale (quasi)-
cyclical structures that may be induced by instabilities generated by the star it-
self [see e.g., Kaper and Fullerton, 1998]. Theory also predicts the existence of
smaller-scale stochastic structure, caused by the appearance of shocks in the
wind flow directly related to its intrinsic instability. These structures caused by
shocks decelerate and compress rarefied gas, collecting most of the mass into
a sequence of dense clumps bounded by shocks dominating the wind structure
beyond r & 3R∗ [e.g., Runacres and Owocki, 2002] and perhaps much closer
to the stellar surface [Puls et al., 2006]. The observed stochastic variability on
short time scales of Hα profiles in O-type stars is consistent with the predictions
of wind models with cumpling [Markova et al., 2005]. Thus, the approximation
of a smooth wind of constant density must be considered unrealistic.

1.2 About the compact object: Neutron stars

All the compact components of the sources of study in this thesis are NSs, the
most compact stars in the observable Universe. The phrase "neutron star" ap-
peared in the literature for the first time in Baade and Zwicky [1934].

NSs were given this name because their interior is largely composed of neu-
trons. They have a typical mass of M ∼ 1−2M⊙, and a radius ranging between
∼ 10and 14km. Therefore, the mass density ρ, in such a star is ∼ 1015 g cm−3,
which is 3 times normal nuclear density6. Such matter cannot be obtained un-
der laboratory conditions, and its properties and even composition remain to be
clarified. [e.g., Lattimer and Prakash, 2004, Potekhin, 2010, Lattimer, 2012].

An upper mass limit for NSs of ∼ 3.4M⊙ was predicted by Tolman [1939] and
Oppenheimer and Volkoff [1939] following the work of Chandrasekhar [1931].
Since then, continuing discussion on the mass range a NS can attain has
spawned a vast literature [e.g., Thorsett and Chakrabarty, 1999, Baumgarte
et al., 2000, Schwab et al., 2010, Lattimer, 2012, Kiziltan et al., 2013] due to its

6The typical density of a heavy atomic nucleus is ρ ∼ 2.7× 1014 g cm−3.
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1.2. About the compact object: Neutron stars

Figure 1.5: Figure 2 of Lattimer [2012] representing mass to radius diagram showing the
predictions of different EOS. The different models are labeled according to Lattimer [2012],
who states in his original caption: "Typical M−R curves for hadronic EOS (black curves) and
strange quark matter (SQM) EOS (green curves). The EOS names are given in Lattimer
and Prakash [2001]. Regions of the M − R plane excluded by General Relativity (GR),
finite pressure, and causality are indicated. The orange curves show contours of R∞ =
R/

√

1− 2GM/Rc2. The region marked rotation is bounded by the realistic mass-shedding
limit for the highest-known pulsar frequency, 716 Hz, for PSR J1748–2446 [Hessels et al.,
2006]".

implications in Physics and Astrophysics.

A NS is a possible end product of the death of a heavy star (Sec. 1.1 and
Fig. 1.6) with M & 8M⊙. After the SN explosion the core of the star is com-
pressed gravitationally to very high densities giving as a result the "core-collapse
SN", forming a NS in the Central SN Remnant, or a BH in the case of the core
having a mass above the maximum limit [∼ 3M⊙, Oppenheimer and Volkoff,
1939] where the compression cannot be stopped. Therefore, masses at birth
of NSs are tuned by the intricate details of the astrophysical processes that
drive massive stellar evolution, core collapse and SN explosions [e.g., Timmes
et al., 1996, Haensel et al., 2007, Schwab et al., 2010, Potekhin, 2010].

NS masses lower than 1.2M⊙ would challenge the paradigm of gravitational-
collapse NS formation. Iron cores of 8 − 10M⊙ progenitors stars have M ∼
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1.25M⊙, and the lowest mass NS may form from such progenitor. While accord-
ing to thermodynamics NS have a minimum gravitational mass ∼ 0.9− 1.2M⊙
since masses smaller than this minimum are dynamically unstable and cannot
lead to NS [Lattimer, 2012]. There are two interesting candidates of low mass
NSs below the limit of 1.2M⊙, SMC X–1 and 4U 1538–52, both of them XRBs
with 1−σ upper limits to mass of 1.122M⊙ and 1.1M⊙ respectively [Rawls et al.,
2011].

The maximum mass of a NS delineates the low mass limit of stellar mass BHs,
and combined with measurements of NS radii, it also provides a distinctive
insight into the structure of matter at supranuclear densities. Different assump-
tions on the behaviour of matter under these extrem conditions have been put
forward resulting in different EOS (see Fig. 1.5) [e.g., Lattimer and Prakash,
2001, 2004, Lattimer, 2007, 2012]. Observations can help distinguish between
different models.

The largest NS mass measured up to date corresponds to the value of 2.4M⊙.
Two XRBs have NSs with this mass value, 4U 1700–377 [Clark et al., 2002] and
PSR B1954+20 [van Kerkwijk et al., 2011], although the large systematic errors
of these values claim caution. According to modern theory the maximum value
for a NS mass is ∼ 2.5M⊙, which is compatible with the observational results
(this maximum value depends on the EOS used [see Fig. 1.5, Potekhin, 2010,
Lattimer, 2012].

Only 33 relatively precise NS masses are available with a total of 65 mea-
surements, while ∼ 2000 objects have been detected as pulsars (http://
www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat/). This small number of mea-
surements is due to the difficulties in determining the masses in an indepen-
dent way. XRBs provide one of the few possible ways of such measurements
through the mass function of the optical component of the binary system. In-
deed, 23%of the 65 values come from XRBs [Lattimer, 2012].

Most NS masses lie close to 1.3 to 1.4M⊙. In particular, the XRBs NS mass
distribution peaks at ∼ 1.4M⊙, which is considered as a canonical mass. The
available data suggest that these NSs have radii near 10km. An important fact
is that the estimates of the EOS from astrophysical observations are converging
with those from laboratory studies [Lattimer, 2012].
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1.2. About the compact object: Neutron stars

Figure 1.6: A summary diagram of the likely evolutionary scenarios and end states of mas-
sive stars [Fig. 12 of Smartt, 2009]. Different types of Supernovae are classified by the
appearance of their optical spectra.
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1.3 Interaction mechanisms

The interactions between the stars in a binary system influence the evolution of
the system as a whole in addition to the evolution of the individual components.
This interaction consists basically of the tidal effects and the mass transfer.
The X-ray radiation observed is a consequence of this interaction added to the
extreme gravitational effect of the NS.

1.3.1 Tidal effects: Orbital circularisation

Tidal forces are supposed to cause the rotational velocity of the stars to match
the orbital angular velocity of the system, in other words, synchronous rotation.
In addition, the eccentricity will decrease, causing their elliptical orbit to circu-
larise. According to Hilditch [2001], the time scales for the synchronization and
circularisation processes are:

tsync≃ 1041+ q
2q

P4
orb years, and (1.3)

tcirc ≃
106

q

[

1+ q
2

]5/3

P16/3
orb years, (1.4)

where P is the orbital period in days and the mass ratio of the system is

q =
MA

MB
≤ 1. (1.5)

Consequently, the initial orbital period of the binary is critical to understand the
interaction between both stars and thus their evolution.

1.3.2 Mass transfer: Accretion

The accretion process is a transfer of mass from the donor star (supergiant)
to the compact object (NS). The kind of process taking place in each system
depends basically on the spetral type, the mass of the donor star and the orbital
separation of the binary system. The gravitational energy is the driving force for
accretion in all of them. Therefore, the shape and structure of the gravitational
potential in a binary system have to be taken into account.
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1.3. Interaction mechanisms

Figure 1.7: Figure 2 of de Val-Borro et al. [2009] representing the Roche potential on the
orbital plane showing the location of the Lagrangian points for a mass ratio q = 1.

Gravitational potential in a binary system: Roche-lobe

The theoretical description of the gravitational potential in a binary system is
found in the studies of the French mathematician Eduard Albert Roche (1820–
1883). The gravitational potential, known as Roche potential, of two point
masses MA and MB in a circular Keplerian orbit around their center of mass,
takes the following form in the corotating frame of reference [Frank et al., 2002]:

Φ (r) = − GMA

| ~r − ~rA |
− GMB

| ~r − ~rB |
− 1

2
(

~ω ×~r
)2
, (1.6)

where ~rA and ~rB are the position vectors of the center of the two stars, and ~ω
is the angular velocity of the binary system. The first two terms in the equation
represent the gravitational potential of each component and the last term the
influence of the centrifugal force.

Fig. 1.7 shows the equipotential surfaces of the Roche potential in the binary
orbital plane for a binary system with a mass ratio q = MA/MB = 1. The Roche-
lobe is defined as the volume surrounding an object within which material is
gravitationally bound to this object. In a binary system each of the stars has its
own Roche-lobe, and the two Roche-lobes together are the equipotential sur-
faces forming the inner-most "eight-like" solid line of Fig. 1.7. The shape of this
combination of both Roche-lobes depends on the orbital separation and its size
is given by the mass ratio q (q = 1 in this case). The equilibrium points, where
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the total gravitational force vanishes, are called Lagrange points (L1 − L5). If
material from the donor star reaches the saddle point L1 having momentum in
the outward direction, it can enter the Roche-lobe of the compact object. A
similar mass transfer can happen for matter crossing the L2 point inwards.

Binaries are classified into three categories depending of their size with respect
to their Roche-lobe:

− Detached systems: The radii of both stars are well within their Roche-
lobes.

− Semi-detached systems: One of the stars fills its Roche-lobe.

− Contact systems: Both stars are filling their Roche-lobes and possibly
sharing a common envelope.

Accretion mechanisms in HMXBs

There are three mechanisms known by which mass transfer can proceed in a
HMXB:

− Roche-lobe overflow:
It occurs when the donor star reaches or exceeds its Roche-lobe and, so,
starts an overflow of matter through the inner L1 point to the compact ob-
ject (it is a semi-detached system). The accretion of material in this kind
of systems is such that it is accumulated in a disc surrounding the NS
that is so-called accretion disc. This kind of interaction occurs mainly in
LMXBs, although it also appears in persistent HMXBs [e.g., Negueruela,
2010]. When the accretion disc is surrounding the NS, there is a transfer
of angular momentum from the disc to the NS that produces changes in
its spin period [see e.g., González-Galán et al., 2012].

− Be emission mechanism:
It is a special case for Be X-ray Binaries. The donor star in these sys-
tems is a Be star (for details see Sec. 1.1) with a circumstellar disc. In
the simplest picture when the NS passes through this circumstellar disc,
the mass is transferred from the donor star to the NS [see e.g., Okazaki
and Negueruela, 2001, Negueruela et al., 2001, Reig, 2011, for a detailed
explanation].
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1.3. Interaction mechanisms

− Stellar wind accretion:
There is a mass ejection in the form of a wind from the donor star that
reaches the Roche-lobe of the compact object. This mass transfer can
either be directly via L1, or the stellar wind may loose its kinetic and an-
gular momentum in the neighbourhood of L2.

The HMXBs in this thesis do not fill their Roche-lobe, but host luminous OB
stars that have powerful winds. Consequently, their accretion is through stellar
wind accretion (for more details on stellar wind accretion see Sec. 1.3.4).

1.3.3 X-ray production and Eddington limit
The first who suggested that accretion of matter towards a NS in a binary sys-
tem could produce an X-ray source were Zel’dovich and Novikov [1964]. The
potential energy of the accreted material falling down the deep gravitational
field of the NS is transformed into kinetic energy and heated up to ∼ 107 K due
to collisions before reaching the surface of the compact object, thus producing
the X-ray radiation observed [e.g., Shklovskii, 1967]. Consequently:

LX ∝ ζ
dM
dt
, (1.7)

where dM
dt = Ṁ is the accretion rate, and ζ is the efficiency factor for converting

potential energy into radiation.

There is a limit to the accretion rate (Ṁ), as soon as the radiative pressure
on the material exceeds the gravitational force. Assuming spherical symmetric
accretion of a fully ionized H plasma, the main radiative pressure will be ex-
erted on the material via Thomson scattering of the photons by the electrons,
of which scattering cross-section σT is a factor of ∼ 108 larger than for protons
[Frank et al., 2002]. The main gravitational force is exerted on the more mas-
sive protons with mass mp. Through electromagnetic coupling, electrons and
protons appear as closely connected pairs, so that the Eddington luminosity is
reached at equilibrium between the radiative pressure on the electrons and the
gravitational force on the protons [Frank et al., 2002]:

LσT

4πr2mpc
=

GMX

r2
, (1.8)

where MX is the mass of the NS, and r is the distance to the center of the star.
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Therefore, the Eddington luminosity can be written as:

LEdd =
4πGMXmpc

σT
≃ 1.3× 1038

(

M
M⊙

)

ergs−1, (1.9)

which is about an order of magnitude higher than observed in flares from
HMXBs.

Following this reasoning, for LX & LEdd, the outward pressure of radiation
would exceed the inward gravitational attraction and the accretion would be
halted. However, as NSs are highly magnetised and the accreted material is
ionised, accretion does not happen in a spherically symmetric way, it is colli-
mated onto the magnetic poles of the NS. Therefore, finding sources with lumi-
nosities above the Eddington limit is not in contradiction with the theory as long
as this value is only valid for spherical symmetric accretion.

1.3.4 The theory of wind accretion

The classical Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion [see Edgar, 2004, for a review]
represents an approximation of the accretion process when the wind velocity
(vw) of the donor star7 is much higher than the orbital velocity (vorb) of the NS8.
In this approximation, the accretion rate (Ṁ) of a NS immersed in a fast wind is
governed by its accretion radius 9 given by

racc∝
2GMX

v2
rel

, (1.10)

where the relative velocity of the accreted material with respect to the NS is
v2

rel = v2
w + v2

orb. For typical values of the wind velocity, racc ∼ 108 m, decreasing
by a factor of a few from r = 2R∗ to r = 10R∗.

The accretion rate is then:

Ṁ = 4π (GMX)2 vw (r) ρ (r)

v2
rel

, (1.11)

7For early supergiant stars it can reach supersonic values vw(2R∗) ∼ 1000km s−1 (see Sec. 1.1.2).
8In these systems: vorb(2R∗) ∼ 200km s−1.
9Accretion radius of a NS≡The maximum distance at which the gravitational potential of the NS well

can deflect the stellar wind and focus the out-flowing material towards itself.
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where ρ (r) is the wind density. If we assume a certain efficiency factor in the
transformation of gravitational energy into X-ray luminosity, the X-ray luminosity
will be proportional to

LX ∝ Ṁ ∼ ρ
(r) vw (r)

v4
rel

. (1.12)

This dependency means that, in this approximation, the X-ray luminosity of a
NS in a circular orbit is constant. In an eccentric orbit, the luminosity varies
with orbital phase. Different systems differ in their orbital parameters and wind
properties leading to different X-ray light curve behaviours (persistent, tran-
sient, etc.).

The overall behaviour of persistent X-ray source is well reproduced by this sim-
ple model [Negueruela, 2010]. However, detailed analysis of the X-ray light
curves of HMXBs, the highly structured wind of the donor stars, the impact of
the X-ray radiation on the wind, etc., provide strong evidence for a much more
complex physical situation.

Moreover, NSs in these systems have strong magnetic fields (∼ 1012G). Thus,
as material approaches the NS, it is captured by the magnetic field and de-
flected along the magnetic field lines. In addition, this magnetic field has an
effect on the accretion of material in the form of a balance between the strength
of the magnetic field itself and the ram pressure of the incoming material [e.g.,
Bozzo et al., 2008]. This incoming material could be stopped at the magne-
tosphere if the ram pressure is low (compared to the magnetic field), and the
NS may be then in the propeller regime [Illarionov and Sunyaev, 1975] and the
accretion centrifugally inhibited.

One of the latest models related to the wind accretion mechanisms is the quasi-
spherical accretion proposed by Shakura et al. [2012]. This model accepts the
classical Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion for supersonic winds, and explains ac-
cretion from subsonic winds by a quasi-static shell that forms above the mag-
netosphere from which the NS can accrete via instabilities [e.g., Shakura et al.,
2012, 2013, 2014].
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Figure 1.8: Current classification of X-ray binaries.
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Figure 1.9: The Pspin/Porb (Corbet’s) diagram for a large sample of HMXBs. "Classical"
HMXBs are fed through localised Roche-lobe overflow and have very short spin periods.
Be/X-ray binaries show a moderately strong correlation between their orbital and spin peri-
ods [Corbet, 1984]. Wind-fed systems have long spin periods, uncorrelated to their orbital
period.

1.4 Classification of HMXBs

Based on the type of the optical star, the accretion mechanisms taking place,
and their X-ray behaviour, HMXBs are further classified into several subgroups
(see Fig. 1.8 for a detailed scheme of the classification).

Corbet [1986] found that the position of an object in the spin period vs. orbital
period (Pspin/Porb) diagram (see Fig. 1.9) correlates with other physical prop-
erties, allowing the definition of meaningful three subgroups that have been
divided in sub-subgroups along time with the discovery of new sources. These
sub and sub-subgroups are described throughout this section.

1.4.1 Roche-lobe overflow HMXBs
A few objects with very close orbits and short spin periods are observed as very
bright (LX ∼ 1038erg s−1) persistent X-ray sources, with clear evidence for an
accretion disc. Their NSs are spinning up most of the time, because angular
momentum is transferred with the accreted material [Negueruela, 2010].
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1.4.2 Be X-ray Binaries

Be X-ray binaries (BeXBs) are systems with a Be star counterpart (see Sec. 1.1
for details of a Be star). In these systems, material from a circumstellar disc is
accreted onto the compact object.

Most BeXBs have relatively wide orbits (Porb & 20 d), with moderate to large
eccentricities [e & 0.3; Reig, 2011], and the compact companion spends most
of its time far away from the disc surrounding the Be star [van den Heuvel and
Rappaport, 1987]. In consequence, they are transient sources, that show very
low X-ray fluxes in quiescence [LX . 1033 erg s−1; e.g., Campana et al., 2002],
with the outbursts ,reaching X-ray luminosities close to the Eddington limit for
a NS (LX ∼ 1038erg s−1), often occurring at regular intervals, separated by the
orbital period, and generally close to periastron [e.g., Okazaki and Negueruela,
2001, Negueruela et al., 2001].

Persistent BeXBs also exist [Reig and Roche, 1999]. These persistent systems
show much less X-ray variability and lower luminosities [LX . 1035 erg s−1;
Reig, 2011].

BeXBs populate a rather narrow region of the Pspin/Porb diagram (see Fig. 1.9).
This correlation between Pspin and Porb [found for the first time by Corbet, 1984]
is believed to be connected to some physical equilibrium between the spin down
of the NSs when they are not accreting and their spin up during outbursts,
indicative of the formation of transitory accretion discs [e.g., Wilson et al., 2008].

1.4.3 Supergiant X-ray Binaries

Wind-fed HMXBs are systems mostly composed of an OB supergiant donor
star and a long-Pspin NS, known as Supergiant X-ray Binaries (SGXBs).

In SGXBs, the compact star interacts with the strong stellar wind of the su-
pergiant producing the persistent X-rays observed in these systems [with typ-
ically LX ∼ 1036 erg s−1; Nagase, 1989] with occasional flaring variability on
short time scales (seconds), but rather stable in the long run. Almost all these
systems are X-ray pulsars, and orbital solutions exist for most of them. They
have orbital periods ranging from & 3 d to ∼ 15 d and present circular or low-
eccentricity orbits [e.g. Negueruela et al., 2008c], with the single exception of
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GX 301−2, powered by a B1.5 Ia+ hypergiant. Many of them display eclipses
of the X-ray source.

Over the last years there has been a huge increase in the number of HMXBs
known of which properties differ from the "historical" SGXBs. While the number
of sources increases it becomes clearer that the separation among them is
not well defined, there is a kind of continuum in properties along the different
types of SGXBs [e.g., Walter and Zurita Heras, 2007, Negueruela et al., 2008c].
Hereafter I give an overview of these "new" systems and possible explanations
to their different behaviour.

Obscured SGXBs

An example of obscured or absorbed SGXB is IGR J16318/-4848 discovered
by Courvoisier et al. [2003] exhibiting an unusually high level of absorption
in X-rays and a strong intrinsic absorption in the optical [Chaty, 2013]. This
led Filliatre and Chaty [2004] to suggest that the material absorbing in X-rays
was concentrated around the compact object, while the one absorbing in opti-
cal/infrared was surrounding the whole system.

Further mid-infrared (MID) observations also suggest that there is a dense and
absorbing circumstellar material envelope surrounding the whole binary sys-
tem like a cocoon of dust, creating a persistent and luminous X-ray emission
together with a high absorption in the optical and a MID excess [Chaty, 2013].

Classical Supergiant Fast X-ray Transients

One relatively recent discovery in this field is the existence of systems hav-
ing X-ray fast transient phenomena, generally with a steeper rise and a slower
decay of the X-ray flux of several orders of magnitude, and lasting from min-
utes up to a few hours [Sguera et al., 2006]. Fast transients have always been
identified with supergiant companions [e.g. in’t Zand, 2005, Negueruela et al.,
2006a, Blay et al., 2012], leading to the definition of the Supergiant Fast X-
ray Transients [SFXTs, Negueruela et al., 2006b] as a sub-class of SGXBs.
SFXTs spend most of their time at X-ray luminosities between LX ∼ 1032 to
1034 erg s−1, well below the "normal" X-ray luminosity of SGXBs, with very brief
excursions to outburst luminosities of up to a few times 1036 erg s−1 [e.g. Rampy
et al., 2009, Sidoli et al., 2009, Sidoli, 2012]. The typical X-ray variability factor
is . 20 in SGXBs while it is & 100 in SFXTs [Walter and Zurita Heras, 2007].
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The underlying mechanism that produces the fast X-ray outburst in SFXTs is
still not well understood.

A number of hypothesis have been put forward to explain the different behaviour
in SFXTs from "normal" SGXBs. Some of the models proposed invoke the
structure in the wind of the supergiant companion that could produce sudden
episodes of accretion onto the compact component. This structure could be
either in the form of clumping in a spherically symmetric outflow from the su-
pergiant donor [in’t Zand, 2005, Walter and Zurita Heras, 2007, Negueruela
et al., 2008c, Zurita Heras and Walter, 2009, Blay et al., 2012], or in the form
of an equatorial density enhancement in the wind from the supergiant, inclined
at some angle to the orbit of the NS [Romano et al., 2007, Sidoli et al., 2007].
Another possible explanation is the existence of an eccentric orbit which could
lead the NS to cross zones of large and variable absorption [Negueruela et al.,
2008c, Blay et al., 2012]. Of course, a clumpy spherical wind can exist together
with an eccentric orbit [Blay et al., 2012]; this scenario would also explain the
quasi-stable X-ray luminosity of SGXBs, since they have circular orbits. Fur-
thermore, Bozzo et al. [2008] proposed a model that makes use of transitions
between accretion gating mechanisms, such as centrifugal and magnetic barri-
ers, brought about by variations in the stellar wind, to explain the large dynamic
range in flux observed in this systems. Ducci et al. [2010] have proposed a
scenario that links all these mechanisms.

Recent theoretical considerations [e.g. Oskinova et al., 2012] and observations
[e.g. Sidoli et al., 2013] strongly suggest that wind clumpiness is not the only
explanation for the flaring behaviour, leading to the widespread idea that some
“gating” mechanism mediates the accretion onto the NS. Proposed mecha-
nisms include a magnetic barrier that prevents direct accretion [subsonic pro-
peller regime; Doroshenko et al., 2011] and a switch in the polar beam config-
uration due to a variation in the optical depth of the accretion column [Shakura
et al., 2013]. The recently proposed “accumulation mechanism” [Drave et al.,
2014], which may be a natural consequence of quasi-spherical accretion and
the changes in accretion configuration described by Shakura et al. [2013],
seems to be an excellent candidate for this gating process, as it removes the
need for the accreting objects in all SFXTs to be magnetars [e.g., Bozzo et al.,
2008, Grunhut et al., 2014].
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Figure 1.10: Figure from [Coleiro and Chaty, 2013], who state in their original caption: "Dis-
tribution of HMXBs (blue stars) and distribution of star formation complexes (green circles).
The circle radius represent the different excitation parameter value. The spiral model from
Russeil [2003] is also plotted and the red star represents the Sun position at 8kpc from the
Galactic center."

Intermediate Supergiant Fast X-ray Transients

Intermediate SFXTs exhibit a higher X-ray luminosity and a lower variability fac-
tor with longer flares than classical SFXTs [Smith et al., 2012]. These sources
represent a link between SFXTs where the X-ray emission is completely domi-
nated by flaring, and the persistent and brighter canonical SGXBs.

1.5 Formation and evolution of HMXBs

According to statistical analysis of the Galactic distribution of XRBs, the stellar
birth place is very important in their formation [e.g., Koyama et al., 1990, Lu-
tovinov et al., 2005, Dean et al., 2005, Bodaghee et al., 2012]. These works
show that LMXBs are concentrated within the galactic bulge, while HMXBs,
under-abundant in the central kpc, are spread over the whole Galactic plane,
confined in a disc, exhibiting an uneven distribution, preferentially towards the
tangential directions of the spiral arms (see Fig. 1.10). This spatial distribution
was expected, because LMXBs are constituted of companion stars belonging
to old stellar population, while HMXBs containing young companion stars, re-
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main close to their stellar birth-site, and hence should theoretically follow the
passage of the wave density associated with the rotation of the spiral arms [Lin
et al., 1969], inducing a burst of stellar formation.

1.5.1 Overview of the formation picture

HMXBs exist due to the large-scale mass transfer that occurs during the evo-
lution of a close binary system prior to the SN explosion in which the compact
star was formed [e.g., van den Heuvel and Heise, 1972, Tutukov and Yungel-
son, 1973]. Thanks to this mass transfer the more evolved component –which
initially was the more massive one– will transfer its H-rich envelope to its com-
panion before it explodes as a SN, becoming the less massive component of
the system ("Algol paradox"10). Simple celestial mechanics shows that the ex-
plosive mass ejection from the less massive component of a binary does not
disrupt the system [Blaauw, 1961], but imparts it with a runaway velocity as well
as with a high eccentricity.

During the close binary phase, the more massive star –the one that ends up
first as a SN– transfers material to the less massive star. Therefore, the less
massive may appear as an enriched star for its mass. Consequently, higher
abundances could appear for supergiants in HMXBs than for isolated ones.

Figure 1.11 shows a rough outline of the evolution of a massive binary with
initial components of 20M⊙ and 8M⊙ up to the X-ray binary phase taken from
van den Heuvel [1976]. In this scheme conservation of mass and orbital angu-
lar momentum during mass transfer phases is assumed, which is, of course, a
rather crude assumption. The conservation of these parameters depends on
the binary configuration and the evolutionary status of the donor star. Some
authors, such as Wellstein et al. [2001] or Petrovic et al. [2005] have developed
studies about non-conservative evolutionary models.

After the first phase of mass transfer the system consists of an He star –which
is the residual core of the previous massive star– and a massive MS star –the
original secondary that received the H-rich envelope of its companion–. Mas-
sive He stars are identified with the WR, which in many cases are members of
close binaries that are direct progenitors of the HMXBs [e.g., van den Heuvel,

10The "Algol paradox" is a reversal of the mass ratio of the binary system, in which the more massive
star in a binary appears less evolved than its companion [Hilditch, 2001].
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1.5. Formation and evolution of HMXBs

Figure 1.11: Outline of the evolution of a massive close binary into a HMXB [van den Heuvel,
1976]. Numbers near the stars indicate masses in solar masses.

1973]. Due to the sudden explosive mass loss, the center of mass is acceler-
ated and the system becomes a runaway star. After this, it takes a very long
time before the companion star leaves the main sequence and becomes a su-
pergiant with a strong stellar wind.

1.5.2 Evolution during the HMXB phase

A priori, HMXBs should have high eccentricities at birth due to the SN explo-
sion, and the variety of parameters suggest that the birth of NSs results in
a measurable eccentricity in (almost) all systems, but tidal circularisation re-
duces it in systems with small orbits, which is in concordance with theory (see
Sec. 1.3.1).
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SGXBs with orbital periods smaller than 8days have negligible eccentricities.
Vela X-1, with Porb = 8.9 d and B0.5 Iab companion, has a low eccentricity
e = 0.09, but 4U 1907+09, with Porb = 8.4 d and a late-O supergiant compan-
ion has e = 0.28+0.10

−0.14 [in ’t Zand et al., 1998]. EXO 1722−363, with an early
B companion and Porb = 9.7 d has an eccentricity smaller than e = 0.2 and
perhaps negligible [Thompson et al., 2007]. This variety suggests that the birth
of neutron stars results in a measurable eccentricity in (almost) all systems, but
tidal circularisation reduces it in systems with small orbits.

Pfahl et al. [2002] suggested that HMXBs could be roughly divided into three
groups according to their orbits:

− Moderately wide (Porb ∼ 20− 100d) binaries with a significant (e > 0.3)
eccentricity caused by a “kick” at the formation of the NS.

− Short-period (Porb . 10 d) systems in which tidal circularisation has re-
sulted in low-eccentricities.

− Wide (Porb & 30d) binaries with low (e < 0.2) eccentricities, resulting from
weaker kicks, perhaps related to electron-capture SN stars with an outer
radiation zone.

Observational data suggest that a binary containing stars with an outer radia-
tion zone will suffer substantial tidal effects when the ratio between the semi-
major axis and the stellar radius is smaller than ∼ 4 [North and Zahn, 2003].
For typical values of mass and radius for an OB star orbited by a NS, this cor-
responds to orbital periods smaller than ∼ 10 d.

Liu et al. [2011] propose an scenario where some SGXBs could have evolved
from BeXBs. The Be stars will eventually evolve to supergiants, and some
will become SGXBs when accretion restarts. These authors give two possible
examples for this evolutionary channel: IGR J11215-5952 and IGR J18483-
0311.

1.5.3 The "Common Envelope Phase"
The "common envelope phase" is a key in the evolution of close binary systems.
This phase starts when the massive star begins to overflow its Roche-lobe and,
in consequence, the compact object enters inside the envelope of its compan-
ion, in an orbit which is rapidly decreasing due to a large loss of orbital angular
momentum. This phase has been invoked by Paczyński [1967] to explain how
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high energy binary systems with very short Porb can be formed, while both com-
ponents of these systems –large stars at their formation– would not have been
able to fit inside a binary system with such a small orbital separation. This
phase of inward spiralling, currently taken into account in population synthesis
models, but never observed yet, probably because it is short [models predict
a maximum duration of only ∼ 1000 years; Meurs and van den Heuvel, 1989]
compared to the lifetime of a massive star (∼ 106−7 years), is an ingredient of
prime importance for understanding the evolution of high energy binary sys-
tems [Tauris and van den Heuvel, 2006]. A possible proof of this phase could
be the new subclass of HMXBs so-called obscured HMXBs.

1.5.4 Final evolution of HMXBs
The HMXB could finally evolve in different ways depending on the limits of their
orbits:

Wide HMXBs

During the common envelope phase the massive star ejects its H-rich envelope,
and only its core (consisting of Heand heavier elements) remains together with
the compact star in a very narrow orbit. There is an example of such a system
in our Galaxy [Cygnus X-3; van Kerkwijk et al., 1992], and several more in other
galaxies, e.g.: IC10 X-1 and NGC300 X-1 [van den Heuvel, 2012].

When the He star in such a system explodes as a SN, and the system is not
disrupted, an eccentric close binary results consisting of two compact stars.
The nine double NS that are presently known, and which all have eccentric
orbits, might be the result of such an evolutionary history [e.g., Flannery and
van den Heuvel, 1975, van den Heuvel, 2007, 2009]. Their progenitors will in
most cases have been BeXs, since in these systems the compact stars are
NSs, and the Be stars are mostly less massive than 20M⊙ their final remnants
will also be NSs. While the remnants of systems like IC10 X-1 and NGC300 X-
1 will most probably be double black holes binaries [e.g., Tauris and van den
Heuvel, 2006, van den Heuvel, 2009].

Close HMXBs

The drop in orbital binding energy during spiral in in close HMXBs is not enough
to expell the H-rich envelope of the massive star before the compact object
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enters the core. As a result the compact object spirals in completely and ends
up in the center of the masive star. When the compact object is a NS, the
resulting star is called a Thorne-Zytkow Object (TZO): a massive star with a
NS in its center; the envelope of this star is very extended giving it the outside
appearance of a red supergiant [Thorne and Zytkow, 1975, 1977]. These TZOs
are exotic theoretical objects of which energy comes either from accretion onto
the NS, for those with envelope mass < 8M⊙, or via the exotic rapid proton
process in the more massive ones [e.g., Podsiadlowski, 1996]. The formation
rate of this exotic objects is equal to the formation rate of close HMXBs [van
den Heuvel, 2012], and Podsiadlowski [1996] suggested that they could be the
precursors of LMXBs with black hole companions.
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CHAPTER 2
Characterisation of HMXBs:
Observations & Data Analysis

The aim of this thesis is to characterise a sample of HMXBs. To achieve this
purpose the procedure shown in Fig. 2.1 has been followed for every HMXB of
study.

The observational data set obtained consists of series of optical spectra, mainly
for radial velocity determinations (see Secs. 2.2.3 and 2.2.4). Therefore, most
of the observations have been taken in Service Time due to the need of having
temporary series separated by different gaps to determine the orbital solution
of the targets of study. Consequently, the data obtained for this objective comes
from instruments where the Service Time mode is available.

For two of the sources it has also been possible to fit a FASTWIND stellar at-
mosphere model using high quality spectra. This fit, together with the radial
velocity determinations, gives an almost complete set of the physical parame-
ters of the binary systems.

Periodicity searches within available X-ray light curves, and the analysis of the
X-ray flux behaviour of these light curves along the orbital period complements
this study.

This Chapter consists of two main Sections:

1. Instruments used for the observations.

2. Steps followed during the reduction of the data.
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Reduction of optical spectra

(Long-slit, echelle, FRODOSpec)

TLUSTY synthetic spectrum FASTWIND synthetic spectrum

Low resolution spectra Medium/High resolution spectra

Measure radial velocities (Doppler spectroscopy):

Cross correlations against ...

Look for periodities within the Vrad values

Fit radial velocity curve => Orbital solution

Variations of stellar lines affected by winds:

Is there any orbital depencence?

Look for periodities within the X-ray available light curves:

 Are there periodicities related to the orbit?

Teff, log g, etc

Vrad

Porb

f(m), asini, eccentricity, etc

Figure 2.1: Scheme of the data analysis.
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2.1. Observations

Figure 2.2: HERMES optical layout [Raskin et al., 2011].

2.1 Observations

The observation logs for every source can be found in the corresponding chap-
ter (see Tables 4.1, 4.2,5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 6.2, 6.1, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5). Hereafter I
present an overview of every instrument used to obtain these datasets.

2.1.1 Optical spectra

FRODOSpec@LT

For details of this instrument read Chapter 3.

HERMES@Mercator

The High Efficiency and Resolution Mercator Echelle Spectrograph [HERMES,
Fig. 2.2; Raskin et al., 2011, and http://www.mercator.iac.es/instruments/
hermes/] is mounted on Mercator Telescope. The Mercator Telescope is a
1.2m semi-robotic telescope at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos
on La Palma, Spain.

HERMES is an echelle (see Sec. 2.2.1) fibre-fed prism-cross-dispersed spec-
trograph with two observing modes:

− The high resolution mode (HRF): R ∼ 85000.

− The simultaneous wavelength reference mode (LRF): R ∼ 63000.
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Chapter 2. Characterisation of HMXBs

Figure 2.3: IDS@INT 2.5m Telescope (©B. W. Hadley).

The spectral coverage of this echelle spectrograph goes from 377 to 900nm
making it an ideal instrument for building up time series of high-quality data of
variable stellar phenomena [Raskin et al., 2011].

IDS@INT

The Intermediate Dispersion Spectrograph (IDS, Fig. 2.3) is a long-slit spectro-
graph (see Sec. 2.2.1) which sits at the Cassegrain Focal station of the 2.5m
Isaac Newton Telescope and is equipped with a 235−mm focal length camera
(http://www.ing.iac.es/astronomy/instruments/ids/).

IDS is offered with a set of 16 gratings, and with two CCDs: the blue-sensitive
EEV10 CCD (4096×2048pixels), and the new RED+2 detector (4096×2048pixels),
more sensitive in the red and with much reduced fringing1, which is offered
since semester 11A.

FIES@NOT

The high-resolution FIbre-fed Echelle Spectrograph [FIES, Fig. 2.4; Frandsen
and Lindberg, 1999, Telting et al., 2014, and http://www.not.iac.es/instruments/
fies/] is located at the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT). The NOT is a 2.5 m

1Fringing is an interference effect of red and IR light in the thinned substrate of back-illuminated
CCDs, which become transparent to these wavelengths.
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Figure 2.4: FIES@NOT (©IAC).

telescope, it is placed at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos on La
Palma, Spain [Ardeberg, 1989].

FIES is a cross-dispersed echelle spectrograph with three different observing
modes:

− High resolution mode: R ∼ 67000

− Medium resolution mode: R ∼ 46000

− Low resolution mode: R ∼ 25000

The entire spectral range 370−730nm is covered without gaps in a single, fixed
setting [Frandsen and Lindberg, 1999, Telting et al., 2014].

ISIS@WHT

The Intermediate dispersion Spectrograph and Imaging System (ISIS, Fig. 2.5)
is mounted at the Cassegrain focus of the 4.2m William Herschel Telescope
(WHT) at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos on La Palama, Spain
(http://www.ing.iac.es/PR/wht_info/whtisis.html, http://www.ing.
iac.es/Astronomy/instruments/isis/index.html).

ISIS is a high-efficiency, double-armed, medium-resolution (8−120 Å/mm) spec-
trograph, capable of long-slit work up to ∼ 4’ slit length and ∼ 22" slit width. Use
of dichroic slides permits simultaneous observing in both blue and red arms,
which are optimised for their respective wavelength ranges.
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Figure 2.5: ISIS spectrograph off the telescope (© Javier Méndez).

Figure 2.6: Side view of the long-slit spectrograph mounted on the 1.3m Skinakas Tele-
scope (© Skinakas Observatory).

Skinakas

A Focal Reducer is mounted on the 1.3m Telescope located at the Skinakas
Observatory, on top of the Ida mountain in Central Crete (http://skinakas.
physics.uoc.gr/en/). In the spectroscopy mode, of this Focal Reducer, a
reflection grating is introduced in the collimator path. Using different gratings,
resolutions ranging from 0.57 Å/pixel to 4 Å/pixel are achievable with a 15µm
pixel CCD camera. A Slit Wheel offering 6 positions with slit widths: 80µm,
160µm, 320µm and 640µm is part of this configuration. A 2k×0.8k CCD cam-
era is attached to the slit spectrograph.
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2.1. Observations

Figure 2.7: Schematic view of BAT with its coded mask (©NASA).

2.1.2 X-ray light curves

BAT@Swift

The Burst Alert Telescope [BAT, Fig. 2.7; Barthelmy et al., 2005, Krimm et al.,
2013, and http://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/about_swift/bat_desc.html] on-
board Swift, a NASA mission that was launched on November 2004 [Gehrels,
2004], is a coded-aperture imager with a very wide field of view of about 2
steradians, which operates in the 15–150 keV band. The BAT angular resolu-
tion is 22’ (FWHM).

The BAT continually monitors the sky with more than about 70% of the sky
observed on a daily basis. Results from this survey are publicly available
(http://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/swift/results/transients/index.
html) in the form of light curves covering the 15–50 keV energy band on two
time scales: a single Swift pointing (∼20 min) and the weighted average for
each day.

ASM@RXTE

The Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE; a NASA mission that was launched on
December 1995; http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xte/learning_center/
what_is_RXTE.html) had three instruments on board:

− The Proportional Counter Array (PCA), sensible to the X-ray range 2 −
60keV.
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Figure 2.8: The All Sky Monitor of RXTE (©NASA).

− The High Energy X-ray Timing Expermient (HEXTE), which extends the
X-ray sensitivity of RXTE up to 200keV.

− The All Sky Monitor (ASM) that rotated in such a way as to scan most of
the sky every 1.5hours at 2 − 10keV giving observers an opportunity to
spot any new phenomenon quickly.

The All Sky Monitor [ASM, Fig. 2.8; Levine et al., 1996] onboard the RXTE;
a NASA consists of three Scanning Shadow Cameras (SSCs) mounted on a
motorized rotation drive. Each SSC contains a position-sensitive proportional
counter (PSPC) that views the sky through a slit mask covering a field of fiew
(FOV) of 6◦ by 90◦ FWHM. Each SSC is sensitive in the energy range of ap-
proximately 1.5−12keV, with on-axis effective areas of ∼ 10cm2, ∼ 30cm2 and
∼ 23 cm2 at 2, 5, and 10keV, respectively.

The ASM monitored the sky from January 1996 until December 2011, when the
satellite operations were terminated. The ASM light curves are publicly avail-
able (http://xte.mit.edu/ASM_lc.html) in the form of light curves covering
the 1.5 − 12keV energy band on two time-scales: a series of 90s exposures
known as dwells, and the ’one-day average’ light curves, where each data point
represents the one-day average of the fitted source count rates from a number
(typically 5− 10) of individual ASM dwells.
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Figure 2.9: This is a simplistic scheme of a long-slit spectrometer. The slit limits the light
entering the spectrometer so that it acts as a point source of light from a larger image. Then,
the light goes through the dispersive element (in this case it is a prism, but in real modern
spectrometers it is a diffraction grating to avoid the loss of light). And finally, there would be
a detector to save the image of the dispersed light (©ATNF).

2.2 Data analysis

During this Section I am going to follow the process described in Fig. 2.1 out-
lining the different stages of the procedure.

2.2.1 Reduction of optical spectra

There are optical spectra from different instruments, consequently they are dif-
ferent kind of spectra:

− Long-slit spectra: IDS@INT, ISIS@WHT, Slit-spectrograph of Skinakas.

− Echelle spectra: HERMES@MERCATOR, FIES@NOT.

− FRODOSpec spectra: FRODOSpec@LT2.

The optical spectrum is, up to date, the most useful observational data for an
astronomer. Therefore, spectroscopy is one of the fundamental tools of the as-
tronomer. There are several programs dedicated to the reduction of this kind
of data, such as Starlink (http://starlink.jach.hawaii.edu/starlink) or
IRAF [Image Reduction Analysis Facility; National Optical Astronomy Observa-
tories, 1999].

2The Chapter 3 is related to the reduction of this kind of spectra.
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Figure 2.10: Example of a line cut through a FLAT that shows the region containing good
data. The intensity drops down in the few first and last rows indicating the bad quality of that
rows [Massey et al., 1992].

Reduction of long-slit spectra

Long-slit spectroscopy involves observing a celestial object through an elon-
gated slit aperture, and refracting this light with a prism or diffraction grating
(see Fig. 2.9).

Apart from the observation of the scientific object, some other calibration im-
ages should be taken during the night: BIAS, FLATS and arc calibration lamps.
In this Section I am going to give an overview of how to reduce a long-slit spec-
trum with IRAF [Massey, 1997, Massey et al., 1992, for a detailed description].

Pre-Extraction Reduction:

− BIAS subtraction:
First of all, the BIAS should be subtracted from all the frames to remove
pre-flash illumination or any residual structure in the CCD. The IRAF task
zerocombine is used to combine all the BIAS frames to reduce the noise
with respect to an individual BIAS frame. Then, this combined BIAS is
subtracted from the rest of frames by the task imcombine.

− FLAT-field correction:
FLAT calibration images are useful to remove variations in the pixel-to-
pixel sensitivity of the detector and/or by distortions in the optical path.
The steps to remove these effects are:
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2.2. Data analysis

(a) Example of FLAT response being fit-
ted to an order 6 function.

(b) Ratio of the data of the FLAT to the fit
shown in Fig.2.11a.

Figure 2.11: Example of FLAT normalisation by fitting a function with the task response
[Massey, 1997].

− Examine FLAT exposures (if there are several) and check that all
of them have the same size, slit and binning (through the HEADER
keywords), as well as discard those saturated FLAT images if there
is any, together with those with a median number of counts above
the rest (a list of the statistics of the image can be obtained using
imstat).

− Combine all the FLAT images through a median after rejecting the
pixels with maximum and minimum values. This step can be per-
formed with imcombine selecting the appropriate options of the task.

− Examine and determine the area of the combined FLAT image that
contains good data by plotting the image with the task implot. Fig. 2.10
shows an example where, by eye, one can distinguish the area of the
CCD that has a good response from that area that has no response
to the incoming light. Select the reliable area of the CCD with the task
imcopy, creating a new FLAT image with just the desirable area and
apply the same operation to the rest of the frames (arc calibration
lamps and science frames).

− Remove the structure of the FLAT along the dispersion axis by fit-
ting a function interactively with the task response (Fig. 2.11). This
process gives as a result a normalised FLAT image.

− Divide all the frames (science and arc calibration lamps) by the nor-
malised FLAT image with the task imarith.
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Figure 2.12: Scheme of a perfect stellar long-slit spectrum taken from Massey et al. [1992].

Extraction and wavelength calibration:

A schematic view of a long-slit spectrum is given in Fig. 2.12 where the dis-
persion axis is along columns, and the spatial axis is along rows. The steps to
follow after the BIAS subtraction and FLAT-field correction have been performed
are:

−Find the spectrum
This may be done manually by examining a cut along the spatial axis
(Fig. 2.13) and indicating the appropriate peak with a cursor, or it can
be done automatically if the appropriate spectrum is the strongest peak
present.

−Define the extraction and the background windows
In practice this is done by specifying the size of the extraction window in
terms of the number of pixels to the left of the center of the spatial profile,
and the number of pixels to the right of the center of the profile. Similarly
the background region is defined in terms of a region to the left and right
of the center of the profile. One can then examine these regions displayed
upon a cut along the spatial axis, and alter them if needed.
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2.2. Data analysis

Figure 2.13: A cut perpendicular to the dispersion axis shows the location and width of the
spatial profile where the spectrum is located [Massey et al., 1992].

−Trace the center of the spatial profile as a function of the dis persion axis
Even though we assume that the spatial axis is exactly along a row or
column, the spectrum will not be exactly perpendicular to the spatial axis
(see Fig. 2.12). Instead, the exact center of the spatial profile will shift
slightly with location along the dispersion axis (this may be because of
differential atmospheric refraction, distortions introduced by the camera
optics, etc.).

−Add the spectrum within the extraction window, subtracting sky
At each point along the dispersion axis, the data within the extraction
aperture is added, and the sky background is subtracted.

−Wavelength calibration
It consists of a change from pixel scale to wavelength scale by making
use of the appropriate comparison exposure or arc calibration lamp.

− Extract the one-dimension spectrum from the appropriate compar-
ison exposure using the identical aperture and trace used for the
object spectrum that is going to be calibrated.

− Determine the dispersion solution for this comparison spectrum. This
can be done interactively the first time, and the solution used as
starting point to determine the dispersion solution for other compar-
ison exposures.

− If a second comparison exposure will be used for providing the wave-
length calibration for the object spectrum (such as interpolating in
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Figure 2.14: Illustration of a high angle coarsely ruled grating used in echelle spectrometers.
It looks like a kind of ladder or stairs, the meaning of échelle in french. This concept of a
coarsely-ruled grating used at grazing angles was discovered by Michelson [1898] where he
referred to it as an "echelon".

time between two comparison exposures, or using the average so-
lution of comparison exposures that were taken immediately before
and after the object exposure), repeat the previous steps for the sec-
ond exposure.

− Using the dispersion solution(s), put the object spectrum on a linear
wavelength scale by interpolating to a constant ∆λ/pixel.

All these steps can be performed by the IRAF routine doslit in just one step but
with interaction, or using different routines such as apall, identify, etc..

After all this process has been finished, the spectrum has been extracted and
wavelength calibrated. Another optional step is the normalisation of the contin-
uum. It just consists of the fit of the continuum of the spectrum to a function
avoiding the spectral lines, and dividing the spectrum by this function. It can be
done by the IRAF task continuum.

Reduction of echelle spectra

The name echelle comes from the french word échelle, meaning stairs or lad-
der. Echelle spectra are generated by the use of a high angle coarsely ruled
diffraction grating (Fig. 2.14) usually cross-dispersed by a low diffraction grat-
ing, grism or prism (see Fig. 2.15 for an scheme), configuration discovered
by Nagaoka and Mishima [1923]. The resulting spectrum is a high resolu-
tion, closely spaced array of side-by-side orders of large spectral coverage
(Fig. 2.16).
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Figure 2.15: This figure shows the layout of an echelle spectrometer. The first standard grat-
ing is optimised for a single lower order, while multiple higher orders of the echelle diffraction
grating (see Fig. 2.14 for an illustration of this kind of grating) have an optimised output in-
tensity. Both diffractive elements are mounted orthogonally in such a way that the highly
illuminated orders of the echelle are transversally separated. Since only parts of the full
spectrum of each individual order lie in the illuminated region, only portions of the different
orders overlap spectrally (©Wikipedia).

Figure 2.16: Echelle output spectrum (©ANDOR).
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The echelle spectra in this thesis come from two instruments which have official
pipelines for their reduction. The details of these pipelines can be found at
http://www.mercator.iac.es/instruments/hermes/hermesdrs.php and
http://www.not.iac.es/instruments/fies/fiestool/FIEStool.html.

2.2.2 Stellar atmosphere models: Synthetic spectra
A model atmosphere comprises a complete description of the depth-behaviour
of a set of variables that characterise the system: temperature, pressure, den-
sity of ions and electrons, velocity fields and chemical composition. By repro-
ducing the emergent energy distribution (the spectrum) it is possible to assign
values to the fundamental stellar properties.

A model atmosphere consists in solving a series of equations related to the
atmospheric structure (radiative transfer equation, statistical equilibrium equa-
tion, energy balance equation, motion equation and continuity equation) through
an iterative procedure [Urbaneja, 2004]. From the mathematical point of view
the problem is tractable but it is not possible to solve the equations in a practical
amount of time. Therefore, with the objective of reducing the complexity of the
system, a series of simplifications are assumed. Here I lay-out the two classical
simplifications of model atmospheres:

− Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE)
Assuming LTE is a very good approximation for a photosphere of a solar-
like star, but completely wrong with strong winds that imply more radiative
processes than collisional ones [Urbaneja, 2004].

− Plane-parallel model
The plane-parallel model treats the star as a set of plane-parallel lay-
ers. This approximation is a good one for stars with low density winds
where the extension of the atmosphere is negligible and the continuum
of the spectrum is formed below the sonic point3 in a quasi-hydrostatic
photosphere. But, in the case of supergiants with dense winds and no
hydrostatic equilibrium, the photosphere moves beyond the sonic point,
generating the formation of the lines and the continuum through the mass
outflow, this approximation does not work properly [Urbaneja, 2004].

3The sonic point is the point where the stellar wind makes a transition from subsonic to supersonic
flow.
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2.2. Data analysis

The main purpose is to obtain a good enough synthetic spectrum to be able to
do an accurate cross-correlation for Vrad determinations (see Sec. 2.2.3). But
if there is a good enough observed spectrum it is possible to measure the fun-
damental physical parameters (Teff, log g, etc.) providing an almost complete
picture of the star.

Stellar model atmospheres, hence synthetic spectra, have been obtained by
two different methods depending on the data available.

TLUSTY atmosphere models grid

The TLUSTY atmosphere models grid [Lanz and Hubeny, 2003, 2007] gives
a comprehensive grid of 680 and 1540 metal line–blanketed4, non-LTE, plane-
parallel, hydrostatic model atmospheres for the basic parameters appropriate to
O-type stars and early B-type stars respectively. As the targets of study are this
kind of stars, by generating several synthetic spectra with different parameters
and comparing the results with the observed spectra it is possible to choose
and obtain a good synthetic spectrum that reproduces qualitatively the prop-
erties observed in the empirical spectra. Therefore, using this grid of models
would be enough for Vrad determinations.

FASTWIND code

For two of the targets of study, we have good quality spectra opening the
possibility of modelling a much better stellar atmosphere, and consequently,
determine physical parameters such as the Teff , logg, or the chemical abun-
dances. This analysis has been performed by using the FASTWIND (Fast Analy-
sis of STellar atmospheres with Winds) code developed by Santolaya-Rey et al.
[1997], Puls et al. [2005].

This part of the analysis has been performed by the collaborators Dr. Artemio
Herrero, Dr. Norberto Castro and Dr. Sergio Simón-Díaz. For this reason, I am
just going to give a brief explanation of the performed diagnostic for the main
physical parameters. For additional details on the analysis see Castro et al.
[2012].

4Line-blanketing is an effect caused by metallic spectral absorption lines that absorb a fraction of
the radiant energy of the star, a phenomenon so-called blocking effect, and then re-emit it at a lower
frequency as part of the backwarming effect.
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This model atmosphere has some simplifications but it is better for the sources
of study than other atmosphere models (i.e. TLUSTY) for stars with winds be-
cause it is a non-LTE model atmosphere code with mass loss, line-blanketing
and assumes spherical symmetry instead of being plane-parallel.

The rotational velocity of the star (vrot) is an input parameter for this model. This
vrot produces a broadening of the spectral lines due to the Doppler effect. This
effect is determined by performing a Fourier transform of the O or Si lines as
explained in Simón-Díaz and Herrero [2007].

Once the vrot is used as an input for the model, an iterative procedure starts
where the rest of the parameters of the star are determined by visual fitting of
hydrogen Balmer, He and Si II/IV lines.

Effective Temperature

The Teff is the parameter that determines the spectral type of the star (see
Chapter 1, Sec. 1.1 and Fig. 1.3). This parameter is usually determined using
the ionization balance method. The principle relies on the computation of syn-
thetic spectra from atmosphere models at different temperatures. Depending
on the temperature, the ionization of the elements present in the atmosphere
is different, therefore, the lines of ions of the same element but of different ion-
ization states are also sensitive to the Teff. Comparing the relative strength of
lines from successive ions of the same elements in the synthetic spectra and
the observed spectra yields the Teff of the star [e.g., Herrero et al., 1992, Puls
et al., 1996, Martins et al., 2002]. The most reliable indicators for O and early-B
stars are He I and He II, with He Iλ4471and He IIλ4542being the classical
diagnostics lines [Martins, 2011].

However, in supergiant stars, He II lines are contaminated by the wind. This
contamination affects the Teff determination giving as a result a lower value
due to the emission component of the wind added to the absorption "original"
line. This effect affects even more in HMXBs where this wind is interacting with
gravitational effects and X-ray radiation coming from the compact object. Con-
sequently, the classical comparison of He II to He I line strengths cannot be
used in this case.

The strength of Si and other metallic lines is dependent on the microturbulent
velocity (vturb). This vturb causes a broadening of the spectral lines due to the
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Doppler effect occasioned by the convection of the gas in the interior of the star.
Although the strengths of Si lines are affected by vturb, the ratios of the EW of
Si IV to Si III are almost insensitive to this effect [Urbaneja, 2004]. Therefore,
the silicon ionization balance has been used as indicator of the Teff .

Surface gravity

The surface gravity is given by fits of the hydrogen Balmer [e.g., Martins, 2011]
lines which are less affected by the vturb and dominated by the Stark effect [Ur-
baneja, 2004]. This effect consists on the splitting of atomic spectral lines as
a result of an externally applied electric field. The resulting broadening of the
wings of the spectral lines is proportional to the ion and electron density in a
plasma and is therefore a good indicator of pressure in a stellar atmosphere
and hence of the luminosity of the star.

With values of the Teff and log g it is possible to estimate mass and spectro-
scopic radius through the HR diagram (Fig. 1.3).

Mass loss rate

The main diagnostic of the mass loss rate (Ṁ) in an optical spectrum is the Hα
line [e.g., Puls et al., 1996]. If the density is enough, hydrogen recombination
leads to Hα wind emission which adds to the underlying photospheric absorp-
tion. For strong winds, the emission completely dominates the line profile. The
high variability of this line in our spectra (see Figs. 4.9, 5.12, 6.7 and 6.8) makes
it not possible to determine Ṁ with accuracy.

2.2.3 Measuring radial velocities

Measuring Doppler shifts

The "true motion" of the stars can be decomposed into two components (see
Fig. 2.17):

− "Proper motion": Velocity projected on the celestial sphere, perpendicular
to the line of sight.

− "Radial velocity" (Vrad): Velocity through the line of sight.
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Figure 2.17: Scheme of the movement of a star across the sky (©RAVE@AIP). True motion
is decomposed into two components, the "proper motion" and the radial velocity.

Figure 2.18: Scheme of the Doppler effect (©University of Chicago). The diagram illus-
trates how our perception of light changes depending on whether the source of the light is
stationary, moving towards us, or moving away from us.

Therefore, as stars are electromagnetic-wave emitters, and they are not sta-
tionary, their waves arrive to our telescopes affected by the Doppler effect (see
Fig. 2.18). So, measuring Doppler shifts on their spectra we are measuring
their velocity along the line of sight or Vrad:

λobs− λemit

λemit
=
∆λ

λemit
=

Vrad

c
⇒

{

Approaching the observer⇒ Vrad > 0⇒ ∆λ > 0
Recening from the observer⇒ Vrad < 0⇒ ∆λ < 0

(2.1)
The targets of this study are binary stars. Consequently, apart from their natural
movement across the sky, they are moving in an orbit about a common center
of masses (see Fig. 2.19). Therefore, the velocity of the star through the line of
sight or Vrad has two components:
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Figure 2.19: Scheme of how the orbital motion causes Doppler shifts in the spectrum of a
star of a binary system (©NASA).

− The Vrad component due to the true motion (see Fig. 2.17), also denoted
as γ and called systemic velocity.

− The Vrad due to the movement of the stars about the common center of
masses (see Fig. 2.19), also called orbital velocity (vorb).

Summarising, it is possible to measure Vrad values of the optical component of
the HMXB through the Doppler shifts on the optical spectra.

LSR velocity correction

To compare Vrad values observed when the Earth is at different positions in its
orbit, the LSR velocity correction is applied. This correction consists of correct-
ing the wavelength scale for the motion of the Earth with respect to the Local
Standard of Rest (LSR).

This is basically a Doppler correction of the shifts of the wavelength caused
by the rotation of the Earth, the motion of the Earth about the Earth-Moon
barycentre, the orbit of this barycentre about the Sun, and finally, by the solar
motion with respect to the LSR.
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The IRAF task rvcorrect is used to apply this correction using the following pa-
rameters:

− The position of the observed source in the sky (right ascension (RA) and
declination (Dec)).

− The Universal Time at the beginning of the observation.

− The length of time that the source has been exposed.

− The location of the observatory where the observation has been done.

− v⊙ = 20 km s−1→ Velocity of the Sun relative to the LSR.

− RA(v⊙) = 18 : 00 : 00→ RA in hours of the solar motion relative to the
LSR.

− Dec(v⊙) = 30 : 00 : 00→ DEC in degrees of the solar motion relative to
the LSR.

− EPOCH(v⊙) = 1900→ Epoch in years for the solar motion components.

Cross-correlation methods to obtain Vrad values

Summarising, once the LSR velocity correction is applied to the spectra, it is
possible to measure the Vrad values through the Doppler shifts of the spectral
lines . These Doppler shifts are measured using cross-correlations.

The cross-correlation is a measure of similarity of two waveforms as a function
of a lag (time-lag, wavelength-lag, etc.) or a shift applied to one of them (see
Fig. 2.20). Making use of the shift (∆λ) measured with the cross-correlation
and Eq. 2.1, the Vrad values are obtained:

Vrad = c
∆λ

λemit
(2.2)

These cross-correlations can be performed against:

− Gaussians located at the corresponding wavelength at rest.

− Template spectrum. (← This is the method used in this thesis.)

Creating or fitting a Gaussian, a Lorentzian or a Voigt profile with the amplitude
of the lines of the observed spectra but in rest, and cross-correlating this line
against the observed one is a straightforward and easy method to measure the
Doppler shift, therefore the Vrad [Parimucha and Škoda, 2007]. But with this
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Figure 2.20: In this scheme the same function is plotted with a lag in the x axis that, in this
case, corresponds to the wavelength (λ). A cross-correlation measures this lag or shift (in
this case ∆λ).

method we are assuming a symmetry in the spectral line profile that in the case
of the targets of study in this thesis is not true.

Cross-correlating the observed spectra against a template spectrum, which
could be a synthetic spectrum generated using a stellar atmosphere model
(see Sec. 2.2.2), gives better results in the case of the sources of study in this
thesis. If the template is not reproducing the properties of the observed spec-
trum it will give even worst measurements of Vrad than the previous method. But
if the template is a good template, i.e. a synthetic spectrum that reproduces the
properties of every line in the spectrum corresponding to its spectral type, the
similarity between this template and the observed spectrum will be better than
in the case of fitting a Gaussian, and, consequently, the cross-correlation func-
tion will be better [Parimucha and Škoda, 2007].

Therefore, I am using synthetic spectra and cross-correlating these spectra at
rest against the observed spectra.

Spectral lines for the cross-correlation

Absorption lines of metallic elements coming from deep layers of the stellar at-
mosphere are best suited to determine Vrad measurements. Lines coming from
the outer layers, specially Balmer lines [Barziv et al., 2001], are more affected
by winds causing emission features (e.g., P-Cygni profiles5) that complicates
the determination of the central peak of the lines. This phenomenon occurs

5The P-Cygni profile is characterised by broad and strong emission lines red-shifted with correspond-
ing blue-shifted and narrower absorption lines. This shape is generally caused by large-scale motion of
material. In this case it could be the consequence of the out-flowing wind from the star. For more details
and information see Robinson [2007].
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especially in HMXBs where the optical component, whose Vrad determination
is the objective, has strong winds plus an interaction of these winds with the
gravitational effects of its compact companion as well as with the X-ray radia-
tion [e.g., Reynolds et al., 1993, van der Meer et al., 2007].

The optical components, or donor stars, of HMXBs are obscured stars with
very low signal at blue wavelengths where these metallic lines are observed. It
means that obtaining blue spectra is not easy. Although we have blue spectra
for some of the sources of study most of the spectra in this thesis are red spec-
tra. Therefore choosing a spectral wavelength range for the cross-correlation is
not an easy task.

Using fxcor IRAF task for the cross-correlations

The fxcor task of IRAF computes radial velocities via Fourier cross-correlations
[Alpaslan, 2009].

Using this task it is possible to select the zones of the template (synthetic spec-
trum) and the empirical spectrum to be cross-correlated. It re-bins both spectra
to the same dispersion to have a better cross-correlation.

Determining the center of the cross-correlation peak is the key step in measur-
ing a relative shift or velocity between the object and the template. This task
provides a variety of methods finding the "gaussian", "lorentzian" or "parabola"
function that fits best the data sets in this thesis. These methods use weights
that vary continuously from one at the estimated center to zero at the end-
points of the fitting region. The functional form of the weights is a power law
with specified exponent. A value of one (the default) produces linearly decreas-
ing weights.

Errors in the pixel shift are computed from the center parameter of the fitting
function. Velocity errors are computed based on the fitted peak height and the
antisymmetric noise as described in Tonry and Davis [1979]. Dispersion/pixel-
width errors are not computed in this release but are planned for a future re-
lease.
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2.2.4 Orbital solutions
The real or absolute orbit is the orbit of both stars about the common center of
masses. Assuming one of the objects in the binary system is much more mas-
sive than the other, it is possible to consider the most massive object as fixed in
one of the foci of the ellipse. This approximation is known as the relative or true
orbit, and this orbit is the one where Kepler’s equations can be applied6. But,
what we observe from our telescopes is the apparent orbit, that is the relative
orbit projected along the line of sight.

The fundamental elements that characterise an orbit are (see Fig. 2.21):

− Porb ≡Orbital period. It is the time taken to make one complete orbit.

− i ≡Inclination angle between the orbital plane and the line of sight.

− a ≡Semi-major axis, half the major axis of an orbit’s ellipse.

− e =
√

1− b2

a2 ≡Eccentricity. In the equation a and b are the semi-major
and semi-minor axes of the orbit’s ellipse.

− γ ≡Systemic velocity, the velocity of the center of masses of the binary
system.

− rper ≡Pericenter, also known as periapsis or periastron, it is the point of
closest approach and corresponds to the maximum speed, rper = (1−e)a.

− rap ≡Apocenter, also known as apoapsis or apastron, it is the maximum
distance and corresponds to the minimum velocity, rap = (1+ e)a.

− Ω ≡Longitude of the ascending node, angle between line of nodes and
the zero point of longitude in the reference plane.

− ω ≡Argument of pericenter, it is the angle from the ascending node to the
body in the orbital plane (denoted Θ0 when measured from any point in
the orbital plane).

− ̟ ≡ Longitude of pericenter, a broken angle, measured in the reference
plane from the zero point to the ascending node and then around the
orbit, ̟ ≡ ω + Ω.

− T ≡Time of pericenter passage, it is the time at which the body passes
through pericenter.

6Kepler’s 1st law:"The orbit of every object in a binary system is an ellipse with the most massive
object at one of the two foci".
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Figure 2.21: Scheme of the relative orbit projected over the reference plane (line of sight)
giving the apparent orbit (© Eric W. Weisstein (Wolfram Research)). Some of the fundamen-
tal elements for the characterization of the orbit such as the line of nodes, the pericenter,
i (inclination), Ω (longitude of the ascending node), or ω (argument of the pericenter) are
indicated.

There are several spectra for the same source (optical component of the HMXB)
taken at different stages in the orbit. Therefore, all the spectra are shifted due to
the proper motion of the binary system in the same direction (see Fig. 2.17), but
some of the spectra are "blue-shifted" and some others are "red-shifted" due
to the orbital movement (Fig. 2.19). Therefore, the equation describing Vrad

values obtained by cross-correlating the empirical spectra with the synthetic
spectra using fxcor is:

Vrad = γ + vorb, (2.3)

where γ is the velocity of the center of masses or the projection along the line
of sight of the proper motion, also known as systemic velocity with the same
contribution to Vrad for all the observations of one source. And vorb is the radial
component of the orbital velocity of the binary system.

Making use of the Kepler’s 2nd law7, the equation of movement of one object
about the other is:

1
2

r2 dθ
dt
= constant =

ellipse area
PORB

⇒ r2 dθ
dt
=

2πa2
√

1− e2

Porb
, (2.4)

7Kepler’s 2nd law: "A line joining two bodies sweeps out equal areas during equal intervals of time".
It is a consequence of the conservation of angular momentum.
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where r is the distance between the focus of the ellipse and the position of the
the object in the orbit

r =
a(1− e2)

1+ e cosθ
, (2.5)

it just follows the equation of an ellipse, and θ is the angle formed by the semi-
major axis a and r.

The projection of the movement along the line of sight is:

Vrad = γ + vorb = γ +
d
dt

(r sin(θ + ω) sini) (2.6)

Building up these equations:

vorb = K (cos(θ + ω) + e cosω) , (2.7)

where

K =
2πa

Porb

√
1− e2

sini, (2.8)

is the semi-amplitude of the radial velocity curve (see Fig. 2.22).

Looking for periodicities within Vrad

I search for periodicities within the Vrad data set of each HMXB using different
algorithms available in the Starlink package PERIOD [Dhillon et al., 2001].

For this kind of data sets the most useful algorithm is SCARGLE, which con-
sists on redefining the classical periodogram, so-called Discrete Fourier Peri-
odogram8, in such a manner as to make it invariant to a shift of the origin of
time. Lomb [1976] and Scargle [1982] developed a novel type of periodogram
analysis, quite powerful at finding and testing the significance of weak peri-
odic signals in otherwise random, unevenly sampled data. Horne and Baliunas
[1986] have elaborated on the method, and Press and Rybicki [1989] present
a fast implementation of the algorithm, a modified version of which is used by

8The Discrete Fourier Periodogram is defined as I
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, j = 0, 1, ..., n − 1) for a data
series x1, ..., xn, and ω j = j/n is one of the Fourier frequencies.
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Figure 2.22: Radial velocity theoretical curve (© Wikimedia Commons). In this curve the γ
value has already been removed from the Vrad points (notice the y axis is centred at 0 m s−1).
It is a theoretical curve, but in the real ones we do not have such a sample of data points
and we fold all the Vrad values over the Porb to obtain this curve. The values of Porb and K are
indicated.

PERIOD. This implementation uses Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) to increase
the speed of computation.

With this method a preliminary value of Porb is obtained from the Vvrad data set.

Fitting the radial velocity curve with SBOP

Fitting the radial velocity consists of fitting the empirical Vrad values to a smooth
curve like the one shown in Fig. 2.22 and consequently, obtaining those param-
eters defining this curve:

− Porb ≡ Orbital period.

− T ≡ Time of pericenter passage.

− e ≡ Eccentricity.

− ω ≡ Argument of pericenter.

− γ ≡ Systemic velocity.

− K ≡ Semi-amplitude of the radial velocity curve.
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SBOP is the Spectroscopic Binary Orbit Program, an adaptation of the FOR-
TRAN II computer program given in Wolfe et al. [1967] developed by Dr. Paul B.
Etzel to solve spectroscopic binary systems.

The fit of the Vrad values to obtain the radial velocity curve is achieved by per-
forming several iterations that refine a set of preliminary elements by a dif-
ferential correction procedure. The initial elements of the orbit could be ei-
ther supplied by the user, or derived using the Russell-Wilsing method [Wils-
ing, 1893, Russell, 1902, Binnendijk, 1960], which is an approximation method
based on a Fourier curve-fitting procedure where the only parameter that must
be known is the orbital period. The differential-correction procedure can be ac-
complished either with the method of Lehmann-Filhés [1894] re-discussed by
Underhill [1966], or with the method of Sterne [1941] re-discussed by Hiltner
[1962].

I fix the period to the value obtained from the periodicity analysis, and give a set
of initial parameters as variables for a first iteration, assigning different weights
(depending on the uncertainties) to the different radial velocity points. Using
the solution of this first iteration, I then use Lehmann-Filhés [1894] method
implemented in SBOP for single-lined systems. After several iterations, the con-
vergence for most orbital parameters is obtained, and then I set free the period
while fixing other parameters and repeat the procedure. Once an accurate
value for the orbital period is obtained, I fix it to that value, set free the other
parameters and repeat again until all parameters converge.

Physical values from the radial velocity curve

Notice that there are two stars in the binary system and we only have values of
Vrad for one of them (the optical component of the HMXB). The ideal situation
would be having two radial velocity curves, one for each of the objects of the
binary system, giving a complete solution for each binary system.

From the fit of the radial velocity curve the values of the projected semi-major
axis and the mass function (a minimum mass value for the object located at the
focus of the ellipse) are obtained:

− Projected semi-major axis:

K0 =
2πa0

Porb

√
1− e2

sini⇒ a0 sini = K0
Porb

√
1− e2

2π
(2.9)
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− Mass function:

− Following Kepler’s "harmonic" or 3rd law9:

P2
orbM =

4π2

G
a3⇒ P2

orb (M0 + MX) =
4π2

G
(a0 + aX)3 (2.10)

− Making use of the Theorem of the Center of Masses:

MX

M0
=

a0

aX
=

K0

KX
= q⇒ P2

orb (M0 + MX) = a3
0
4π2

G

(MX + M0)
3

M3
X

(2.11)
− Projecting along the line of sight:

a3
0 sin3 i

P2
orb

4π2

G
=

(MX sini)3

(M0 + MX)2
= f (MX)⇒ MX =

K3
0Porb

(

1− e2
)3/2

2πG sin3 i

(

1+
1
q

)2

(2.12)

Masses calculated this way are called "dynamical masses", and are usually
different from masses calculated from Teff and log g values, that are called
"spectroscopic masses". These differences are not dramatical and are due,
mainly, to the different evolutionary paths followed by isolated and binary stars,
as well as the effects caused by the X-ray radiation and random winds on the
spectral lines used for the radial velocity determinations. A mass in between
the spectroscopic and dynamical mass would be a good value for the mass of
the star, but we should take into account that it is only possible to obtain a dy-
namical mass when the binary system is an eclipsing one and there are orbital
solutions for both components.

After all these calculations the main physical parameters of the binary system
have been obtained.

2.2.5 Hα variations: Variations of stellar winds along the orbit

The purpose is to be able to distinguish if there are variations of the wind related
to the orbit. Balmer H lines, mainly Hα, are strongly affected by stellar winds,
being one of the main indicators of mass-loss [e.g., Klein and Castor, 1978,

9Kepler’s 3rd law:"The square of the orbital period is directly proportional to the cube of the semi-
major axis of its orbit". It is a consequence of the conservation of energy.
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Leitherer, 1988, Puls et al., 1996, 2008]. Consequently, measuring variations
in the Hα profile along the observations would give an idea of the changes in
the wind and mass loss along the orbit.

Variations of spectral lines can be observed as changes in the EW. This pa-
rameter can be measured with IRAF by fitting the line to a Gaussian or a Voigt
profile, or by another IRAF task that subtracts the linear continuum and sums
up the pixels.

In the case of the targets of study, it has been observed that this line changes
dramatically from one observation to another (see e.g., Figs 4.9, 5.12, 5.13, 6.7
and 6.8). Consequently, in some cases it has not been possible to measure the
EW. Therefore, these changes are just observed visually by plotting the Hα
line (after optimising the normalisation for this line and smoothing the profile
by making a gaussian or a median filter) ordered by date and ordered by the
orbital phase.

2.2.6 X-ray flux behaviour along the orbit

Searches of long-term periodicities along the orbit together with bibliographic
searches of X-ray luminosities and outbursts previously reported complements
this study as the X-ray behaviour is the key to set the HMXB in any of the es-
tablished subgroups (see Sec. 1.4 of Chapter 1).

Moreover, if the orbital period is also found in the X-ray light curve, apart from
giving strength to the orbital period found in the Vrad data set, it may be an indi-
cator of eccentricity, or, of an eclipse in the binary system. In addition, foldings
(see Fig. 2.23 for an example) of the X-ray light curves over the orbital period
give an idea of the range of the X-ray flux changes along the orbit.

Periodicity searches within the X-ray publicly curves have been performed us-
ing different algorithms available in the Starlink package PERIOD [Dhillon et al.,
2001].

In this case, the SCARGLE method is also useful, but as the data sets are more
extended in time and the number of data points are much larger than in the
case of Vrad values, it is also possible to use the CLEAN algorithm. This algo-
rithm is an adapted version of the Roberts et al. [1987] code, and it is partic-
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(a) Ideal light curve where the period can be
seen by eye.

(b) Same ideal light curve as in Fig. 2.23a cut

in segments equal to the period and put on top
of each other.

(c) Folding of the ideal light curve of

Fig 2.23a after doing the averages of the
superimposed points shown in Fig. 2.23b.

Figure 2.23: Example of an ideal folded light curve.

ularly useful for unequeally spaced data. The algorithm basically deconvolves
the spectral window from the discrete Fourier Power Spectrum. This produces
a CLEAN spectrum, which is largely free of the many effects of spectral leakage.

Foldings (see Fig. 2.23) have also been performed with the Starlink package
PERIOD by the task FOLD. This task folds the data on a given period and zero
point transforming the data onto a phase scale, where one phase unit is equal
to one period and phase zero is defined by the zero point. This folding has a
number of bins selected by the user, and the task averages all the data points
falling into each bin giving different weights depending of the uncertainties in
the data points. If the zero point is not known, the data can be folded by taking
the first data point as the zero point.
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CHAPTER 3
FRODOSpec integral field spectrograph
data reduction pipeline

The Fibre-fed RObotic Dual-beam Optical Spectrograph (FRODOSpec, see
Fig. 3.1), is an integral field spectrograph [Morales-Rueda et al., 2004, and
http://telescope.livjm.ac.uk/Info/TelInst/Inst/FRODOspec/] located
at the Liverpool Telescope (LT, see Fig. 3.2). The LT is a 2.0 metre fully
robotic Cassegrain telescope that is operating unattended at the Observatorio
del Roque de los Muchachos on La Palma, Spain [Steele, 2004, and http://
telescope.livjm.ac.uk/index.php].

FRODOSpec is a bench mounted spectrograph with two optical paths, known
as arms, that are utilised by separating the incident light around 5750 Å into
two bandwidths using a dichroic beam-splitter. The light down each arm is col-
limated, dispersed and focused onto CCDs, with the elements of each optical
chain separately optimised for blue and red light. An optical scheme is shown
in Fig. 3.3.

Two dispersive elements are available for each arm: a conventional diffraction
grating and a higher resolution Volume Phase Holographic (VPH) grating. Re-
solving power and wavelength ranges for each arm and dispersive element are
shown in Table 3.1.

Light is transmitted from the focal plane of the telescope to the spectrograph by
a bundle of 144 optical fibres. At the telescope focal plane, the fibres are ar-
ranged in a regular pattern to form a 12× 12 integral field unit (IFU), with each
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Chapter 3. FRODOSpec data reduction pipeline

Figure 3.1: Part of FRODOSpec on an optical bench before shipping to site (© 2007
A. Scott.)

Figure 3.2: The Liverpool Telescope (© 2005 R. Smith).
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Figure 3.3: FRODOSpec optical scheme from Barnsley et al. [2012].
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Table 3.1: Wavelength ranges, resolving powers and dispersions for the different FRO-
DOSpec arms/dispersive elements [Barnsley et al., 2012].

Arm/Disp. Elem. Start End R Disp.
(Å) (Å) (Å/px)

Red Grating 5800 9400 2200 1.6
Red VPH 5900 8000 5300 0.8

Blue Grating 3900 5700 2600 0.8
Blue VPH 3900 5100 5500 0.35

fibre coupled to a microlens to minimise light losses. Each fibre/microlense
covers a field of view on sky of ∼ 0.83′′× ∼ 0.83′′, corresponding to a total field
of view of 10′′ ×10′′. At the input of the spectrograph, the fibres are rearranged
to form a pseudo-slit which acts as the entrance aperture.

Data taken by FRODOSpec is oficially reduced by two sequentially invoked
pipelines. The first pipeline, known as the L1, is a CCD processing pipeline
which performs BIAS subtraction, overscan trimming and CCD flat fielding. The
second pipeline, known as the L2, performs the processes unique to integral
field spectra reduction. The L2 became operational on 9th July 2010, with the
second version released in May 2011. Full details of this pipeline may be found
in Barnsley et al. [2012].

The reduction of the pipeline present in this work starts when the L1 official
pipeline finishes. Therefore, the final products of the L1 official pipeline are the
input of this pipeline. I started to reduce spectra before the L2 pipeline was
developed, and once L2 final products became available, I realised that my re-
duced spectra had better signal to noise than those obtained with the official
LT pipeline. Moreover, the official L2 pipeline does not remove cosmic rays and
does not handle about the fringing (see Sec. 3.3.4) introduced in the red arm
(see Fig. 3.9), while my pipeline does remove almost all the cosmic rays and
reduces fringing to a very low level.

Notice that my pipeline has been developed and optimised mainly to reduce
red spectra although the reduction of blue spectra is also implemented.
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3.1. Overview

In this Chapter I give an overview of my pipeline (Sec. 3.1) including a flow
chart of how it works (Fig. 3.4), followed by a summary about how to use it
(Sec. 3.2). After these two Sections I give a description of each one of the
modules (Sec. 3.3), and finally there is a comparison of my results with the
results of the official pipeline (Sec. 3.4).

3.1 Overview

My pipeline reduces semi-automatically several observation nights at the same
time. It consists of a main script which calls different modules dedicated to dif-
ferent steps of the reduction process as shown in Fig. 3.4.

I have developed this pipeline mainly to reduce the spectra of the red arm
because the sources of study have basically no signal in the blue arm due to
a very low efficiency (see Fig. 3.5). These sources are very obscured and the
instrument does not work properly in the blue arm (the sources must have at
least a B ≤ 12 to have any signal). The blue arm reduction has been developed
but not optimised.

3.1.1 Input data
The input data is the output data of the official L1 pipeline reduction, so the BIAS
subtraction, overscan trimming and CCD flat fielding have already been done.

The output of the official L1 pipeline comes in the form of a tgz file. This tgz file
contains all the files which appear in the observation log of that night (see Ta-
ble 3.2 for an example). It means that there are arcs, flats, and science spectra
taken with both arms of FRODOSpec, and RATCam (LT optical CCD camera)
images. Those files whose name starts with ‘b’ are from the blue arm, and
those starting with ‘r’ are from the red arm. It is possible to distinguish between
the different kinds of frames through the headers of the fits files.

All the science fits files from July 2010 onwards have 8 extensions as shown in
Table 3.3. For the reduction that is performed with my pipeline we just need the
[0] extension of the fits file which is the L1 data product of the science frame.
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Figure 3.4: Flow chart of the developed pipeline.
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Table 3.2: Observation log of the FRODOSpec observation night corresponding to 18th of June 2012.

OBJECT PROPID RA dec UT START AIRM INST FILTERS BIN GRATING EXP SEING EXT SKY FILENAME

AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:02 -5:35:23 00:43:41.1 1.290 RATCam SDSS-R clear 2 NA 10.0 0.8 -999.0 99.9 c_q_20120618_72_1_1_1 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:34:56 00:44:19.1 1.289 RATCam SDSS-R clear 2 NA 10.0 0.8 -999.0 99.9 c_q_20120618_72_2_1_1 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:34:55 00:44:57.4 1.287 RATCam SDSS-R clear 2 NA 10.0 1.0 -999.0 99.9 c_q_20120618_72_3_1_1 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:35:46 00:46:27.8 1.284 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Red-High 1.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 r_a_20120618_3_1_1_1 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:35:46 00:46:30.7 1.284 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Blue-High 60.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 b_a_20120618_3_1_1_1 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:35:46 00:48:10.4 1.281 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Red-High 60.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 r_a_20120618_4_1_1_1 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:35:46 00:48:13.3 1.281 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Blue-High 60.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 b_a_20120618_4_1_1_1 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:35:46 00:50:09.2 1.277 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Red-High 1200.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 r_e_20120618_5_1_1_2 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:35:46 00:50:12.0 1.277 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Blue-High 1200.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 b_e_20120618_5_1_1_2 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:35:46 01:10:48.8 1.243 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Red-High 1200.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 r_e_20120618_5_2_1_2 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:35:46 01:10:51.6 1.243 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Blue-High 1200.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 b_e_20120618_5_2_1_2 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:35:46 01:31:20.9 1.222 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Red-High 1200.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 r_e_20120618_5_3_1_2 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:35:46 01:31:23.7 1.222 FrodoSpec NONE tNONE 1 Blue-High 1200.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 b_e_20120618_5_3_1_2 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:35:46 01:52:02.9 1.211 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Red-High 60.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 r_a_20120618_6_1_1_1 0
AXJ1841 CL12A07 18:41:00 -5:35:46 01:52:05.7 1.211 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Blue-High 60.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 b_a_20120618_6_1_1_1 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:02 -4:34:02 02:57:52.2 1.228 RATCam SDSS-R clear 2 NA 10.0 0.9 -999.0 99.9 c_q_20120618_121_1_1_1 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:04 02:58:30.2 1.228 RATCam SDSS-R clear 2 NA 10.0 0.9 -999.0 99.9 c_q_20120618_121_2_1_1 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:55 02:59:55.3 1.230 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Red-High 1.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 r_a_20120618_7_1_1_1 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:55 02:59:58.2 1.230 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Blue-High 60.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 b_a_20120618_7_1_1_1 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:55 03:01:39.1 1.233 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Red-High 60.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 r_a_20120618_8_1_1_1 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:55 03:01:42.0 1.233 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Blue-High 60.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 b_a_20120618_8_1_1_1 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:55 03:03:29.7 1.235 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Red-High 1200.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 r_e_20120618_9_1_1_2 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:55 03:03:35.5 1.235 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Blue-High 1200.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 b_e_20120618_9_1_1_2 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:55 03:24:02.0 1.271 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Red-High 1200.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 r_e_20120618_9_2_1_2 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:55 03:24:05.6 1.271 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Blue-High 1200.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 b_e_20120618_9_2_1_2 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:55 03:44:33.9 1.320 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Red-High 1200.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 r_e_20120618_9_3_1_2 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:55 03:44:36.7 1.320 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Blue-High 1200.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 b_e_20120618_9_3_1_2 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:55 04:05:28.8 1.387 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Red-High 60.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 r_a_20120618_10_1_1_1 0
AXJ1845 CL12A07 18:45:01 -4:33:55 04:05:31.6 1.387 FrodoSpec NONE NONE 1 Blue-High 60.0 0.0 -999.0 99.9 b_a_20120618_10_1_1_1 0
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Chapter 3. FRODOSpec data reduction pipeline

Table 3.3: L2 data products are eight part multi-extension fits files with each extension
containing a snapshot of the data taken at key stages of the reduction process. The lowest
tier of reduction product available to the user is the L1 image.

HDU Index EXTNAME Details

0 L1_IMAGE L1 image
1 RSS_NONSS Non sky subtracted row stacked spectra
2 CUBE_NONSS Non sky subtracted datacube
3 RSS_SS Sky subtracted row stacked spectra
4 CUBE_SS Sky subtracted datacube
5 SPEC_NONSS Non sky subtracted 1D spectrum
6 SPEC_SS Sky subtracted 1D spectrum
7 COLCUBE_NONSS Non sky subtracted collapsed datacube image

Each of these science frames (data products of L1) consists of 144 fibre spec-
tra located in a CCD image (see Fig. 3.5), and it presents some differences with
respect of a traditional long-slit such as the flux propagates spatially as a func-
tion of fibre profile.

In addition to the science frames, flats are needed for the aperture extraction,
and arcs for the wavelength calibration. Consequently, the input data involves:

− Science frames (extension [0] of the L1 data products, 144 fibre spectra
in a CCD image, Fig. 3.5).

− Flat images (Fig. 3.7).

− Arc images (Fig. 3.10).

3.1.2 Reduction process

The 144 fibre spectra of the science frames have the same wavelength range,
although there are small shifts in position along the dispersion axis (Fig. 3.10
shows an example of a blue and a red arc lamp comparison image). Therefore,
the treatment of the data is as if it were a echelle spectrum once the fringing
effect (see Fig. 3.9) has been corrected in the case of the data of the red arm.
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3.1. Overview

(a) FRODOSpec blue arm AX J1841.0-0535 (18th June 2012) science frame (L1 official pipeline data
product).

(b) FRODOSpec red arm AX J1841.0-0535 (18th June 2012) science frame (L1 official pipeline data
product).

(c) FRODOSpec blue arm LS III +46◦11 (17th Dec 2011) science frame (L1 official pipeline data prod-

uct).

(d) FRODOSpec red arm LS III +46◦11 (17th Dec 2011) science frame (L1 official pipeline data prod-
uct).

Figure 3.5: Examples of science input spectra (L1 official pipeline science products) of two
different sources in both arms. The blue arm has almost no signal in both sources. Some of
the fibres come from the background and some come from the object itself, but they are not
the same in all frames.
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After the extraction of the 144 spectra has been done, we assume there are
144 individual spectra. Some of these 144 spectra correspond to background
and some of them correspond to the science spectrum itself, but the columns
which correspond to the science spectrum and to the background are not the
same in every observation. The selection of the background and the source
itself is done by the median of counts of each spectrum. After the selection has
been performed, the background subtraction is done, most of the cosmic rays
are removed through a median filter and all the fibres which correspond to the
science spectrum are summed up.

For a schematic view of the reduction process see Fig. 3.4, and for a more
detailed explanation see Sec. 3.3.

3.1.3 Ouput data products

The main output data are the individual science spectra (see Fig. 3.6), but
during the process some other products are saved in different subfolders (see
Sec. 3.2), such as the background spectrum, the science spectra before re-
moval of the cosmic rays, or the fringing image.

3.1.4 Coding platform
The pipeline has been developed in the interactive, object-oriented, extensible
programming language Python. Basically, it is an ipython script that uses IRAF
tasks. To be able to call these IRAF tasks it uses the PyRAF environment.
Together with the IRAF tasks (or routines), my pipeline makes use of some of
the functions of the Python libraries numpy and pyfits.

3.2 How to use the pipeline

The developed pipeline consists of a main script that calls the different modules
(see Fig. 3.4). These modules are independent of each other, which means that
can be used separately, but in this Section I am just going to give an explana-
tion of how to use the complete pipeline. To use the modules separately it is
important to read Sec. 3.3.
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3.2. How to use the pipeline

(a) FRODOSpec blue arm LS III +46◦11 science reduced spectrum of 17th of December 2011.

(b) FRODOSpec red arm AX J1841.0-0535 science reduced spectrum of 18th of June 2012.

Figure 3.6: Examples of science reduced spectra with my pipeline.
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Notice there are some programs which have to be installed in the computer as
it was explained in Sec. 3.1.4 (Python, ipython, IRAF, PyRAF, and the libraries
pyfits and numpy of Python).

My pipeline reduces semi-automatically several observation nights at the same
time. The ‘semi’ comes because the user has to identify one arc spectrum ev-
ery time the pipeline is run to be able to have a wavelength calibration good
enough to use the final spectra to obtain radial velocities. Indeed it is possible
to reduce all nights corresponding to an observation period in just one run of
this pipeline, although it is not recommended, as the fringing is more or less
stable but not completely. So it is better to reduce just 3 consecutive nights
in each run. It is also not recommended to reduce just one night because the
extraction of the science spectra is done using as reference ‘masterflats’ which
have better statistics if there are more than just one night.

This pipeline is given as a .tar file which contains:

− Redude_FRODOLT.py : Main script of the pipeline.

− Modules : Folder with the different modules of the pipeline.

− CalFiles folder : Folder with the calibration files (blue_ltxenon.dat and
red_ltxenon.dat, lists of the lines of the Xenon arc comparison lamps).

− login.cl : File required to use IRAF.

To use the pipeline copy this .tar file inside the folder where the reduction is go-
ing to be performed and also include in this folder all the observation nights, or
the tgz data products that are going to be reduced. Decompress the pipeline,
type ipython and then ‘run Reduce_FRODOLT’. The screen will show the steps
followed by the pipeline and at some point it will appear a screen to identify
one red arc and one blue arc1. Once the arcs are identified, no more interac-
tion is required and the pipeline will finish the process showing in the screen
"********THE END******************".

The generated products are saved into different subfolders inside a folder called
‘YourResults’ located inside the folder where the reduction has been done:

− red_fring.fits : The red fringing image obtained (see Fig. 3.9).

− database : The IRAF database generated during the reduction process.

1The arc identification is done like in IRAF, but for details on how to do it read Sec. 3.3.6
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− MasterFlats : This folder contains the ‘masterflats’ of both arms.

− Arcs : This folder contains the wavelength calibrated arcs.

− WlCal_Spec : This folder contains the wavelength calibrated science
spectra before the background subtraction (still in the form of 144 spectra
per frame).

− Background : This folder contains the background spectra.

− BackSub_Spec : This folder contains the science spectra after back-
ground subtraction (still in the form of 144 spectra per every fits file).

− No_CR : This folder contains the science spectra after background sub-
traction and cosmic rays removal (still in the form of 144 spectra per
frame).

− Comb_Spec : This folder contains the science spectra of the same night
combined in case of several spectra of the same source at the same night
after background subtraction and cosmic rays removal (still in the form of
144 spectra per frame).

− Reduced_Spec : This folder contains the main final product, the re-
duced final science spectra .

3.3 Step by step of my pipeline

This section describes all the steps of the developed pipeline. Therefore, every
subsection corresponds to a module of the pipeline. In each subsection an ex-
planation of the importance of that module is given, as well as how to use that
module independently (it is important to notice that some knowledge of ipython
and IRAF is required), and the inputs and outputs of each of them.

Most of these modules call to different IRAF functions whose parameters are
optimised in the case of the red arm, and almost optimised in the case of the
blue arm. It is possible to go into any of them and change the parameters with
a bit of knowledge of python and IRAF.

The reduction of the blue and the red arm spectra of FRODOSpec is done con-
currently. All the steps to follow are exactly the same, but the signal of the blue
spectra is much lower, for this reason some of the reduction parameters are
different.
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Table 3.4: Overview of the inputs and the products obtained of each module of my pipeline.

MOD Input Products

1 Path (data reduction here) Path of the observation folders
Path of the tgz files

2 Path (data reduction here) Red & blue fits files cut
Path of the observation folders

3 Path (data reduction here) Red & blue ‘masterflats’
Path of the red fits files cut
Path of the blue fits files cut

4 Path (data reduction here) Fringing image.
Path of the observation folders Red science spectra , arcs & ’masterflat’
Path of the red ‘masterflat’ corrected of the fringing effect
Path of the red fits files cut

5 Path (data reduction here) Extracted red & blue
Path of the blue ‘masterflat’ science spectra & arcs
Path of the fringing corrected
red ‘masterflat’
Path of the blue cut images
Path of the red images with the
fringing corrected

6 Path (data reduction here) Science spectra wavelenght calibrated
Path of the extracted arcs
Path of the extracted science spectra

7 Path (data reduction here) Science spectra background substracted
Path of the science spectra
wavelenght calibrated

8 Path (data reduction here) Science spectra without cosmic rays
Path of the science spectra
background substracted

9 Path (data reduction here) Science combined spectra
Path of the science spectra after taken at the same night
removing cosmic rays

10 Path (data reduction here) Final science reduced spectra
Path of the science combined spectra
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To have a schematic view take a look to the flow chart shown in Fig. 3.4 and
also to the Table 3.4 which gives an overview of the inputs and products of each
module which can be used individually. To use the whole pipeline in just one
step see Sec. 3.2.

The input products of the pipeline are directly the tgz files downloaded (see
Sec. 3.1.1 for details). The first thing that the main script of the pipeline does is
to save the current location in a Python object called path, which is going to be
an input for every module. Then, it looks for the files required for the reduction
such as the tgz files with the frames done during the observation nights, the
login.cl of IRAF and the red and blue arc lists. Once it is done, it starts calling
the different modules as follows.

3.3.1 MODULE 1: Locate files

In Sec. 3.2 it has been explained that it is better to reduce more than one
observation night each time. Assuming it is the case, and there are more than
one tgz file in the folder where the reduction is going to be performed, this
module is useful because it creates automatically an individual folder for every
observation night where the corresponding tgz is decompressed.

Input

− Path (data reduction here).

− Path of the tgz files.

Output

− Path of the observation folders. (Input of MODULES 2 & 4)

Independent use

Since this is the first module a more detailed explanation of how to use it inde-
pendently is going to be given.

Type ipython on the terminal, and then:

− import os as os : Import the Python library os.
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− import sys as sys : Import the Python library sys.

− import glob as glob : Import the Python library glob.

− path=os.getcwd() : Save the current location in the object path. It is an
input of every module.

− sys.path.append(path+’/Modules’) : Add the location of the different mod-
ules to the path.

− tar=glob.glob(path+"/*_1.tgz") : Save tgz files in a Python list.

− import Module1 as module1 : Import MODULE 1.

− obs_folders = module1.folders_tar(path = path, tar = tar) : Call MODULE
1 and save the result in the Python list obs_folders.

Process

− Create a folder for each observation night.

− Move tgz files into the corresponding folder.

− Decompress tgz files.

− Save the location of the observation folders in a Python list which is called
obs_folders.

3.3.2 MODULE 2: Prepare frames

Every science fits file has several extensions (see Table 3.3), but only the ex-
tension [0], which is the one corresponding to the output image of L1 official
pipeline, is required for the reduction. It is known that IRAF tasks give some
troubles when the input fits file has several extensions, so this module creates
a new fits file with just the extension required for the reduction process.

Moreover there is a ‘bad zone’ of the CCD (see Fig. 3.7) which has no signal.
Therefore, to optimise the reduction, this module removes this zone of the CCD
taking into account that this ‘bad zone’ is different in the red and in the blue
frames.

Input

− Path (data reduction here).

− Path of the observation folders. (Output of MODULE 1)
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3.3. Step by step of my pipeline

(a) FRODOSpec blue arm flat field image (17th of December 2011).

(b) FRODOSpec red arm flat field image (18th of June 2012).

Figure 3.7: Examples of FRODOSpec flat field images. There is a zone of the CCD where
there is no signal, and this zone is different in both arms.

Output

− Path of the red fits files cut. (Input of MODULES 3 & 4)

− Path of the blue fits files cut. (Input of MODULES 3 & 5)

Independent use

The first thing to do is to go into ipython. Then, create the inputs and follow
these steps:

− import sys as sys : Import the Python library sys.

− sys.path.append(path+’/Modules’) : Add the location of the different mod-
ules to the path.

− import Module2 as module2 : Import MODULE 2.

− red_cut, blue_cut = module2.preparefits (path = path, obs_folders = obs_folders)
: Call MODULE 2 and save the path of the results in two Python lists
(red_cut and blue_cut).
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Process

− Look for blue and red frames inside the observation folders and create
independent lists.

− Save extension [0] of every frame in a new fits file.

− Cut the bad zone of every frame.

− Save the location of the red cut frames and blue cut frames.

3.3.3 MODULE 3: Create ‘masterflats’

All science frames consist of 144 fibre individual spectra whose extraction is
done through the IRAF routine apall of the echelle package (see Sec. 3.3.5).
This routine needs a reference image to locate the different fibres or apertures
of the spectra because the true cross-dispersion axis and the dispersion axis
are just approximately aligned with the corresponding pixel axis of the CCD.

The apall task of the echelle package looks for the maximums of the cross-
dispersion axes in a reference image. This reference could be a flat image
(Fig. 3.7), but for a better location of the apertures all the blue flats and red flats
are summed up to distinguish better the position of the fibres (see Fig. 3.8).

Input

− Path (data reduction here).

− Path of the red fits files cut. (Output of MODULE 2)

− Path of the blue fits files cut. (Output of MODULE 2)

Output

− Path of the red ‘masterflat’. (Input of MODULE 4)

− Path of the blue ‘masterflat’. (Input of MODULE 5)

Independent use

Go into ipython, create the inputs, and follow these steps (notice the only thing
that is changing in each module is how to call the Python module):

− import sys as sys : Import the Python library sys.
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(a) Cross-dispersion axes signal of the red flat shown in Fig. 3.7b corresponding to the observing night
of 18th of June 2012.

(b) Cross-dispersion axes signal of the red masterflat corresponding to the observing nights of 16th,
17th and 18th of June 2012.

Figure 3.8: Cross-dispersion axes flats signals. Notice that in the individual flat (Fig. 3.8a)
the difference between the minimum and the maximum is much lower than in the ’masterflat’
image (Fig. 3.8b)
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− sys.path.append(path+’/Modules’) : Add the location of the different mod-
ules to the path.

− import Module3 as module3 : Import MODULE 3.

− red_masterflat_cut, blue_masterflat_cut = module3.combflats(path = path,
red_cut = red_cut, blue_cut = blue_cut) : Call MODULE 3 and save
the path of the results in two Python objects (red_masterflat_cut and
blue_masterflat_cut).

Process

− Look for red and blue flats independently through the headers of the dif-
ferent frames.

− Save red and blue flats in independent Python lists.

− Sum up all red flats and all blue flats creating ‘masterflats’ using the IRAF
routine imcombine.

− Save the location of these ‘masterflats’.

3.3.4 MODULE 4: Correct the fringing of the RED ARM

Fringing is an interference effect of red and infrared light in the thinned substrate
of back-illuminated CCDs, which become transparent to these wavelengths. In
general, it looks like a wavy pattern as shown in Fig. 3.9 which affects all red
frames. It is easier to detect it in the ‘masterflat’ than in any of the other pos-
sible frames. In this module a normalised fringing image is extracted from the
red ‘masterflat’ using the IRAF routine apflatten which removes overall profile
shapes from flat fields. All red frames are divided by this image to correct this
effect.

Input

− Path (data reduction here).

− Path of the observation folders. (Output of MODULE 1)

− Path of the red ‘masterflat’. (Output of MODULE 3)

− Path of the red fits files cut. (Output of MODULE 2)
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Figure 3.9: This wavy pattern corresponds to a FRODOSpec fringing image that has been
extracted from the red ‘masterflat’ using the IRAF routine apflatten. Notice that the waves
are more intense in the right part, it is because the fringing effect is more intense at longer
wavelengths.

Output

− Path of the red images with the fringing corrected (science spectra and
arcs). (Input of MODULE 5)

− Path of the red ‘masterflat’ with the fringing corrected. (Input of MODULE 5)

Independent use

Go into ipython, create the inputs, import the sys package of Python, add the
location of the different modules to the path, import the module and call it as
follows:

red_df, red_masterflat_cut_df = module4.defring(path = path, obs_folders =
obs_folders, red_masterflat_cut = red_masterflat_cut, red_cut = red_cut)

Process

− Look for the arcs and science spectra within the list of red frames.

− Create the fringing image using the red ‘masterflat’ and the function apflat-
ten of IRAF.

− Divide arcs, science spectra and red ‘masterflat’ by the fringing image.

− Save the location of the frames where the fringing effect has been cor-
rected.
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3.3.5 MODULE 5: Locate and extract apertures

Science and arcs frames consist of 144 fibre individual spectra. This module
extracts the individual 144 spectra with the apall routine of the echelle package
of IRAF. For this extraction a reference image is needed as the true cross-
dispersion axis and the dispersion axis are not exactly aligned with the corre-
sponding pixel axes of the CCD.

My pipeline uses as reference the ‘masterflats’, the one without fringing in the
case of the red frames. It is important to remove the fringing before this step
because it could affect to the location and profile fitting of the fibres.

The IRAF task apall looks for the maximums along the cross-dispersion axes
about the middle of the dispersion axis and fits a function for each maximum
along the dispersion axis (each maximum corresponds to a fibre).

Input

− Path (data reduction here).

− Path of the blue ‘masterflat’. (Output of MODULE 3)

− Path of the red ‘masterflat’ without fringing. (Output of MODULE 4)

− Path of the blue cut images. (Output of MODULE 2)

− Path of the red images withouth fringing. (Output of MODULE 4)

Output

− Path of the extracted science spectra. (Input of MODULE 6)

− Path of the extrated arcs. (Input of MODULE 6)

Independent use

Go into ipython, create the inputs, import the sys package of Python, add the
location of the different modules to the path, import the module and call it as
follows:

red_ap_sci, blue_ap_sci, red_ap_arc, blue_ap_arc = module5.traceapall ( path
= path, red_masterflat_cut_df = red_masterflat_cut_df, blue_masterflat_cut =
blue_masterflat_cut, blue_cut = blue_cut, red_df = red_df )
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(a) FRODOSpec Xenon blue arc comparison image taken the 17th of December 2011.

(b) FRODOSpec Xenon red arc comparison image taken the 18th of June 2012.

Figure 3.10: FRODOSpec Xenon arcs comparison images

Process

− Locate the apertures of the ‘masterflats’ using the apall routine of the
echelle package of IRAF.

− Distinguish between science and arc frames going through the headers
of the frames to create two different Python lists.

− Extract apertures of science and arc frames using as reference the aper-
tures found in the ‘masterflats’.

− Save the location of the arcs and science spectra extracted.

3.3.6 MODULE 6: Wavelength calibration (interactive)

In an echelle standard spectrum every fibre has a different wavelength range,
however in FRODOSpec spectra all the fibres have the same wavelength range
although there are small shifts in position along the dispersion axis (see Fig. 3.10).
This module carries out the wavelength calibration of the science spectra by
performing an interpolation of the arcs taken on the same night as the science
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spectrum to have an accurate enough calibration to use the final science spec-
trum for radial velocity determinations.

One of the arcs is manually calibrated through the IRAF routine ecidentify which
requires an interaction that consists on the calibration of this arc using the
PyRAF interface shown in Fig. 3.11a. Within the files given in my pipeline
there are two files (blue_ltxenon.dat and red_ltxenon.dat) with the location of
the wavelength of the emission lines of both Xenon arc lamps (see Fig. 3.12).
The key step is to identify a few lines in each order near the first, middle, and
last apertures. In other words, there is no need to identify lines in all the aper-
tures, but at least three apertures should have identifications. With the help of
the atlas of the comparisons lamps given in Fig. 3.12 that have been directly
downloaded from the official web page2, set the cursor on a known line, type
m and type in the wavelength. Mark several lines across the order and then
move to a new aperture with the j, k or o key. As all the orders have the same
wavelength range, knowing the wavelength of one order will enable one to pre-
dict the wavelengths in the rest of the orders. After three or more apertures
have had lines marked type f to fit the wavelength vs the pixel position. Now a
plot of deviations of the fit vs pixel number is displayed (Fig. 3.11b) and inter-
active fitting may be done. But first, using the initial fit, one could go back to
the line identification mode by typing q and mark all the possible lines in agree-
ment with the fitting typing l. Then type f again to do a new fit this time with
more lines and now interact with this fitting until you are satisfied with the result.

To interact it might be useful to change from wavelength vs pixel, to wavelength
vs residuals, which is done through typing x (to change the magnitude of the x
axis) and r (to give it the value ‘residuals’), although there are several options
this is the one I use. It is possible to change the kind of the function fitted typing
xorder and yorder , but every time a parameter of the fitting function changes
you must type f again. Once you are satisfied with the fitting just type q to go
out of the interactive fitting, and q again to go out of the line identification in-
terface. Once the calibration of this arc is performed, the rest of the reduction
process is automatic.

Additional arcs are calibrated based upon this first solution using the routine
ecreidentify of the package echelle of IRAF. This task attempts to center all the
lines using the line centers of the first arc as the starting point.

2(http://telescope.livjm.ac.uk/Info/TelInst/Inst/FRODOspec/)
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(a) Line identification pyraf interface of ecidentify.

(b) Interactive fitting pyraf interface of ecidentify

Figure 3.11: Pyraf interactive interface of ecidentify
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(a) Xenon arc in FRODOSpec blue grating (downloaded from http://telescope.livjm.ac.uk/
Info/TelInst/Inst/FRODOspec/).

(b) Xenon arc in FRODOSpec red grating (downloaded from http://telescope.livjm.ac.uk/Info/
TelInst/Inst/FRODOspec/).

Figure 3.12: Xenon arcs of FRODOSpec
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Then, using the IRAF routine refspectra the arcs of the same night as one sci-
ence spectrum are assigned to that science spectrum. And finally, the disper-
sion solution is applied to the science spectrum by interpolating within all the
arcs assigned to the science spectrum through the IRAF routine dispcor.

Input

− Path (data reduction here).

− Path of the extracted arcs. (Output of MODULE 5)

− Path of the extracted science spectra. (Output of MODULE 5)

Output

− Path of the science spectra wavelength calibrated. (Input of MODULE 7)

Independent use

Go into ipython, create the inputs, import the sys package of Python, add the
location of the different modules to the path, import the module and call it as it
follows:

red_sci_cal, blue_sci_cal = module6.lambdacal(path = path, red_ap_arc = red_ap_arc,
blue_ap_arc = blue_ap_arc, red_ap_sci = red_ap_sci, blue_ap_sci = blue_ap_sci)

Process

− Calibrate manually one arc with the IRAF routine ecidentify of the echelle
package using the pyraf interface shown in Fig. 3.11.

− Identify the rest of the arcs using the IRAF routine ecreidentify of the
echelle package.

− All the arcs taken on the same night of each science spectrum are as-
signed to that science spectrum making use of the task refspec of IRAF.

− Interpolate the arcs corresponding to the science spectrum to obtain the
wavelength solution of every science spectrum by using the routine disp-
cor of IRAF.

− Save the location of the resulting wavelength calibrated science spectra.
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3.3.7 MODULE 7: Background subtraction

The background subtraction, which is performed within this module of my pipeline,
is an important step of the reduction process of a science spectrum.

The selection of the fibres corresponding to background is done through the
median of counts of every fibre which is obtained by using the routine imstat of
IRAF. This selection does not follow the same procedure in the red and in the
blue arm due to the lower signal of the blue arm. Indeed, I have not been able
to perform a good enough background subtraction of the blue arm for any of
the spectra we have.

A histogram of the median values is done to select the fibres as shown in
Fig. 3.13. Most of the fibres have a median counts value lower than 100 (see
Fig.3.13a) as expected looking at the science input images shown in Fig. 3.5.
Those fibres with higher values are the ones which are pointing to the scientific
object (see Sec. 3.3.10), and those ones with the highest values could even be
fibres affected by cosmic rays.

My pipeline looks for the maximum of this histogram. It considers as back-
ground those fibres corresponding to this maximum plus half of the fibres before
this maximum together with those fibres belonging to the bin of the histogram
after this maximum (see Fig. 3.13b). Those fibres with the lowest values are
considered just noise and consequently, not taken into account.

After the selection of background fibres is performed, all these fibres are com-
bined with the routine scombine of IRAF giving a median background spectrum
(see Fig. 3.14). Then, the sarith task of IRAF is used to subtract this background
spectrum to each of the 144 fibre spectra.

Input

− Path (data reduction here)

− Path of the wavelength calibrated spectra. (Ouput of MODULE 6)

Output

− Path of the background subtracted science spectra. (Input of MODULE 8)
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(a) Histogram of the median of counts.
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(b) Zoom of Fig. 3.13a.

Figure 3.13: Examples of histograms of the median counts of the fibres of the red FRO-
DOSpec spectrum of AX J1841.0-0535 of 18th of June 2012. Fig. 3.13a shows the com-
plete histogram while Fig. 3.13b shows a zoom of the zone where the background fibres are
selected.

Independent use

Go into ipython, create the inputs, import the sys package of Python, add the
location of the different modules to the path, import the module and call it as
follows:

red_sci_backsub, blue_sci_backsub = module7.backsub(path = path, red_sci_cal
= red_sci_cal, blue_sci_cal = blue_sci_cal)

Process

− Calculate the median number of counts of every fibre.

− Select fibres of the science frames corresponding to background by the
median number of counts (see Fig. 3.13b).

− Combine the fibres corresponding to background to create a background
spectrum (see Fig. 3.14).

− Remove the background from all 144 fibres of the science frame.

− Save the location of the background subtracted frame.
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(a) FRODOSpec blue arm median background spectrum of 17th of December 2011.

(b) FRODOSpec red arm median background spectrum of 18th of June 2012.

Figure 3.14: Examples of background spectra.
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3.3.8 MODULE 8: Remove cosmic rays

Cosmic rays are present in several of the 144 fibre spectra affecting the final
spectrum if they are not removed.

The selection of fibres which correspond to the object is done through the me-
dian number of counts of each fibre as explained in Sec.3.3.10. A cosmic ray
in a fibre might change its value of median counts. Consequently it is important
to remove cosmic rays before selecting the fibres which correspond to the sci-
entific object.

This module is able to remove most of these cosmic rays applying a median
filter to each of the 144 fibres by making use of the Median Absolute Deviation
(MAD). MAD is a robust measure of the variability of a univariate sample of
quantitative data. The expectation of ∼ 1.48MAD for large samples of normally
distributed values is approximately equal to the population standard deviation
but a more robust measure. The median filter of my pipeline removes the pixels
whose number of counts is & 12× 1.48MAD taking 7 pixels to calculate the MAD
value, because we have found that this is the optimum range to remove cosmic
rays in this kind of data.

Input

− Path (data reduction here)

− Path of the science spectra background subtracted. (Output of MODULE 7)

Output

− Path of the science spectra after cosmic rays removal. (Input of MODULE 9)

Independent use

Go into ipython, create the inputs, import the sys package of Python, add the
location of the different modules to the path, import the module and call it as
follows:

red_NCR, blue_NCR = module8.cosmic(path = path, red_sci_backsub = red_sci_backsub,
blue_sci_backsub = blue_sci_backsub)
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Process

− Calculate the MAD value for each 7 pixels of every 144 spectra.

− Mask bad pixels: Remove those pixels whose number of counts is &
12× 1.48MAD.

− Save the location of the new frame.

3.3.9 MODULE 9: Combine science spectra

Doing an average of the science spectra of the same night for a given object
(if there are more than one) results in a better signal to noise. This average
is performed using the IRAF task scombine. This routine performs the average
correctly but it writes the parameters of one of the input frames at random in the
header of the resulting fits file. Therefore, my pipeline modifies the header key-
words related to time parameters written by IRAF putting down the correct ones.

If we have two or three spectra per night, the total exposure time will be the sum
of the exposures of the individual spectra. This total exposure time is saved in
the header of the fits file as EXPTIME1. But, for radial velocity determinations the
quantity of time from the beginning of the first exposure to the end of the last
exposure is needed, and it is not the same value as EXPTIME1. This quantity is
calculated by my pipeline and saved in the header as EXPTIME2.

Input

− Path (data reduction here).

− Path of the science spectra after cosmic rays removal. (Output of MOD 8)

Output

− Path of the science combined spectra. (Input of MODULE 10)

Independent use

Go into ipython, create the inputs, import the sys package of Python, add the
location of the different modules to the path, import the module and call it as
follows:
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red_sci_comb, blue_sci_comb = module9.combine(path = path, red_NCR =
red_NCR, blue_NCR = blue_NCR)

Process

− Go through the headers of the fits files to by object and night.

− If there is more than one frame per object and night: average the frames
of the same night and object.

− Modify the header keywords referring to time of the averaged frames:

− DATE-OBS = DATE-OBS of the first frame.
− UTSTART = UTSTART of the first frame.
− MJD = MJD of the first frame.
− EXPTIME1 = Sum of the exposure times of the averaged frames.
− EXPTIME2 = Total time in seconds since the first exposure starts until

the last exposure finishes.
− UTMIDDLE = Date in days of the middle of the ‘total’ observation.

− Save the location of the combined spectra.

3.3.10 MODULE 10: Select science object fibres

This is the last step of my pipeline. This module selects those fibres corre-
sponding to the science spectrum through the median counts of every fibre
which is obtained using the IRAF task imstat.

Those fibres that were considered background in Sec. 3.3.7, now are consid-
ered noise (notice the median of counts values of Fig. 3.15 are lower than those
in Fig. 3.13). All those fibres with a value of median counts well above the av-
erage value of the noise +15σ are considered object, but setting up a minimum
value of 20 counts to consider the fibre as object (see Fig. 3.15b).

Once this selection has been done, by the IRAF routine scombine all these
fibres are summed up giving as a result the final science spectrum (Fig. 3.6).

Input

− Path (data reduction here).

− Path of the science combined spectra. (Output of MODULE 9)
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(a) Histogram of the median of counts.
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(b) Zoom of Fig. 3.15a.

Figure 3.15: Examples of histograms of the median counts of the fibres of the red FRO-
DOSpec spectrum of AX J1841.0-0535 of 18th of June 2012 after removing the background.
Fig. 3.15a shows the complete histogram while Fig. 3.15b shows a zoom of the zone where
the noise fibres are, and the limits for the selection of the science object fibres.

Output

− Path of the reduced science spectra. (Final result of the pipeline)

Independent use

Go into ipython, create the inputs, import the sys package of Python, add the
location of the different modules to the path, import the module and call it as
follows:

red_final, blue_final = module10.final(path = path, red_sci_comb = red_sci_comb,
blue_sci_comb = blue_sci_comb)

Process

− Calculate the median number of counts of every fibre.

− Select fibres of the science frames corresponding to the science spec-
trum through the median of counts of each of the 144 fibre spectra.

− Sum up the fibres corresponding to the science spectrum.

− Save the location of the final reduced science spectrum.
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3.4 My results vs Official results

For the comparison of the results of my pipeline with those obtained with the
official one I am going to show some examples of spectra reduced with both
pipelines (see Figs. 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18).

First of all, I would like to remind that my pipeline has mainly been developed
and optimised for the reduction of the red arm of FRODOSpec data, due to
the low statistics of our blue spectra (see Fig. 3.5a). The blue arm reduction
process is exactly the same except for the low signal or ‘bad zone’ of the CCD
(Fig. 3.7) and the fringing effect (Fig. 3.9) that only affects the red spectra.

Fig. 3.16 shows an example of comparison of the reduction of both pipelines in
the red arm. The top panel of this figure shows the reduction performed with
my pipeline, while the other panels correspond to the results of the official L2
FRODOSpec pipeline. That observing night three spectra of the source were
taken, so my pipeline averaged these three spectra (see Sec. 3.3.9) giving as
a result an averaged spectrum. This averaged spectrum should have about the
same counts level as the L2 official data product, but the signal of the spec-
trum obtained with my pipeline is moderately higher. The spectra of the official
pipeline do have cosmic rays while the spectrum of mine does not have any of
them. Another important thing to take into account here is the fringing, which
is ∼ 15% in the right part of the official data products whereas it is . 1% in
the resulting spectrum of my pipeline. This higher level of signal, absence of
cosmic rays and much lower level of fringing makes my result better than the
official one.

To better compare the results I show in Fig. 3.17 an example of an observing
night where only one spectrum of the source was obtained. Notice again the
absence of cosmic rays of my spectrum, its higher signal, and the difference of
the fringing in the right side of both spectra.

Fig. 3.18 shows an example of comparison of the reduction of both pipelines in
the blue arm analogous to Fig. 3.16. Three spectra of the source were taken
that night, consequently my pipeline averaged these three spectra giving as
a result an averaged spectrum that should have about the same number of
counts as the three individual results of L2 official pipeline. However, it has a
higher signal. There are a couple of absorption lines that should not be there
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(∼ 4700Åand ∼ 4930Å), but it does not have cosmic rays while the official re-
sults do have.

Barnsley et al. [2012] consider that the methods to remove cosmic rays are
unrealistic, because those cosmic rays lying close to strong emission lines are
particularly hard to distinguish. For the sources of study of my thesis, where
there are no intense emission lines, and the emission lines that appear are
clearly broad lines (i.e. Hα, see Figs. 5.12, 6.7 and 6.8) compared to cosmic
rays, it has been possible to develop and implement a method that gives quite
good results as can be appreciated in Figs. 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18.

Moreover the aperture location in the official L2 FRODOSpec pipeline is done
by using a flat reference image where the maximums are located along the
cross-dispersion axes and a function is fitted to the fibre profile. Therefore, the
process is almost the same as the one followed my pipeline. The difference
is that my pipeline performs this step after the correction of the fringing, this is
probably one of the reasons why my results have a better signal.

Finally for the selection of the background and science object fibres, the official
pipeline, instead of doing it by using the median value of counts, sums up all the
counts contained in each of the individual fibres smoothing the spectra before
the selection to reduce the effect of the cosmic rays. The methods are similar
and should give similar results, but with my pipeline the selection of the fibres
corresponding to the object is performed after removing cosmic rays. Conse-
quently, the effect of cosmic rays in my pipeline is completely removed and not
only smoothed, which makes a difference.

In conclusion, for the kind of objects of my thesis my pipeline gives better qual-
ity results than the official one in terms of cosmic rays, fringing and signal to
noise ratio. This better quality is observed not only when an averaged spec-
trum is obtained (Fig. 3.16), but also in a single night spectrum as it is shown
in Fig. 3.17. Regarding to the blue arm case, it would be useful to obtain good
quality spectra to optimise the reduction process.
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Figure 3.16: AX J1841.0-0535 reduced spectrum with my pipeline, and the L2 official data
products (18th of June 2012). That night three spectra of the source where taken, conse-
quently my pipeline averaged these three spectra (as explained in Sec. 3.3.9). Notice the
fringing on the right part of the spectra, it is ∼ 15% in the official results while in my results it
goes down to a . 1%.
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Figure 3.17: AX J1841.0-0535 reduced spectrum with my pipeline, and the L2 official data
product (16th of June 2012). Notice the fringing on the right part of the spectra, it is ∼ 15%
in the official results while in my results it goes down to a . 1%, the absence of cosmic rays
and the higher signal in the result of my pipeline.
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of spectra of LSIII +46◦11 reduced with my pipeline and with the
L2 official pipeline (17th of December 2011). That night three spectra of the source where
taken, consequently my pipeline averaged these three spectra (as explained in Sec. 3.3.9).
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CHAPTER 4
IGR J00370+61221

IGR J00370+6122 is a HMXB discovered in December 2003 during a 1.2Ms
INTErnational Gamma Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) observation
[den Hartog et al., 2004, 2006]. The error circle of this detection included the
ROentgen SATellite (ROSAT) source 1RXS J00709.6+612131, which had been
identified with the OB star BD +60◦ 73 = LS I +61◦161 [Rutledge et al., 2000,
Rutledge, 2004]. This source was originally classified as a B1 Ib star by Mor-
gan et al. [1955]. Based on an intermediate-resolution spectrum, Reig et al.
[2005] classified BD +60◦ 73 as a BN0.5 II–III star, without any evidence for a
circumstellar disc. This spectral type would place IGR J00370+6122 outside
the two main divisions of HMXBs (it is neither a Be star nor a supergiant).

Using data from the ASM, den Hartog et al. [2004] found that the X-ray flux
from IGR J00370+6122 is very strongly modulated at 15.665± 0.006days. in’t
Zand et al. [2007] interpreted its behaviour as a series of outbursts separated
by the orbital period. The X-ray light curve is dominated by fast flaring and
the absorption column is much higher than the interstellar value, leading to
the suggestion that the system is powered by wind accretion in a very eccentric
orbit [in’t Zand et al., 2007]. Pointed Proportional Counter Array (PCA) on board
RXTE observations detected a very likely modulation at 346±6seconds during
a bright X-ray flare, which was interpreted as the detection of the pulsar period
from a neutron star [in’t Zand et al., 2007]. Grunhut et al. [2014] have recently
published an orbital solution that confirms the high eccentricity expected for the
system, and suggests a high inclination of the orbit.

1This Chapter is an adaptation of the accepted paper for publication in A&A González-Galán et al.
[2014].
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4.1 Observations

Optical spectra of BD +60◦ 73 were taken during different observing campaigns
between 2009 and 2013 (Table 4.1). The observations were obtained with
HERMES and FIES and are composed of 22 high-quality spectra obtained at
different epochs spanning more than 3years of observations.

ASM X-ray light curve is covering more than 15years of observations, while the
BAT light curve covers a total of 9years (Table 4.2).

4.2 Data analysis & Results

One of the best-quality spectra of BD +60◦ 73 is shown in Fig. 4.1, where line
identifications are also provided. The spectrum was artificially degraded to a
resolving power of R = 4 000for spectral classification. A large number of MK
standards, observed with the same instrumentation and subjected to the same
procedure, were used for comparison. The spectrum, of much better quality
than those used in Reig et al. [2005], indicates a slightly later spectral type B0.7
(based on the ratio of Si III and Si IV lines, the main spectral type indicator)
and somewhat higher luminosity. The best spectral type from direct comparison
would be B0.7 Ib–II, with evidence of strong N over-abundance. However, we
note that the star is a very fast rotator (v sini ≈ 135km s−1; see Sec. 4.2.2), and
this is known to generally lead to the assignment of lower luminosity, as the
standards rotate more slowly2. In view of this, we take BN0.7 Ib.

4.2.1 Distance

Traditionally, BD +60◦ 73 has been considered a member of the Cas OB4 asso-
ciation [Humphreys, 1978]. For this association Humphreys [1978] gives a dis-
tance modulus DM = 12.3, while Garmany and Stencel [1992] give DM = 12.2.
Photoelectric UBV photometry for BD +60◦ 73 is provided by Hiltner [1956]
and Haug [1970], who give essentially identical values, suggesting no variabil-
ity (V = 9.65). Therefore we can combine the optical photometry of Haug

2The number of Galactic early-B supergiants with projected rotational velocities above 80km s−1 is
marginal; most of them concentrate around 40− 80km s−1 [see Fig. 14 in Simón-Díaz and Herrero,
2014].
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Table 4.1: Log of high-resolution optical spectra of BD +60◦ 73.

# Date MJD Texp (s) Instrument

1 30/10/2009 00:02:06 55135.08 5400 HERMES
2 30/10/2009 23:06:02 55136.04 5400 HERMES
3 31/10/2009 22:27:40 55137.02 5400 HERMES
4 01/11/2009 21:40:26 55137.98 7200 HERMES
5 02/11/2009 22:15:30 55139.01 5400 HERMES
6 03/11/2009 23:11:47 55140.05 5400 HERMES
7 04/11/2009 21:43:40 55140.99 5400 HERMES
8 06/11/2009 23:34:06 55143.06 5400 HERMES
9 09/11/2009 01:09:17 55145.13 5400 HERMES

10 14/06/2011 04:46:43 55726.70 1200 HERMES
11 17/06/2011 04:45:41 55729.70 1200 HERMES
12 19/06/2011 05:11:19 55731.72 1200 HERMES
13 20/06/2011 04:06:44 55732.67 1200 HERMES
14 11/09/2011 01:14:42 55815.56 1200 FIES
15 12/09/2011 01:42:40 55816.58 1200 FIES
16 08/11/2011 22:55:49 55874.46 900 HERMES
17 26/10/2012 00:15:58 56226.52 1200 HERMES
18 26/10/2012 23:13:34 56227.47 1200 HERMES
19 28/01/2013 19:55:47 56321.33 1200 FIES
20 29/01/2013 20:08:48 56322.34 900 FIES
21 30/01/2013 19:45:34 56323.32 900 FIES
22 05/02/2013 20:40:58 56329.36 1300 FIES

Table 4.2: Observation log of X-ray data of IGR J00370+6122.

Date MJD Data points Instrument Energy range

05/01/1996–31/12/2011 50087–55927 82105 (dwells) ASM@RXTE 1.5–12.2 keV
05/01/1996–31/12/2011 50087–55927 5407 (daily) ASM@RXTE 1.5–12.2 keV
15/02/2005–02/06/2014 53416–56445 2690 BAT@Swift 15–50 keV
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Figure 4.1: Spectrum of BD +60◦ 73 over the classification region, obtained with the FIES
spectrograph on September 2011, 11.
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4.2. Data analysis & Results

[1970] with the near-infrared photometry from 2MASS [Skrutskie et al., 2006].
By using these data as input for the χ2 code for parametrised modelling and
characterisation of photometry and spectroscopy CHORIZOS implemented by
Maíz-Apellániz [2004], we found that the extinction to the source can be well
reproduced by a standard law with R = 3.1.

If we assume an intrinsic colour (B−V)0=−0.20, [interpolating in the calibration
of Fitzgerald, 1970], we obtain E(B−V) = 0.77. The synthetic spectrum has the
same intrinsic (B − V)0 = −0.20. For a standard extinction law, AV = 2.39, and
then mV = 7.26. For a distance of DM = 12.3, this leads to an absolute mag-
nitude of MV = −5.0 mag. This is a rather low value for a supergiant, though
marginally consistent with the spectral type. Absolute magnitude calibrations
for a B0.7 Ib star would support a value close to MV = −5.7 mag [e.g. Turner,
1980, Humphreys and McElroy, 1984]. However, this luminosity would place
BD +60◦ 73, at a distance of ∼ 4kpc, far away from any spiral arm in this direc-
tion [e.g. Negueruela and Marco, 2003].

Another way of estimating the distance to BD +60◦ 73 is by making use of the
interstellar lines in its spectrum to study the radial velocity distribution of in-
terstellar material along its line of sight. We calculate the velocity scale with
respect to the LSR by assuming that the motion of the Sun with respect to
the LSR corresponds to +16.6km s−1 towards Galactic coordinates l = 53◦;
b = +25◦. In Fig. 4.2, we show the interstellar Na I D lines; both present identi-
cal morphologies, with two well-separated components. The Ca II K line is also
shown, displaying a very similar morphology.

In the Na I D lines, one of the components is centred on −4km s−1, extending
from low positive values to ≈ −12km s−1. The second component is centred on
−24km s−1, and has a shoulder extending to ≈ −35km s−1. The K I 7699Å line,
which is not saturated, has two narrow components, centred on −8km s−1 and
−21km s−1. These two components are readily identified with absorbing clouds
located in the Local arm and the Perseus arm.

In Fig. 4.3, we show the dependence of radial velocity with distance in the di-
rection to BD +60◦ 73 (l = 121.◦2, b = −01.◦5) according to two widely used
Galactic rotation curves. One is computed assuming circular galactic rotation
and adopting the rotation curve of Brand and Blitz [1993], with a circular rota-
tion velocity at the position of the Sun (dGC = 8.5kpc) of 220km s−1. The other
one follows the rotation curve of Reid et al. [2009]. Along this line of sight, all
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Figure 4.2: Top: Interstellar Na I D doublet (5890Å full line, 5896Å dashed line) in the
spectrum of BD +60◦ 73. Bottom: The Ca II K line at 3934Ådisplaying a similar morphology,
but rather lower SNR.

LSR velocities should be negative and increase with distance. Absorption at
positive velocities must be therefore caused by clouds in the immediate vicinity
of the Sun. The nearby (l = 120.◦8, b = +0.◦1) B1 Ia supergiant κ Cas, located
at a distance d ∼ 1kpc [Humphreys, 1978], only shows the low-velocity com-
ponent. Its lines have exactly the same profile on the positive side, though they
are broader on the negative side and more saturated, as this object is closer to
the Galactic Plane.

The core of the high velocity component is located around vLSR = −24km s−1.
This velocity corresponds to a distance d ≈ 2.5kpc according to the rotation
curve of Brand and Blitz [1993] and ≈ 1.8kpc according to the rotation curve of
Reid et al. [2009]. Both distances indicate that this component arises from
material in the Perseus arm. There are very large deviations from circular
motion in the Perseus arm [Reid et al., 2009], but we can use objects with
independent distance determinations to constrain the distance to the absorb-
ing material. The nearby H II region Sh2-177 (l = 120.◦6, b = −0.◦1) has a
vLSR = −34km s−1, while Sh2-173 (l = 119.◦4, b = −0.◦8) has vLSR = −35km s−1

[in both cases, undisturbed gas velocities; Fich and Blitz, 1984]. Both H II
regions have published distances compatible with the estimates for Cas OB4.
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Figure 4.3: Radial velocity with respect to the local standard of rest (LSR) due to galactic
rotation as a function of distance, using the rotation curve of Brand and Blitz [1993, black
curve] and that of Reid et al. [2009, red curve].

More recently, Russeil et al. [2007] has estimated a distance d = 3.1kpc for
Sh2-173 (DM = 12.5), which they assume also valid for Sh2-172 and Sh2-177.
We can assume that the material producing absorption the feature centred on
≈ −33km s−1 must be at the same distance. In view of this, BD +60◦ 73 must
be at least at the same distance, and likely not much further away.

There is some indication in all the interstellar lines of a weak component at
vLSR ≈ −45km s−1. However, the existence of this component would not nec-
essarily imply a higher distance. Along this line of sight, there are very large
deviations from circular motion, and the nearby H II region Sh2-175 (l = 120.◦4,
b = +2.◦0), with a distance estimate of 1.7kpc, has a velocity vLSR = −50km s−1

[Fich and Blitz, 1984]. Therefore, if this weak component at high velocities is
real, it is likely to arise from foreground material associated to this H II region.
In view of this, we accept a distance of 3.1 kpc for BD +60◦ 73. This implies an
absolute magnitude MV = −5.2mag.
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4.2.2 FASTWIND model fit

We first applied the IACOB-BROAD IDL (Interactive Data Language) tool de-
scribed in Simón-Díaz and Herrero [2014] to estimate the projected rotational
velocity (v sini) of the star and the amount of macroturbulent broadening (ΘRT)
affecting the line-profiles. The analysis of the Si III 4553Å line resulted in the
combination (v sini, ΘRT = (135, 67)km s−1 providing the best fitting solution.
While such a large macroturbulent broadening contribution is commonly found
in early B supergiants, the projected rotational speed of this star is very high
compared to objects of similar spectral type [e.g. Markova et al., 2014, Simón-
Díaz and Herrero, 2014, and references therein].

A quantitative spectroscopic analysis was subsequently performed by means
of FASTWIND (see Sec. 2.2.2 of Chapter 2). An initial analysis was done follow-
ing the strategy described in Castro et al. [2012], based on an automatised χ2

fitting of synthetic FASTWIND spectra including lines from H, He I-II, Si II-IV ,
Mg II , C II, N II-III , and O II to the global spectrum between 3900and 5100Å.
The parameters and abundances derived were then carefully revised by using
a more refined grid of FASTWIND models specifically constructed for this study
and a by eye comparison of the observed and synthetic spectra for individual
diagnostic lines of interest (see Table 4.3). In both cases the value of the wind-
strength Q-parameter was fixed to a value logQ = −13.0, because Hα shows
weak and variable emission (see Fig. 4.9), rendering the determination of wind
properties rather uncertain. The line-broadening v sini and ΘRT parameters
were fixed to the values indicated above during the analysis process.

The parameters obtained are summarized in Table 4.4. We found very good
agreement (within the uncertainties) between the global-χ2 and the individual-
line by eye solutions. The best fit is obtained for Teff = 24 000K and logg = 2.90.
The temperature value is typical for the spectral type. The low effective grav-
ity fully supports the supergiant classification. Because of the high rotational
velocity, the effective gravity has an important centrifugal contribution. When
corrected for this effect, the actual gravity becomes loggc = 3.00 [Repolust
et al., 2004].

The He relative abundance (YHe = N(He)/N(H)) is very poorly constrained. De-
pending on the diagnostic line considered and the value of the microturbulence,
the derived abundance ranges from 0.15 to 0.30. Globally, the best fitting so-
lution is obtained for YHe = 0.25. This high He abundance is indicative of a
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Table 4.3: Diagnostic lines considered in the by eye individual-line analysis (see text for
explanation).

Hβ, Hγ, Hδ
He I 4471, 4387, 5875, 6678

Si III 4552, 4567, 4574, Si IV 4116
O II 4661, Mg II 4481, C II 4267, N II 3995

Table 4.4: Stellar parameters derived from the spectroscopic analysis (upper panel), and
calculated using the photometry of Haug [1970] and assuming d = 3.1kpc (lower panel).

v sini (km s−1) 135± 7
ΘRT (km s−1) 67± 7

Teff (K) 24 000± 1 500
logg 2.9± 0.2

ξt (km s−1) 15± 5
YHe 0.25± 0.10

log Q −13.0 (assumed)

d(kpc) 3.1± 0.3
MV −5.2± 0.3

R∗ (R⊙) 16.5± 2.3
log(L∗/L⊙) 4.91± 0.16

M∗/M⊙ 10± 5
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Table 4.5: Chemical abundances in log
(

N(X)
N(H)

)

+ 12 resulting from the FASTWIND spectro-
scopic analysis of BD +60◦ 73. We also include for comparison the set of chemical abun-
dances derived by Nieva and Przybilla [2012] for B-type stars in the Solar neighbourhood,
and the solar abundances from Asplund et al. [2009].

Species BD +60◦ 73 B-type stars Sun

Si 7.55± 0.15 7.50± 0.05 7.51± 0.03
Mg 7.55± 0.15 7.56± 0.05 7.60± 0.04
C 7.75± 0.15 8.33± 0.04 8.43± 0.05
N 8.40± 0.15 7.79± 0.04 7.83± 0.05
O 8.75± 0.15 8.76± 0.05 8.69± 0.05

high degree of chemical evolution. The other abundances derived (C, N, O,
Si, Mg) are summarised in Table 4.5. We also include for comparison the set
of chemical abundances for B-type stars in the Solar neighbourhood derived
by Nieva and Przybilla [2012], and the solar abundances from Asplund et al.
[2009]. While Si, Mg and O abundances are compatible with the Solar ones
and those proposed by Nieva and Przybilla [2012] as cosmic abundance stan-
dard, the star appears N-enhanced, and C-depleted, suggesting a fair degree
of chemical evolution, in agreement with the He abundance. The values are
similar to those of very luminous (class Ia) early-B supergiants [Crowther et al.,
2006].

Stellar parameters can be derived by scaling the absolute magnitude of the syn-
thetic spectrum to the observed MV . With this method, and using the values
found above for the effective temperature and the effective gravity corrected for
rotation, we calculate the parameters listed in the bottom panel of Table 4.4.
Alternatively, the mass can be estimated by placing the star on evolutionary
tracks. In Fig. 4.4, we compare the position of BD +60◦ 73 with the evolution-
ary tracks of Brott et al. [2011] for the assumed distance d = 3.1kpc. We
show tracks with both zero and high initial rotational velocity. The position of
BD +60◦ 73 is compatible with the tracks for an initial mass M∗ in the 17−18M⊙
range close to the end of hydrogen core burning. Mass loss until this point is
not very important, and so the present-day mass should be only a fraction of a
solar mass lower. When the error bars are taken into account, we come to an
evolutionary present-day mass of 17± 2M⊙.
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Figure 4.4: Evolutionary tracks and the position of BD +60◦ 73 in the Hertzsprung-Russell
diagram. The evolutionary tracks are from Brott et al. [2011], for initial vrot = 0 (grey, contin-
uous) and vrot = 377km s−1 (red, dashed).

4.2.3 Orbital solution

The radial velocity points have been obtained by cross-correlating the observed
spectra with a FASTWIND synthetic spectrum corresponding to the parameters
and abundances indicated in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. The IRAF routine fxcor was
used to this aim. For the cross-correlation H and He lines, which may be con-
taminated by residual wind emission in an early-type supergiant [e.g. van der
Meer et al., 2007], have been avoided, and only the region of the spectrum
between 4540Å and 4660Å has been used. This region contains no He I or
H I lines, but numerous metallic lines (mostly Si III , O II and N II ), which are
more suitable for radial velocity determinations, because they arise in deep
photospheric layers. The individual radial velocity measurements are listed in
Table 4.6.

We searched for periodicities within the Vrad points using different algorithms
available in the Starlink package PERIOD [Dhillon et al., 2001]. All of them
resulted in a highest peak at values compatible within their errors, and also
compatible with the periodicity found in the X-ray light curve [den Hartog et al.,
2004]. Figure 4.5 shows the result obtained with the algorithm CLEAN (imple-
mented in PERIOD), which is particularly useful for unequally spaced data. This
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Table 4.6: Radial velocities of BD +60◦ 73 sorted by phase. The first column of this table is
the number of the observation from Table 4.1. The second column is the phase of the ob-
servation, according to the orbital solution described in Table 4.7 (measurements have been
sorted using this parameter). The third column is the radial velocity. The last column shows
the residuals from the radial velocity curve calculated (see Fig. 4.6) and the observational
points.

# Phase Vrad (km s−1) O-C (km s−1)

10 0.0055 −102.1± 5.5 3.9
20 0.0390 −98.8± 6.4 −3.5
21 0.1018 −81.7± 7.5 −2.2
11 0.1970 −67.1± 1.6 4.3
1 0.2290 −73.5± 0.8 −3.2
2 0.2938 −72.2± 0.7 −3.2

12 0.3259 −68.4± 2.1 0.2
3 0.3525 −68.0± 0.7 0.4

13 0.3869 −69.3± 1.9 −0.9
4 0.4143 −66.2± 0.8 2.3

16 0.4404 −65.7± 1.2 2.3
5 0.4797 −62.7± 0.8 6.1

22 0.4875 −73.7± 0.7 −4.8
6 0.5460 −72.2± 0.8 −2.7
7 0.6060 −75.2± 0.8 −4.6

14 0.6793 −70.3± 0.8 2.1
8 0.7358 −72.0± 0.7 2.6

15 0.7444 −79.9± 0.6 −5.0
9 0.8705 −84.4± 0.9 0.3

17 0.9204 −92.3± 1.3 0.8
19 0.9747 −107.1± 1.1 −1.1
18 0.9815 −106.0± 1.2 1.0
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Figure 4.5: "Clean" periodogram of the radial velocity points obtained with the PERIOD pack-
age within the Starlink environment.

algorithm basically deconvolves the spectral window from the discrete Fourier
power spectrum producing a "clean" power spectrum. A significance calcu-
lation of the value obtained was performed using the SIG routine of PERIOD,
applying 1000 Monte Carlo simulations. The result of this significance calcu-
lation, representing the probability that the period is not actually equal to the
value quoted, is FAP2 ∼ 0.7%. Therefore we can assume that the period of
15.66days, which is found both from the X-ray observations [den Hartog et al.,
2004], and from the radial velocity of the optical component, is the orbital period
of the binary system.

A radial velocity curve was obtained by fitting the Vrad points using SBOP as
described in Sec. 2.2.4 of Chapter 2. This curve is shown in Fig. 4.6, where the
residuals from the observed data points to the theoretical curve are also shown.
The parameters of this best-fit curve are shown in Table 4.7. The orbital period,
Porb = 15.6610± 0.0017d, is identical within the errors to the 15.665± 0.006d
periodicity found in the X-ray light curve by in’t Zand et al. [2007], but slightly
smaller and more precise. All parameters are well determined with the excep-
tion of the mass function, which has an error ≈ 30%.
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Figure 4.6: Top: Best-fit radial velocity curve and real data folded on the 15.661d period
derived from our data analysis. Phase 0 corresponds to periastron. Bottom: Residuals from
the observed radial velocity points to best-fit radial velocity curve.

Table 4.7: Orbital parameters obtained by fitting the radial velocity points using Lehmann-
Filhès method implemented in SBOP.

T0(HJD-2450000) 5084.52± 0.37
Porb (days) 15.6610± 0.0017

e 0.56± 0.07
γ (km s−1) −77.3± 1.4
K0 (km s−1) 19.6± 1.9
ω (degrees) 194± 9
a0 sini (km) (3.5± 0.4) 106

f (M) (M⊙) 0.0069± 0.0023
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The relatively large uncertainty of the mass function is connected to the moder-
ately large residuals in the orbital fit. In other HMXBs, such as Vela X-1, large
residuals are also seen, showing a modulation at multiples of the orbital fre-
quency [Quaintrell et al., 2003]. This modulation led to the suggestion that the
oscillations were tidally induced by the companion. Strong radial velocity excur-
sions are also seen in the peculiar transient IGR J11215−5952 [Lorenzo et al.,
2014] and in the HMXB GX 301−2 [Kaper et al., 2006], both of which have
very massive and luminous counterparts. Since macroturbulence is relatively
large in BD +60◦73, and a connection has been claimed between pulsations
and macroturbulence broadening [e.g. Simón-Díaz et al., 2010], it is tempting
to suspect that the large residuals in the fit to the radial velocity curve may
be connected to pulsations. We have searched for periodicities within these
residuals, finding no obvious results, though the number of measurements is
probably too small to rule out completely the possibility of tidally induced pul-
sations in BD +60◦73.

4.2.4 X-ray light curves

The X-ray light curves from the ASM and BAT have been searched for periodici-
ties between 3 and 300days, using different algorithms available within the Star-
link package PERIOD, and also using an epoch folding analysis implemented in
the software DES7 [see Larsson, 1996, for details on the method implemented
on this software]. Analyses of the ASM dwell-by-dwell and daily-average light
curves and the BAT light curve give consistent results, finding values for the pe-
riod (see Fig. 4.7) that are compatible among themselves within their respective
error bars, compatible with the period found from the radial velocity points, and
also with the X-ray period published in in’t Zand et al. [2007] or in den Hartog
et al. [2004].

We have performed the folding of these light curves on all the periods that we
have found, and also on the value of P = 15.6627± 0.0042days published by
in’t Zand et al. [2007]. All the foldings are similar to each other in shape; the
count rate has a clear maximum around φ = 0.2 (using the ephemeris from
the radial velocity curve solution) and presents a broad flat minimum around
apastron. All the foldings present some evidence of a flux drop just before the
maximum, close to periastron. The highest peak is found for the folding on the
orbital period derived from the radial velocity curve (which also has the smallest
formal error). Therefore we interpret this as the most accurate Porb.
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Figure 4.7: Examples of the period searching within the ASM and BAT X-ray light curves
of IGR J00370+6122. Top panel: SCARGLE periodogram obtained with PERIOD for the ’raw’
(dwell by dwell) ASM light curve. Bottom panel: Epoch folding of the weighted-average daily
BAT light curve.
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Fig. 4.8 shows the folding of the daily average ASM light curve (top panel) and
the folding of the BAT daily light curve (bottom panel) over this period. In both
cases, the folding has been performed with DES7, and the individual points
have been weighted according to their errors. Phase zero of these foldings
corresponds to the periastron passage, while the red dashed lines indicate the
time of eclipse according to the SBOP orbital solution.

The maximum of the folded ASM light curve is around orbital phase φ = 0.25
(∼ 4days after periastron). The shape of the light curve is very similar to that
shown in in’t Zand et al. [2007] for data taken until November 2006, in spite of
the slightly different folding periods. The maximum of the BAT folded light curve
is reached slightly before φ = 0.2, which means less than 3days after perias-
tron passage. This suggests that the maximum luminosity in the hard X-rays
(energy range 15− 50keV) may occur some time before the maximum in the
softer band (energy range 1.5− 12keV). The BAT light curve is very similar in
shape to the ASM light curve, and also quite similar to the INTEGRAL/ISGRI
light curve in the 20− 45 keV range shown by in’t Zand et al. [2007], who also
found some difference in shape between the soft and hard X-ray folded light
curves, along with a delay between the maximum flux of the ISGRI and ASM
folded light curves, with the ISGRI maximum taking place before the ASM one,
which is also in accordance with our results.

The minimum of the ASM light curve is at around 0.12cts/s. According to Remil-
lard and Levine [1997], the ASM has a bias of +1mCrab and systematics make
difficult detections below 5mCrab (corresponding to ∼ 0.08cts/s). Therefore
the source is very likely detected outside the outbursts, at a level ∼ 10 times
lower than the peak luminosity, as anticipated by in’t Zand et al. [2007]. This
seems to be borne out by the BAT light curve. In any case, the pointed observa-
tions with the PCA reported by in’t Zand et al. [2007] show that these integrated
fluxes represent the average of many flares superimposed on a quiescence flux
at least ∼ 50 times lower. Therefore, the folded light curves merely represent
the average behaviour, in the sense that the peaks of some flares have much
higher values than the peak of the folded light curves.

Given the spectral parameters determined by in’t Zand et al. [2007] and our
value of the distance (3.1kpc), we can make an estimation of the X-ray lumi-
nosity in both energy ranges. Assuming a power law spectrum with an absorp-
tion column NH=7 × 1022 cm−2, a photon index Γ = 2.3 for the ASM energy
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Figure 4.8: Average folded light curves in two energy ranges over the orbital period (Porb =

15.6610± 0.0017 days). Phase zero corresponds to the periastron passage in the SBOP

orbital solution. Red dashed lines indicate the time of possible eclipse according to this
solution (φ ǫ [0.86− 1.06]). Top panel: Weighted folded ASM light curve (from daily average
datapoints). Bottom panel: Weighted folded BAT light curve (from daily average datapoints).
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range (1.5 − 12keV), and a Γ = 1.84 for the BAT energy range (15− 50keV),
we determine the maximum and minimum luminosities of the average foldings
as LMIN

1.5−12 keV∼9.7× 1034 erg s−1, LMAX
1.5−12 keV≈ 2.5× 1035 erg s−1, LMIN

15−50 keV∼8.5×
1034 erg s−1, and LMAX

15−50 keV≈ 4.7× 1035 erg s−1.

4.2.5 Evolution of Hα

The X-ray behaviour of IGR J00370+6122 seems typical of wind-fed accreting
sources. The shape of Hα (Fig. 4.9), on the other hand, is reminiscent of a
Keplerian geometry, and similar to those seen in shell Be stars with very small
or incipient discs [e.g. o And; Clark et al., 2003]. This kind of line profiles, how-
ever, is also seen in OB supergiants [e.g. HD 47240; Morel et al., 2004]. Since
the neutron star must come quite close to the stellar surface at periastron, given
the high eccentricity, the presence of weak emission components could be the
result of mass being lost from the B supergiant and settling into some kind of
disc configuration.

To explore this possibility, Fig. 4.9 shows the evolution of Hα ordered by orbital
phase. Very similar profiles are seen at different phases, while relatively differ-
ent profiles are seen at almost the same phase. This suggests that the shape
of Hα is not driven by orbital effects. To quantify this assertion, we measured
the FWHM of the absorption trough by fitting a Gaussian profile to the region
between 6555and 6570Å. The range was the same in all spectra for consis-
tency. Figure 4.10 shows the evolution of the FWHM with time and with orbital
phase. The changes in the line shape seem to occur on a time-scale of several
days, and not to depend on the orbital phase. Therefore we conclude that the
variability in Hα is mostly due to the stellar wind, and does not reflect episodic
mass loss locked to the orbital period.

4.3 Discussion

We have determined the astrophysical parameters of BD +60◦ 73 and obtained
an orbital solution for the IGR J00370+6122 binary system. To understand its
implications for the physics of wind-accreting HMXBs we must estimate the
range of parameters allowed by our solution.
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Figure 4.10: Full-width half-maximum (FWHM; in Å) of the Hα line. Left: Evolution with
time for our whole data set. Middle: Evolution with time in the 2009 campaign with HERMES.
Right: Evolution with the orbital phase of the binary system.

4.3.1 Orbital parameters

The mass of the optical companion may be determined from the atmosphere
parameters. In many cases, supergiants show a discrepancy between spec-
troscopic and evolutionary masses [Herrero et al., 1992, Herrero, 2007]. In the
case of BD +60◦ 73, the discrepancy is moderate. With a spectroscopic mass
M∗ = 10± 5M⊙, and an evolutionary mass M∗ = 17± 2M⊙, the values are
compatible at slightly above 1σ. As the spectroscopic value has a very strong
dependence on the value of logg, we favour a mass ∼ 15M⊙, fully within typi-
cal values for a low-luminosity supergiant [e.g. Markova and Puls, 2008]. This
mass is lower than those typically found in calibrations for the spectral type [e.g.
22M⊙ as assumed by Grunhut et al., 2014] owing to its relatively low luminos-
ity. The stellar radius, 16.5R⊙, is again smaller than typical for the spectral type
due to the same reason (relatively low luminosity).

Unfortunately, we cannot constrain the mass of the NS, as a pulse phase anal-
ysis does not exist. Masses of NSs in HMXBs range from 1.1M⊙ in SMC X-1
[van der Meer et al., 2007] to 1.9M⊙ in Vela X-1 [Quaintrell et al., 2003]. Since
the mass function has a large relative uncertainty, we cannot impose strong
constraints. Figure 4.11 shows the range of possible masses for the neutron
star, as a function of the mass of the companion and the inclination. A compan-
ion mass ∼ 15M⊙ rules out inclinations ≤ 45◦ (which would require NS masses
MX ∼ 2M⊙), and indicates an inclination not very far from i ≈ 60◦ for a canonical
MX = 1.44M⊙. As an illustration, Fig. 4.12 shows the range of possible mass
values allowed by the uncertainty in f (M) when we fix i = 60◦. We see that for
a given value of the companion mass, for instance M∗ = 15M⊙, a wide range
of values is allowed for the neutron star mass MX = 1.3− 1.6. In view of this,
for the rest of the discussion, we will assume a nominal value of MX = 1.44M⊙.
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Figure 4.11: Relations between the supergiant mass and neutron star mass. Lines of
constant orbital inclination constructed from the mass function are labelled.

A more stringent constraint on the inclination may be obtained from the likely
presence of an eclipse in the folded X-ray light curves. Even though, given the
very low out-of-peak fluxes, the detection cannot be statistically significant, all
soft and hard X-ray light curves show evidence for a drop in flux just before the
main peak. As shown in Fig. 4.8, this drop coincides with the time of possible
eclipse according to our orbital solution. Therefore we consider the existence
of an eclipse likely. If this is actually the case, the inclination of the system
must be ≥ 60◦. In particular, for the canonical MX = 1.44M⊙, and our values
of M∗ = 15M⊙ and R∗ = 17R⊙, the inclination must be i ≥ 71◦. This inclination
value agrees with i ∼ 72◦ proposed by Grunhut et al. [2014], even though they
assume a much larger radius (R∗ = 35R⊙) than we derive (R∗ = 16.5R⊙). As
we cannot constrain the duration of the eclipse, we cannot constrain any fur-
ther the inclination, but values as high as i = 75◦ are easily compatible with the
masses discussed here (see Fig. 4.11). With these masses and the eccentric-
ity found in Sec 4.2.3, the periastron distance is r = 36R⊙, i.e. 2.1R∗. The orbit
corresponding to these parameters is displayed in Fig. 4.13.

Comparing our orbital solution with the solution found by Grunhut et al. [2014],
all the parameters are compatible with each other within errors (mass func-
tion, systemic velocity, semi-amplitude, etc) except for the time of periastron
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Figure 4.12: Relation between the supergiant mass and the neutron star mass for i = 60◦.
The shaded area represents the range of values allowed within one standard deviation for
our value of f (M).

passage. Time of periastron passage in Grunhut et al. [2014] differs by ∼ 0.1
phases (according to our ephemeris) from our value. The two values, however,
are consistent within errors at the 2− σ level, which represents a good agree-
ment if we take into account the ∼ 133orbital cicles between the two dates. The
values of the eccentricity are compatible with each other, confirming the high
eccentricity. Grunhut et al. [2014] have fixed the orbital period value to that
of in’t Zand et al. [2007], while we have calculated an orbital period through
a periodogram of the radial velocity measurements and the X-ray light curves,
and refined the value via the fitting of the orbital solution with SBOP. Therefore
we expect our value of the orbital period to be more accurate than that of in’t
Zand et al. [2007]. In conclusion, Grunhut et al. [2014] find a totally compatible
orbital solution using a completely independent data set. We can thus consider
the orbital parameters of this HMXB firmly determined.

4.3.2 Evolutionary context

The stellar properties of BD +60◦ 73, and in particular its high level of chem-
ical evolution, are rather unusual. The star displays a very high v sini for a
supergiant. In addition, both the He abundance and the N/C ratio are typical
of stars displaying a high degree of processing, such as B Ia supergiants [e.g.
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Figure 4.13: Relative orbit of the compact object around the optical star in
IGR J00370+6122 as seen from above the orbital plane. The position of periastron is in-
dicated and joined to the apastron by the straight line depicting the major axis of the orbit.
The shaded area signals the approximate size of the supergiant, and the small ellipse inside
it represents its orbital motion around the centre of mass. The coordinates are in solar radii
and represent projected distances.
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Crowther et al., 2006]. It is possible to relate the high level of chemical evolu-
tion to the high rotational velocity, assuming that it is the result of mass transfer
from the progenitor of the neutron star prior to its supernova explosion. In clas-
sical models for the formation of SGXBs, the original primary transfers mass
to the secondary, leading to its "rejuvenation" [Podsiadlowski et al., 1992, Well-
stein et al., 2001, Langer, 2012]. If mass transfer is conservative, the mass
of the original secondary can grow until it becomes rather more massive than
the primary initially was [e.g. Wellstein and Langer, 1999]. After the primary ex-
plodes as a supernova, the original secondary evolves to the supergiant phase,
perhaps over-luminous for its mass [Dray and Tout, 2007], developing a strong
wind that feeds the neutron star.

For a limited range of initial parameters, Pols [1994] found that mass transfer
could lead to a reversal of the supernova order. The original secondary would
receive the whole H-rich envelope of the primary, becoming much more mas-
sive, and then fill its Roche lobe, leading to reverse mass transfer and probably
a common-envelope phase. The explosion of the original secondary would oc-
cur while the original primary is still some sort of He star. The observational
characteristics of such a He star are not known.

As explained in Sect. 4.2.2, the He abundance of BD +60◦ 73 is not well con-
strained, but is high. The most likely value is YHe = 0.25, with a permitted range
between 0.15and ∼ 0.3. The Heabundances of B supergiants are generally as-
sumed to be close to the Solar value, YHe = 0.10 [e.g. Markova and Puls, 2008].
For very luminous (luminosity class Ia) supergiants, Crowther et al. [2006] as-
sumed YHe = 0.20, indicative of some chemical evolution, since they found N/C
ratios similar to that found for BD +60◦ 73. For the blue hypergiants ζ1 Sco and
HD 190603, which are expected to be in a more advanced stage of evolution,
Clark et al. [2012] found YHe = 0.20, while Kaper et al. [2006] found YHe = 0.29
for the B1 Ia+ donor in the SGXB GX 301−2.

Therefore BD +60◦ 73 may be the B supergiant with the second highest He
abundance measured. Together with its relatively high N/C ratio, very high
rotational velocity and perhaps mild under-luminosity (see Sect. 4.2.1), this ev-
idence of chemical evolution may be indicating a non-standard evolutionary
channel for IGR J00370+6122. However, given the lack of a theoretical evolu-
tionary model that can reproduce these characteristics, we will not try to infer
the formation history of the system and stick to the standard scenario.
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Figure 4.14: The Pspin/Porb (Corbet’s) diagram for a large sample of HMXBs (see Fig. 1.9
of Chapter 1). The position of IGR J00370+6122 is marked by a cross.

Within this evolutionary scenario, a major observational constraint is given by
the pulse period of the neutron star. in’t Zand et al. [2007] observed IGR J00370+6122
on four occasions with the PCA, always close to the predicted time of maxi-
mum X-ray flux, according to the ASM light curve. The X-ray flux detected was
very variable, with evidence for strong flaring, leading in’t Zand et al. [2007] to
conclude that the ASM folded light curves simply represent averages of many
flares. During the strongest of these flares, which took place on MJD 53566,
reaching a L3−60 keV∼ 3.2× 1036erg s−1 [in’t Zand et al., 2007, ; value scaled to
our distance], the flux was strongly modulated. Timing analysis revealed a very
probable pulsation at Pspin = 346± 6s that cannot be considered certain due
to the brevity of the flare [in’t Zand et al., 2007]. The combination of flaring be-
haviour and long spin period is typical of a wind-accreting system, as expected
for a supergiant companion. Fig. 4.14 shows the Pspin/Porb diagram, where
different kinds of HMXBs occupy different positions according to its accretion
behaviour [Corbet, 1986].

The position of IGR J00370+6122 in Fig. 4.14 is typical of wind-fed supergiant
systems, giving further support to the putative spin period. According to the
classical interpretation [e.g. Corbet, 1984, Waters and van Kerkwijk, 1989], the
spin periods of Be/X-ray binaries are equilibrium periods for the magnetized
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neutron stars. The equilibrium is as a consequence of spin-up episodes dur-
ing accretion and spin-down episodes when accretion is inhibited by centrifugal
effects [see also Stella et al., 1986]. In the case of wind-fed systems, the ob-
served spin periods are believed to be the equilibrium values reached when
the donor was still on the main sequence, as there is no effective way for a
new equilibrium to be achieved when the source is a supergiant [Waters and
van Kerkwijk, 1989, Liu et al., 2011]. In this scenario, the detection of a pulse
period typical of wind accretors in IGR J00370+6122 has two immediate con-
sequences:

− IGR J00370+6122 is not a young system. The supernova explosion of
the progenitor to the neutron star took place when BD +60◦ 73 was still
close to the main sequence, as the pulsar had time to slow down from its
presumably very short initial spin period to its current value.

− In spite of the fast rotation measured in BD +60◦ 73, the system did not
go through a Be/X-ray binary phase before becoming a supergiant X-
ray binary. Liu et al. [2011] have described scenarios in which a Be/X-
ray binary may turn into an SFXT as the donor star evolves off the main
sequence, but the spin period of the neutron star is not expected to slow
down again. The SFXT IGR J18483−0311, with a putative Pspin = 21 s,
was considered to be the best candidate to have followed this evolutionary
path, but this spin period has recently been called into question [Ducci
et al., 2013]. We note that no Be/X-rays binaries are known with an orbital
period as short as IGR J00370+6122. Only the peculiar LMC transient
A 0538−66 has a similar Porb = 16.7d, but this object does not seem to
behave as a classical Be/X-ray binary and the putative Pspin = 0.069s,
detected only once, sets it apart from all Be/X-ray binaries.

The fact that IGR J00370+6122 is not a young system indicates that it might
have had time to circularise (see Sec. 1.5.2). Observational data suggest that a
binary containing stars with an outer radiation zone will suffer substantial tidal
effects when the ratio between the semi-major axis and the stellar radius is
smaller than ∼ 4 [North and Zahn, 2003]. For typical values of mass and ra-
dius for an OB star orbited by a neutron star, this corresponds to orbital periods
smaller than ∼ 10d. Three SGXBs with orbital periods longer than 10d show
measurable, but moderate eccentricity. OAO 1657−415, with Porb = 10.4d,
has e = 0.11 [Barnstedt et al., 2008]. 2S 0114+650, with Porb = 11.6d, has
e = 0.18± 0.05 [Grundstrom et al., 2007]. Finally, 1E 1145.1−6141, with an
orbital period Porb = 14.4d, has e = 0.20± 0.03 [Ray and Chakrabarty, 2002].
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The fact that IGR J00370+6122, with a slightly longer orbital period, has a much
larger eccentricity, e = 0.56± 0.07, supports the idea that the system will not
have time to circularise during the lifetime of the optical companion. The wide-
orbit SGXB GX 301−2, with a B1 Ia+ donor and a Porb = 46.5d, has a slightly
smaller eccentricity, e = 0.46 [Kaper et al., 2006]. Only the peculiar system
IGR J11215−5952, with a Porb = 164.6d, is likely to have a higher eccentricity
[Lorenzo et al., 2014].

The systemic velocity of BD +60◦ 73 is vhel = −77km s−1, corresponding to
vLSR ≈ −70km s−1. This systemic velocity is perfectly compatible with the
−81±3km s−1 addopted by Grunhut et al. [2014], who obtained different values
of this parameter for their four different data sets. Our value is indeed equal
to their γ3 value [see Table 3 of Grunhut et al., 2014]. The few members of
Cas OB4 with published velocities seem to cluster around vhel ≈ −50km s−1

[Humphreys, 1978]. Therefore the recoil velocity of the system after the su-
pernova explosion was ≈ −25km s−1 in the radial direction. The tangential
component was not very important either, as it has no significant proper mo-
tions [−1.66± 1.04mas yr−1; 0.51± 1.05mas yr−1; van Leeuwen, 2007]. These
values are in agreement with the average of other members of Cas OB4 (e.g.
HD 1544 with −1.68± 0.82mas yr−1; −1.3 ± 0.6mas yr−1 or BD +63◦70 with
−2.26±0.93mas yr−1; −0.9±0.74mas yr−1, which have the smaller formal errors
in the Hipparchos catalogue; van Leeuwen 2007). Therefore the supernova ex-
plosion that imparted a rather high eccentricity to the system does not seem
to have given it a very high recoil velocity. With this peculiar radial velocity,
BD +60◦ 73 may have travelled 2.5 pc in 1 Myr, and therefore cannot be very far
away from its natal location.

4.3.3 The zoo of wind-fed X-ray binaries

The spectral classification of BD +60◦ 73, at the very limit of the Ib luminosity
class, and its low absolute magnitude suggest that it is the less luminous of
all mass donors in well-studied wind-fed supergiant binaries, either SGXBs or
SFXTs. The relatively weak wind, combined with the rather wide orbit, results
in a low X-ray luminosity, with an average peak luminosity LX ∼ 1035ergº,s−1,
below the average X-ray luminosity of persistent SGXBs, but above the aver-
age X-luminosity of SFXTs in quiescence. Its flaring behaviour, with most of
the X-ray luminosity being released in a small fraction of time, is reminiscent of
SFXTs, and indeed could be considered similar to those of intermediate SFXTs
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with long orbital periods, such as SAX J1818.6−1703 [Zurita Heras and Chaty,
2009]. IGR J18483−0311, which has a similar orbital period Porb = 18.5d, dis-
plays an INTEGRAL/ISGRI 20− 40keV light curve [Sguera et al., 2007b] very
similar in shape to that of IGR J00370+6122 [in’t Zand et al., 2007], even if the
peak luminosity is much higher, at least 5 times brighter for a source at ap-
proximately the same distance [Rahoui and Chaty, 2008]. The maximum X-ray
luminosity reported up to date is that of the flare detected by in’t Zand et al.
[2007] with the PCA in MJD 53566, reaching L3−60 keV ∼ 3.2× 1036erg s−1 [in’t
Zand et al., 2007, ; value scaled to our distance]. Comparing this value to the
minimum X-ray luminosity of the folded X-ray light curves (Fig. 4.8), we find a
dynamical range for the X-ray luminosity of IGR J00370+6122 of ∼ 102, which
is below the canonical value to define a SFXT [> 103; e.g., Walter and Zurita
Heras, 2007]. Therefore although the X-ray light curve of IGR J00370+6122
is dominated by a flaring behaviour (contrary to the behaviour of persistent
SGXBs) this flaring does not achieve the dynamical range of SFXTs.

This "intermediate" systems are supposed to represent a link between sources
where the X-ray emission is completely dominated by flaring (the SFXTs) and
the persistent (and brighter) canonical wind-fed SGXBs. Monitoring of IGR J18483−0311
with Swift over a whole orbital period revealed a dynamical range > 1 200[Ro-
mano et al., 2010], well above the threshold used by Walter and Zurita Heras
[2007] to classify an object as an SFXT. Romano et al. [2010] suggested that
the X-ray light curve of IGR J18483−0311 could be explained by an eccentric-
ity ∼ 0.4. Our orbital solution for IGR J00370+6122, together with the orbital
solution of Grunhut et al. [2014] that supports ours, reveals very similar orbital
parameters for this system.

We know that the SFXT behaviour cannot be primarily related to the orbital size
or eccentricity. SFXTs with small orbits are known, such as IGR J16479−4514
[Jain et al., 2009] or IGR 17544−2619 [Clark et al., 2009], both with peri-
ods < 5d. On the other hand, IGR J16465−4507 has a long orbital period,
Porb = 30.2d, and a moderate dynamical range that make it more similar to
canonical SGXBs [La Parola et al., 2010, Clark et al., 2010]. Given the high
eccentricity of IGR J00370+6122, the neutron star must come as close to the
donor star at periastron as in a persistent system like 1E 1145.1−6141, which
is much brighter in the X-rays. The SFXT behaviour is also unlikely to be pri-
marily related to the spin period of the neutron star, as SFXTs and SGXBs
seem to have similar spin periods. However, we note that the published spin
periods for IGR J18483−0311 and IGR 17544−2619 have been recently called
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into question [Ducci et al., 2013, Drave et al., 2014]. As the spin period of
IGR J00370+6122 cannot be considered completely certain, the only SFXT left
with an observed spin period is the intermediate system IGR J16465−4507,
with Pspin = 227s [Walter and Zurita Heras, 2007].

In addition, recent observations of high variability and off states in the canon-
ical SGXBs 4U 1907+09 [Şahiner et al., 2012, Doroshenko et al., 2012] and
IGR J16418−4532 [Drave et al., 2013] help to blur the difference between per-
sistent and transient wind-accreting X-ray binaries. The properties of IGR J00370+6122,
make it intermediate between classical persistent SGXBs and "intermediate"
SFXTs, adding one more point to this continuum. Moreover, as the donor star
in IGR J00370+6122 evolves, it will increase its luminosity, turning into a later-
type, more luminous supergiant, similar to the counterparts of 2S 0114+65 or
1E 1145.1−6141. We can therefore expect IGR J00370+6122 to evolve into
a typical, persistent SGXB, showing that a given source may move across the
parameter space and pass through both the SFXT and SGXB phases.

4.4 Conclusions

We have presented a detailed spectral analysis of BD +60◦ 73, the optical
counterpart to IGR J00370+6122, derived its astrophysical parameters and
described its orbital motion. We classify BD +60◦ 73 as a BN0.7 Ib star just
at the lower limit in luminosity for a supergiant, and find Teff = 24 000K and
logg = 2.90. At a distance of 3.1 kpc, the star may be slightly under-luminous
for the spectral type and effective gravity found. However, the absolute magni-
tude derived, MV = −5.2, is within the margins allowed by the error bars in logg
and the uncertainty in spectral type allowed by the very fast rotational velocity
of the star, v sini ≈ 135km s−1. The spectroscopic mass M∗ = 10± 5M⊙ is
compatible with the evolutionary mass M∗ = 17± 2M⊙, leading to an assumed
value of M∗ = 15M⊙.

Abundance analysis reveals a high degree of chemical processing, with a N/C
ratio and a He abundance typical of highly evolved stars, such as blue hyper-
giants. Together with the high rotational velocity, this level of chemical evolution
may be an indication of a non-standard evolutionary channel, or perhaps sub-
stantial accretion of processed material from the progenitor of the neutron star.
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4.4. Conclusions

The orbital solution reveals a high eccentricity (e = 0.56± 0.07) and suggests
a periastron distance r ≈ 2R∗. The X-ray emission is strongly peaked around
orbital phase φ = 0.2, though the observations are consistent with some level
of X-ray activity happening at all orbital phases.

With this parameters, IGR J00370+6122 is the most eccentric HMXB with a
supergiant donor up to date. Its X-ray light curve has a very similar shape to
that of the "intermediate" SFXT IGR J18483−0311, but rather lower average
luminosity. Though its whole X-ray flux apparently consists of flares, with a
very low quiescence level, the integrated flux over many orbits seems to show
only a moderate contrast between the peak, centred at orbital phase φ = 0.2,
and other phases. In this sense, its behaviour could also be interpreted as a
more extreme version of the light curves of persistent SGXBs. The relatively
wide orbit, high eccentricity and low luminosity of the companion (implying only
a moderate mass loss) contribute to explain this low X-ray flux. The future evo-
lution of the mass donor, which must expand and become more luminous (thus
sporting a higher mass-loss rate), will very likely turn IGR J00370+6122 into a
persistent SGXB.

The low average X-ray luminosity, together with the flaring nature of the high-
energy emission, prevents confirmation of a possible eclipse, for which we find
hints in all long-term folded light curves slightly before periastron (located at
φ = 0). The possibility of the eclipse is reinforced by the fact that the mass
function suggests a high inclination i ≥ 60◦. Observations with high-sensitivity
missions are needed to confirm or reject this hypothesis, which would imply an
inclination i ∼ 70◦.

Aside from the inclination angle, the astrophysical parameters of IGR J00370+6122
are well constrained. Its properties support the idea that the difference between
persistent SGXBs and SFXTs are unlikely to be explained by a single, simple
factor, such as higher eccentricity or wind clumping, or even a combination
of both, and, together with other recent findings, strongly point towards the
existence of some gating mechanism, controlling the accretion flow on to the
neutron stars in wind-fed X-ray systems.
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CHAPTER 5
XTE J1855-026

The X-ray source XTE J1855-026 is a HMXB firstly identified during RXTE
scans along the Galactic plane in 1998 by Corbet et al. [1998]. The X-ray
source showed pulsations at a period of 361seconds, and also a modulation
at a period of 6.067± 0.004days, which was interpreted as the orbital period of
the system. The location of the source in the orbital period/spin period diagram
[Corbet, 1986] was interpreted as an indication that XTE J1855-026 was likely
to consist of a NS accreting from the wind of an early spectral type (O or B)
supergiant primary [Corbet et al., 1999].

Corbet et al. [1999] measured the location of the source for the first time as
RA = 18h55m30s and Dec. = −02◦34′52′′ with an estimated uncertainty at the
90%confidence level of 2′ including systematic effects using 11 PCA on board
RXTE scanning observations of the Scutum region. An improved location of
RA = 18h55m31s.3 and Dec. = −02◦36′24′′.0 (J2000.0) with a systematic un-
certainty of less than 12′′ was obtained by Corbet and Mukai [2002] with data
from the imaging detectors on board the Advanced Satellite for Cosmology and
Astrophysics (ASCA).

Corbet and Mukai [2002] present a more detailed and precise analysis of this
source. With the improved (due to the more accurate determination of the posi-
tion) and extended [6 years of observations -more than 3 years since the results
presented in Corbet et al., 1999] ASM@RXTE light curve, the orbital period was
refined to be 6.0724± 0.0009days. The ASM light curve folded over this period
is shown in Fig. 5.1. The PCA light curve, which covers the course of one
complete orbital cicle, (Fig. 5.2) shows a near total eclipse where pulsations,
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Chapter 5. XTE J1855-026

Figure 5.1: Fig. 1 of Corbet and Mukai [2002]. ASM@RXTE (1.5− 12.2keV) light curve of
XTE J1855-026 folded on the orbital period of 6.0724± 0.0009days obtained from fitting a
sine wave to the orbital modulation. The solid and dashed vertical lines indicate the lower
and upper limits on the eclipse duration, respectively, as derived from the PCA and ASCA
observations.

-present during all the rest of the light curve-, are not present. The resulting
pulse period from the analysis of this light curve is 360.741± 0.002seconds,
which is consistent with the value of 361.1± 0.4seconds found in Corbet et al.
[1999]. This eclipse can also be seen in Fig. 5.1 where there is a systematic
offset of ∼ 0.15ASM counts s−1. A pulse-timing orbit obtained with PCA ob-
servations is shown in Fig. 5.3 together with a circular orbit fit and the table of
the orbital parameters of the different orbital fits obtained by Corbet and Mukai
[2002]. This orbital solution shows that the eccentricity is found to be very
low with a best-fit of 0.04±0.02. Assuming that the eclipse is symmetric around
phase 0 for the circular orbit fit, the total phase duration would be in the range of
0.198− 0.262. The lower limit on the eclipse duration implies a minimum radius
of the mass donating star of approximately 20R⊙, consistent with that of a B0I
star, comparable with the primaries in other wind-accretion driven HMXBs. The
orbital period and pulse period are also comparable with parameters measured
for similar systems. A less likely interpretation could be that XTE J1855-026 is
instead a Be/NS binary, in which case it would have an unusually short orbital
period for such a system.
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Figure 5.2: Fig. 2 of Corbet and Mukai [2002]. Background-subtracted light curve of
XTE J1855-026 obtained with the PCA@RXTE (2 − 60keV). Time is relative to the start
of the observation at MJD 51488.066.

The optical counterpart was firstly identified by Verrecchia et al. [2002] as a rel-
atively bright star right on the edge of the 12′′ ASCA error circle [given by Corbet
and Mukai, 2002] with coordinates RA = 18h55m30s.5 and Dec. = −02◦36′21′′.
This object was identified in 1999 observations taken at the Loiano Observatory
(Bologna, Italia) as the only Hα emission line object inside the 2′ error circle of
XTE J1855-026. Low-resolution spectroscopy (4800− 7000Å) taken on Septe-
meber 1999 with the European Southern Observatory (ESO) 3.6 m telescope
at La Silla shows Hα emission (EW = −6Å) and He I absorption lines on a
very steep continuum (B = 16.1, I = 11.5), indicating a very reddened early-
type star. Likely emission-infilling in Hβ and shallow weak He II at 4512 Å
suggested that the object was likely not a supergiant. A red intermediate res-
olution spectrum taken on July 2000 with the Observatoire de Haute-Provence
(OHP) 1.93 m telescope shows double-peaked (with much stronger red peak)
Hα emission with an EW = −5.5Å and apparent weak P-Cygni profiles in the
He I lines, which, if real, should indicate mass loss. This observed asymmetric
emission line profiles may be interpreted as those of a Be star with a Global
One-Armed Oscillation in its circumstellar disc [see e.g., Okazaki, 1991, 1996,
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Negueruela et al., 1998]. However, as this object was likely to be the coun-
terpart of XTE J1855-026 (therefore have a NS orbiting in a ∼ 6days orbit) the
interpretation of the P-Cygni profiles is more likely to be an extended mass loss.

The position of the source was refined by Romano et al. [2008] with observa-
tions of the X-Ray Telescope (XRT) on board the Swift satellite to a value of
RA = 18h55m30s.44 and Dec. = −02◦36′18′′.6 (J2000.0) with an uncertainty of
1.9′′ at a confidence level of 90%, confirming the identification with the optical
counterpart proposed by Verrecchia et al. [2002]. High-quality spectra taken
in August 2003 with the 4.2 m WHT at La Palma (Spain) by Negueruela et al.
[2008a] show this counterpart to be a B0 Iaep luminous supergiant.

The X-ray luminosity of the source cannot be determined as the distance is
unknown, but Corbet et al. [1999] gave a value for the X-ray flux based on a fit
of a combined PCA/HEXTE (both on board RXTE) spectrum. This fit consists
of the standard pulsar model [White et al., 1983] of an absorbed power law with
a high-energy cutoff plus a Gaussian line appearing near 6.4keV, giving a value
of F2−10keV ∼ 1.1 × 10−10 erg cm−2 s−1. Since the identification of the source,
three bright flares have been reported:

− During the observation of the inner Galactic disc (PI Georg Weidenspoint-
ner) that were performed between 2010-03-12 and 2010-03-14 23:04
(UTC), the Integral Burst Alert System [IBAS; Mereghetti et al., 2003]
detected a bright flare from the source that was firstly interpreted as a
Gamma Ray Burst (GRB) by the automatic IBAS pipeline and later re-
tracted by Mereghetti et al. [2010]. Off-line analysis showed the presence
of three different flares separated by one spin period (∼ 360seconds).
The duration of the first flare is the largest one with ∼ 130seconds,
the second in time is the shortest one with ∼ 55seconds, and the third
flare is in between with ∼ 80seconds. The average 20 − 40keV flux
of the consecutive flares was calculated with an average spectrum of
each flare individually and it is almost the same but decreasing in time
(∼ 2.2×10−9 erg s−1 cm−2 (∼ 0.3 Crab) -first flare, ∼ 2×10−9 erg s−1 cm−2

(∼ 0.3 Crab) -second flare, and ∼ 1.2 × 10−9 erg s−1 cm−2 (∼ 0.2 Crab)
-third flare). An average 20− 40keV flux of the whole flare was calcu-
lated from an average spectrum giving the value of F20−40keV = (6.5 ±
0.5)× 10−10 erg s−1 cm−2. Pulsations with a period of ∼360 seconds were
clearly detected using the entire observation. During the 5 hours before
the outburst and the following 2.5 hours, the 20− 40keV flux was stable
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Figure 5.3: Fig. 5 and Table 1 of Corbet and Mukai [2002]. Pulse delay curve for XTE J1855-
026 and table with orbital parameters obtained by Corbet and Mukai [2002]. The dashed line
indicates the best-fit circular orbit.
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Table 5.1: Observation log of optical spectra for spectral classification of XTE J1855-026.

# Date MJD Texp (s) Instrument ∆λ (Å)

1 17/08/2003 20:55:24 52868.87 1800.01 ISIS@WHT 3915–4800 (λC=4359)
2 17/08/2003 21:29:39 52868.89 1800.01 ISIS@WHT 3915–4800 (λC=4359)
3 17/08/2003 22:07:09 52868.92 1800.01 ISIS@WHT 3915–4800 (λC=4359)
4 17/08/2003 22:37:45 52868.94 1800.01 ISIS@WHT 3915–4800 (λC=4359)
5 17/08/2003 23:13:59 52868.97 1800.01 ISIS@WHT 3915–4800 (λC=4359)
6 17/08/2003 23:44:37 52868.99 1800.01 ISIS@WHT 3915–4800 (λC=4359)
7 18/08/2003 00:21:38 52869.01 1800.01 ISIS@WHT 4155–5040 (λC=4601)
8 18/08/2003 00:52:16 52869.04 1800.01 ISIS@WHT 4155–5040 (λC=4601)
9 18/08/2003 01:26:17 52869.06 1800.01 ISIS@WHT 5945–6840 (λC=6399)

at ∼ 30 mCrab [Watanabe et al., 2010].

− The source triggered BAT@Swift on 2011-09-18 at 10:07:28.3 UT (trig-
ger 503434). The outburst lasted ∼ 900seconds with an intensity of
∼ 230mCrab in the 15− 50keV band while the average monitor rate for
that day was ∼ 55mCrab [Krimm et al., 2012].

− BAT@Swift detected an increase of the source intensity from its normal
level of ∼ 10mCrab in the 15−50keV band on 2012-03-12 to ∼ 50mCrab
on 2012-03-13 being the brightest single pointing a 768-second observa-
tion beginning 2012-03-13 00:22:48 UT with an intensity of ∼ 175mCrab
[Krimm et al., 2012].

5.1 Observations

There is a series of high quality ISIS optical spectra for atmosphere model and
spectral type determination (Table 5.1). There are a total of 39 optical spectra,
17 from IDS (Table 5.2), and 22 from FRODOSpec (Table 5.3), covering from
2003 to 2011 for radial velocity determinations. The ASM light curve is covering
more than 15 years of observations, while the BAT light curve covers a total of
9 years (Table 5.4).
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5.1. Observations

Table 5.2: Observation log of IDS@INT optical data for radial velocities of XTE J1855-026.

# Date MJD Texp (s) Instrument

1 01/07/2003 22:54:08 52821.95 1672.567 IDS@INT
2 02/07/2003 02:13:42 52822.09 2000 IDS@INT
3 02/07/2003 22:41:36 52822.94 2400.01 IDS@INT
4 03/07/2003 02:30:11 52823.10 2000 IDS@INT
5 03/07/2003 22:59:03 52823.96 2400.01 IDS@INT
6 04/07/2003 03:17:51 52824.14 2000 IDS@INT
7 04/07/2003 22:35:13 52824.94 2400.01 IDS@INT
8 05/07/2003 03:45:35 52825.16 1800.1 IDS@INT
9 05/07/2003 22:15:29 52825.93 2400.01 IDS@INT

10 06/07/2003 02:58:19 52826.12 2400.01 IDS@INT
11 06/07/2003 23:21:17 52826.97 2400.01 IDS@INT
12 07/07/2003 03:16:43 52827.14 2400.01 IDS@INT
13 08/07/2003 22:49:22 52828.95 2500.01 IDS@INT
14 10/07/2003 00:00:21 52830.00 2400.01 IDS@INT
15 10/07/2003 23:44:09 52830.99 2400.01 IDS@INT
16 11/06/2009 00:11:24 54993.01 2000.01 IDS@INT
17 11/06/2009 23:43:20 54993.99 2000.01 IDS@INT
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Table 5.3: Observation log of FRODOSpec@LT optical data for radial velocities of
XTE J1855-026.

# Date MJD Texp (s) Instrument

1 09/04/2010 03:37:21 55295.15 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
2 11/04/2010 04:25:42 55297.18 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
3 23/04/2010 05:05:17 55309.21 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
4 26/04/2010 04:58:33 55312.21 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
5 08/05/2010 01:52:00 55324.09 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
6 15/05/2010 01:13:39 55331.05 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
7 16/05/2010 02:24:03 55332.10 1800 FRODOSpec@LT
8 17/05/2010 02:06:28 55333.09 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
9 18/05/2010 04:20:32 55334.18 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
10 19/05/2010 01:04:53 55335.04 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
11 20/05/2010 02:38:52 55336.11 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
12 21/05/2010 01:55:21 55337.08 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
13 23/05/2010 02:55:29 55339.12 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
14 25/05/2010 04:08:37 55341.17 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
15 26/05/2010 04:52:14 55342.20 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
16 19/06/2010 04:01:48 55366.18 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
17 23/06/2010 03:36:28 55370.15 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
18 08/07/2010 02:20:14 55385.10 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
19 15/07/2010 02:13:22 55392.09 2×1800 FRODOSpec@LT
20 12/05/2011 03:46:34 55693.16 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
21 28/05/2011 02:55:11 55709.12 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
22 30/05/2011 03:13:16 55711.13 2×1200 FRODOSpec@LT

Table 5.4: Observation log of X-ray data of XTE J1855-026.

Date MJD Data points Instrument Energy range

06/01/1996–13/10/2011 50088–55847 60304 (dwells) ASM@RXTE 1.5–12.2 keV
06/01/1996–13/10/2011 50088–55847 4724 (daily) ASM@RXTE 1.5–12.2 keV
14/02/2005–19/02/2014 53415–56707 2997 BAT@Swift 15–50 keV
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5.2. Data Analysis & Results

Table 5.5: Relative velocities of spectra in Table 5.1. The first column represents the number
of the spectrum from Table 5.1, the second column is the number of the reference spectrum
against which the Vrel has been calculated, and the third column is the Vrel.

# # Ref vrel (km s−1)

1 1 0.00± 0.00
2 1 1.33± 6.70
3 1 7.41± 7.49
4 1 2.25± 7.26
5 1 6.64± 7.46
6 1 1.85± 6.51

# # Ref vrel (km s−1)

7 7 0.00± 0.00
8 7 3.57± 11.63

5.2 Data Analysis & Results

5.2.1 FASTWIND model fit

High quality spectra taken with the WHT (Table 5.1)1 have been used to obtain
a FASTWIND atmosphere model.

Spectra from 1 to 6 cover the same wavelength range, and have been taken
almost at the same time, therefore it should be possible to obtain an average
spectrum of this zone just by an average calculation. In spite of this, I have nor-
malised every individual spectrum and calculated the relative velocities of the
6 spectra relative to the first spectrum of the data series, finding no significant
velocity shifts (see Table 5.5). The same process has been done for spectra 7
and 8 with the same result -no significant relative velocities.

The weighted average of spectra from 1 to 6, and from 7 to 8 has been per-
formed following the expresion:

S̄ =

∑n
i=1 S i

S/Ni
∑n

i=1 N
(5.1)

1Table 5.1 is the same spectra used by [Negueruela et al., 2008a] to give a preliminary classification
of the optical component
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Table 5.6: Stellar parameters derived from the spectroscopic analysis.

v sini (km s−1) 120± 20
ΘRT (km s−1) 80± 40

Teff (K) 25000± 800
log g 2.69± 0.06

ξt (km s−1) 32.0± 2.9
YHe 0.20± 0.11

log Q −12.50± 0.10

where, S̄ is the average spectrum, S i is the individual spectrum, S/Ni is the S/N
of an individual spectrum, and Ni is the rms of an individual spectrum.

The parameters for this calculation have been obtained with the spectra before
normalization, selecting zones without lines, calculating the average counts and
the rms for that zone, and S/N as the average counts over the rms2.

Once this weighted average has been calculated, the total spectrum covers
from 3915Åto 6840Åwith small gaps in between, but the important lines (such
as H, Si or He lines) for the model atmosphere and the spectral classification
are present and with good S/N.

The FASTWIND synthetic spectrum has been obtained as explained in Chap-
ter 2, Sec. 2.2.2 [see Castro et al., 2012, for a detailed description]. An au-
tomatised χ2 fitting of synthetic FASTWIND spectra including lines from H, He I-
II , Si II-IV , Mg II , C II, N II-III , and O II to the global spectrum between 3900
and 5100 Å. This synthetic spectrum together with the WHT spectrum obtained
as explained in the previous paragraphs is shown in Fig. 5.4 where line identi-
fications are also provided.

The parameters from the best fit obtained for the atmosphere model are sum-
marised in Table 5.6, while chemical abundances are shown in Table 5.7.

2The average signal is ∼ 800counts, and the average rms is ∼ 70.
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esultsFigure 5.4: XTE J1855-026 spectrum together with the FASTWIND synthetic spectrum. Spectral line identifications are
provided.
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Table 5.7: Chemical abundances of XTE J1855-026 in log N(X)
N(H) +12 resulting from the FAST-

WIND spectroscopic analysis. Chemical abundances derived by Nieva and Przybilla [2012]
for B-type stars in Solar neighbourhood, and the solar abundances from Asplund et al. [2009]
are included for comparison.

Species XTEJ 1855-026 B-type stars Sun
Si 7.61± 0.21 7.50± 0.05 7.51± 0.03

Mg 7.80± 1.20 7.56± 0.05 7.60± 0.04
C 7.29± 0.16 8.33± 0.04 8.43± 0.05
N 8.08± 0.23 7.79± 0.04 7.83± 0.05
O 8.56± 0.24 8.76± 0.05 8.69± 0.05

5.2.2 Radial velocities & Orbital solutions

Data from Tables 5.2 and 5.3 has been used to obtain radial velocity points
through two different methods due to the different S/N of the two data sets.
Fig. 5.5 shows an example of one spectrum of each data set for comparison.

IDS@INT data

The IDS spectra covers from ∼ 4000 Å to ∼ 5800 Å, and have very low S/N
(Fig. 5.5a). For the IDS spectra Vrad points have been calculated by cros-
correlating the whole spectra, avoiding H lines. These cross-correlations have
been performed with Tom Marsh’s software molly (http://deneb.astro.warwick.
ac.uk/phsaap/software/molly/html/INDEX.html), and the results are shown
in the first three columns of Table 5.8.

A Lomb-Scargle periodogram of these values has been performed obtaining
a value of 5.5444± 0.0035days (see Fig. 5.6), not compatible with the Porb =

6.0724± 0.0009days of Corbet and Mukai [2002]. This discrepancy could be
due to the small coverage of the data set (it spans just one orbital period).

In spite of this fact, these points have been fitted with SBOP forcing the Porb

value (see Table 5.9 and Fig. 5.7a). This result shows an important eccentricity
which is not compatible with the result of Corbet and Mukai [2002]. Therefore,
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5.2. Data Analysis & Results

Table 5.8: Radial velocities of XTE J1855-026 obtained with IDS and FRODOSpec data.

IDS (Table 5.2) FRODOSpec Table 5.3

# HJD Vrad (km s−1) # HJD Vrad (km s−1)

1 2822.47 15.3± 4.5 1 5295.67 −49.7± 3.5
2 2822.61 2.0± 3.9 2 5297.71 −27.9± 2.2
3 2823.46 −22.4± 4.2 3 5309.73 −22.7± 4.5
4 2823.62 −25.3± 3.8 4 5312.73 5.6± 2.5
5 2824.48 −13.1± 4.7 5 5324.60 3.3± 2.1
6 2824.65 −26.5± 7.0 6 5331.58 −25.0± 3.0
7 2825.46 −10.7± 6.6 7 5332.61 −66.7± 5.5
8 2825.67 −16.7± 7.7 8 5333.61 −39.5± 4.7
9 2826.45 9.4± 5.7 9 5334.71 −15.3± 3.6

10 2826.64 16.6± 5.9 10 5335.57 11.2± 2.9
11 2827.49 4.0± 4.2 11 5336.64 29.1± 2.7
12 2827.66 13.0± 3.9 12 5337.61 −47.6± 2.8
13 2829.47 −39.8± 4.7 13 5339.65 −5.9± 2.6
14 2830.52 −26.2± 3.6 14 5341.70 0.6± 4.7
15 2831.51 −16.9± 15.9 15 5342.73 7.5± 10.3
16 4993.52 −16.2± 6.5 16 5366.69 7.8± 2.6
17 4994.51 6.6± 4.3 17 5370.68 −26.4± 3.3

18 5385.62 6.9± 3.2
19 5392.62 −38.4± 3.5
20 5693.68 −15.6± 5.7
21 5709.65 −31.5± 3.5
22 5711.65 0.3± 4.3
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(a) XTE J1855-026 IDS spectrum taken the 8th of July 2003.
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(b) XTE J1855-026 FRODOSpec spectrum taken the 15th of May 2010.

Figure 5.5: XTE J1855-026 IDS and FRODOSpec spectra. The S/N is clearly much better
in the FRODOSpec spectrum than in the IDS one.
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Figure 5.6: Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the radial velocity points of IDS data (left columns
of Table 5.8) obtained with the PERIOD package within the Starlink environment.

setting the eccentricity value to obtain a circular solution, another orbital solu-
tion has been found (see Table 5.9 and Fig. 5.7b).

Comparing Figs. 5.7a and 5.7b, and the σ values (see Table 5.9) of both orbital
solutions it is possible to conclude that both solutions are compatible within this
data set. The circular solution may be favoured because its σ is slightly smaller.

The orbital phase and its uncertainty are calculated with the following equa-
tions:

φ = 1−
[

T0 − HJD
PORB

− INT

(

T0 − HJD
PORB

)]

(5.2)

∆φ =
∆T0

PORB
+













T − T0

P2
ORB













∆PORB (5.3)

The T0 values are different for both solutions because the circular solution is
referring this to the eclipse, while the eccentric solution is referring this value
to the periastron passage. The value of the eclipse time given by this circular
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(a) XTE J1855-026 eccentric radial velocity curve (IDS).
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Figure 5.7: XTE J1855-026 radial velocity fittings with IDS Vrad values assuming the Porb =

6.0724days of Corbet and Mukai [2002]. Fig. 5.7a shows an eccentric fit, while Fig. 5.7b
shows a circular fit. In both figures the top panel represents the fit, and the bottom panel the
residuals from the observed Vrad points to the fitted radial velocity curve. The parameters of
this fitted curve are in Table 5.9.
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solution corresponds to phase 0.057± 0.055(calculated with Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3)
related to the eclipse time given by Corbet and Mukai [2002]. Therefore, both
values are perfectly compatible with each other taking into account the upper
and lower limits given for the eclipse (φeclipse= [0.862− 1.131]).

An important parameter for the determination of the mass function is K, which
is different in both fittings but compatible within the error bars.

FRODOSpec@LT data

Due to the incompatibility of the Porb found in the IDS data with the Corbet and
Mukai [2002] value, an application for more data was submitted. This extra data
is the FRODOSpec data of Table 5.3.

The FRODOSpec spectra covers from ∼ 6200 Å to ∼ 7090 Åand have better
S/N than the IDS data (Fig. 5.5b). For these spectra the regions around two He I
lines (λ6678Åand λ7065Å) have been used for radial velocity determinations
by a cross-correlation with the FASTWIND synthetic spectrum shown in Fig. 5.4
obtaining the values shown in the last columns of Table 5.8.

A Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the radial velocity values obtained with this
data set has been performed with Starlink and it is shown in Fig. 5.8. This value
of 6.073± 0.022d, contrary to the value found within the IDS data set (Fig. 5.6),
is perfectly compatible within errors with the Porb = 6.0724±0.009days obtained
by Corbet and Mukai [2002].

These points have been fitted with SBOP forcing the value of the orbital period
to that of Corbet and Mukai [2002] (see Table 5.9 and Fig. 5.9a). Again, an
important eccentricity, not compatible with a circular solution is found in this
fit. So, setting the eccentricity value to obtain a circular solution, in the same
way as it was done to IDS data, another orbital solution has been found (see
Table 5.9 and Fig. 5.9b).

And again, comparing Figs. 5.9a and 5.9b and the σ values of Table 5.9 for
both fittings, we could say that both solutions are compatible with the data set,
but this time, favouring the eccentric solution.

The value of the eclipse time given by this circular solution corresponds to
phase 0.16±0.10 (calculated again with Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3) related to the eclipse
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Figure 5.8: Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the radial velocity points of FRODOSpec data
(right columns of Table 5.8) obtained with the PERIOD package within the Starlink environ-
ment.

time given by Corbet and Mukai [2002]. Therefore, both values are perfectly
compatible with each other, and with the value obtained with the IDS data set
(0.057± 0.055), taking into account the limits for the eclipse.

The K value is different in both fittings (eccentric and circular) but compatible
within the error bars. Both values are compatible with the eccentric solution of
the IDS data set, but not with the circular solution of the IDS data set.

A completely incompatible parameter between IDS and FRODOSpec data sets
is the systemic velocity γ. This is the reason why both data sets appear sep-
arately. It seems that there is a shift of this value that might be due to the
different wavelength ranges of both instruments or perhaps to an instrumental
zero point.

FRODOSpec@LT and IDS data

In order to put together both data sets, the IDS values have been shifted in ve-
locity. The average of the systemic velocity values for the circular and eccentric
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(b) XTE J1855-026 circular radial velocity curve (FRODOSpec).

Figure 5.9: XTE J1855-026 radial velocity fittings with FRODOSpec Vrad values assuming
the Porb = 6.0724days of Corbet and Mukai [2002]. Fig. 5.9a shows an eccentric fit, while
Fig. 5.9b shows a circular fit. In both figures the top panel represents the fit, and the bottom
panel the residuals from the observed Vrad points to the fitted radial velocity curve. The
parameters of this fitted curve are in Table 5.9.
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Figure 5.10: Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the radial velocity points of IDS and FRO-
DOSpec data (Table 5.8) obtained with the PERIOD package within the Starlink environment.

solution of the IDS data set is ∼ −6.5km s−1, while the average γ value of the
FRODOSpec orbital solutions is ∼ −16.3km s−1 (see Table 5.9). Therefore, the
IDS Vrad values have been shifted −16.3− (−6.5) = −9.8km s−1 to make them
match with the Vrad values of FRODOSpec.

The Lomb-Scargle periodogram of both data sets together results in a period of
6.0889± 0.0032days (Fig. 5.10), compatible with the Corbet and Mukai [2002]
value, and with the value obtained within the FRODOSpec data set.

This combined data set has been fitted with SBOP (Fig. 5.11a and Table 5.9)
obtaining, for the third time, an eccentricity value not compatible with the circu-
lar orbital solution of Corbet and Mukai [2002]. Therefore, imposing again an
e = 0.0, another solution has been obtained (Fig. 5.11b and Table 5.9).

Again, both solutions are compatible with the data set, this time favouring the
eccentric one due to its smaller σ value.

In this case, the T0 value for the circular fitting corresponds to φ = 0.938±0.035
related to the eclipse predicted by Corbet and Mukai [2002], so it is perfectly
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Figure 5.11: XTE J1855-026 radial velocity fittings with IDS+FRODOSpec Vrad values as-
suming the Porb = 6.0724days of Corbet and Mukai [2002]. Fig. 5.11a shows an eccentric fit,
while Fig. 5.11b shows a circular fit. In both figures the top panel represents the fit, and the
bottom panel the residuals from the observed Vrad points to the fitted radial velocity curve.
The parameters of this fitted curve are in Table 5.9.
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compatible with this eclipse time within its upper and lower limits.

The K values are compatible with each other and compatible with the values
from FRODOSpec data set fittings, as well as with the IDS value for the eccen-
tric solution.

5.2.3 Hα and He lines

A search for any correlation of these lines with the orbital motion is performed
in this Section making an attempt for an explanation of the eccentricity found in
the orbital solutions (Sec. 5.2.2).

Figs. 5.12b and 5.12a show Hα normalised lines ordered by time and by phase3

(notice the colors correspond to the same date in both plots). The phase is the
orbital phase calculated following Eq. 5.2 where,

− T0 = 51495.75, mid-eclipse time from Corbet and Mukai [2002].

− Porb = 6.0724days, orbital period from Corbet and Mukai [2002]

Apart from these plots, in order to look for any relation of Hα evolution with
the orbital phase, all the spectra have been corrected of the radial velocity
measurements (shown in Table 5.3) by the IRAF routine DOPCOR, and those
spectra corresponding to φ = 0.00± 0.10, φ = 0.25± 0.10, φ = 0.50± 0.10, and
φ = 0.75± 0.10have been averaged and are shown in Fig. 5.13.

Moreover, the Hα EW has been calculated by an IRAF routine that subtracts
the linear continuum and sums up the pixels. This measurement has been per-
formed three times per line, therefore the final measurement is the average of
these three, and the uncertainty is the statistical deviation. A Lomb-Scargle pe-
riodogram of these measurements has been performed with no result. Fig. 5.14
shows the evolution of this EW vs the orbital phase. This value is very variable
in time in this system, but it seems to have no correlation with the orbital phase,
although some of the EW measurements agree with the values of EW = −6Å
and EW = −5.5Å found by Verrecchia et al. [2002].

3The orbital phase has been calculated using Eq. 5.2 and these values for T0 and Porb during the
whole section.
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5.2. Data Analysis & Results

Table 5.9: Orbital parameters obtained by fitting the IDS and FRODOSpec radial velocity
points (Table 5.8) using Lehmann-Filhes method implemented in SBOP on the left, and setting
a circular solution on the right. All the fittings have been obtained forcing the period of
6.0724days of Corbet and Mukai [2002].

IDS@INT

Eccentric solution (Fig.5.7a) Circular solution (Fig. 5.7b)

T0 (HJD) 2828.81 ± 0.34 T0 (HJD) 2825.81±0.14
e 0.44±0.18 e 0.0

γ (km s−1) -6.3±1.6 γ (km s−1) -6.7±2.0
K0 (km s−1) 24.0±4.9 K0 (km s−1) 20.7±2.6
ω (degrees) 87±24

σ 1.55 σ 1.49

FRODOSpec@LT

Eccentric solution (Fig.5.9a) Circular solution (Fig. 5.9b)

T0 (HJD) 5616.64 ± 0.30 T0 (HJD) 5297.924±0.050
e 0.39±0.10 e 0.0

γ (km s−1) -17.5±2.6 γ (km s−1) -15.0±1.1
K0 (km s−1) 30.6±3.9 K0 (km s−1) 29.2±1.9
ω (degrees) 85±21

σ 1.79 σ 2.35

IDS@INT+FRODOSpec@LT

Eccentric solution (Fig.5.11a) Circular solution (Fig. 5.11b)

T0 (HJD) 2841.45 ± 0.0.16 T0 (HJD) 2626.375±0.046
e 0.50±0.08 e 0.0

γ (km s−1) -16.3±1.9 γ (km s−1) -15.4±1.0
K0 (km s−1) 27.4±2.8 K0 (km s−1) 26.6±1.6
ω (degrees) 86±14

σ 1.39 σ 2.06

Note: σ = |O − C|/
√

number of data points is an indicator of the goodness of the fits for comparison.
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Figure 5.12: Hα normalised profile evolution with the orbital phase calculated following
Eq. 5.2 on Fig. 5.12a, and with time on Fig. 5.12b. Notice that in both figures the colors
correspond to the same date.
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Figure 5.13: Hα averaged in four different orbital phases. The n number appearing in the
plots is the number of spectra averaged for that orbital phase.
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Figure 5.14: Hα EW vs the orbital phase. The numbers on top of each data point correspond
to Table 5.3. Notice that some of the EW measurements agree with the values of EW = −6Å
and EW = −5.5Å found by Verrecchia et al. [2002].

The He I lines located at λ = 6678Åand λ = 7065Åmight have P-Cygni profiles
as noticed by Verrecchia et al. [2002]. The resolution of FRODOSpec spectra
is not good enough to confirm this fact with a single spectrum. Therefore, all
the spectra have been corrected of the radial velocity measurements (shown in
Table 5.8) by the IRAF routine DOPCOR and averaged. The resulting profiles are
shown in Fig. 5.15.

Both He I lines seem to have P-Cygni profiles. Therefore, in order to look for
relations of the evolution of this profile with the orbital period, the averaged lines
in four different phases are shown in Figs 5.16 and 5.17.

The EW of both lines have been calculated the same way as the Hα EW,
and its evolution with the orbital phase is shown in Fig. 5.18. A Lomb-Scargle
periodogram of these values have been performed with no significant result.
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Figure 5.15: Averaged He I lines at λ6678Åand λ7065Å.
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Figure 5.16: He Iλ6678Åaveraged in four different orbital phases. The n number appearing
in the plots in the number of spectra averaged for that orbital phase.
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Figure 5.17: He Iλ7065Åaveraged in four different orbital phases. The n number appearing
in the plots in the number of spectra averaged for that orbital phase.
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Figure 5.18: He I EW vs the orbital phase. Numbers on top of each data point correspond
to Table 5.3.

5.2.4 X-ray light curves

The Lomb-Scargle periodograms of the ’dwell’ ASM light curve and the BAT
light curve (see Fig. 5.19) give periods of 6.0743±0.0016d and 6.0738±0.0028d
respectively. These values are perfectly compatible with the Corbet and Mukai
[2002] orbital period, and also with the period obtained from the radial velocity
values from FRODOSpec spectra (Fig. 5.8).

Foldings of ASM ’one day averaged’, and BAT light curves are shown in Fig 5.20.
Two foldings have been performed for each light curve, one with the orbital pe-
riod published in Corbet and Mukai [2002] (Fig. 5.20a) and other with the period
obtained in the Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Fig. 5.20b) of the corresponding
light curve. In all the foldings, the upper and lower limits of the eclipse, pub-
lished by Corbet and Mukai [2002] (see Fig. 5.1), are pointed out by red vertical
lines.
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Figure 5.19: Lomb Scargle periodograms of X-ray light curves. The periods obtained are
perfectly compatible with Corbet and Mukai [2002] orbital period, and also with the period
found in the Lomb Scargle periodogram of the radial velocity values of FRODOSpec spectra
(Fig. 5.8).

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Orbital period

Although Porb from Corbet and Mukai [2002] has been adopted for the or-
bital calculations and to observe variations along the orbit of the He I and
Hα lines, several values for this parameter have been obtained during this
work. These values are summarised in Table 5.10 and all of them are com-
patible with each other within error bars except the IDS Vrad value, and being
the IDS+FRODOSpec Vrad value the more distant value to the others.

This source has an X-ray eclipse [Corbet and Mukai, 2002]. This eclipse is
pointed out by red vertical lines in Figs. 5.1 and 5.20. The Porb of ∼ 6.073days
fits better with the eclipse time than the Porb = 6.0724days of Corbet and Mukai
[2002].
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(a) Folding of ASM and BAT X-ray light curves
over Corbet and Mukai [2002] orbital period.
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(b) Folding of ASM and BAT X-ray light curves
over the periods obtained in the Lomb Scargle
periodograms (see Fig. 5.19).

Figure 5.20: Average folded light curves in two energy ranges over the Porb of Corbet and
Mukai [2002] on Fig. 5.20a, and over the period found in the Lomb-Scargle of the corre-
sponding X-ray light curves in Fig. 5.20b. An offset of 0.15 ASM cps has been introduced in
the ASM foldings following Corbet and Mukai [2002] criteria. The red vertical lines indicate
the lower and upper limits on the eclipse duration calculated by Corbet and Mukai [2002].

Table 5.10: Different values for the orbital period.

Porb (days)

Corbet and Mukai [2002] 6.0724± 0.0009
IDS Vrad 5.5444± 0.0035

FRODOSpec Vrad 6.073± 0.022
IDS+FRODOSpec Vrad 6.0889± 0.0032

ASM light curve 6.0743± 0.0016
BAT light curve 6.0738± 0.0028
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Table 5.11: Chemical abundances of XTE J1855-026 in log N(X)
N(H) +12 resulting from the FAST-

WIND spectroscopic analysis and chemical abundances derived by Crowther et al. [2006] for
B0.5 Ia in the Milky Way for comparison.

Species XTEJ 1855-026 B0.5 Ia
C 7.29± 0.16 ∼ 7.9
N 8.08± 0.23 ∼ 8.3
O 8.56± 0.24 ∼ 8.5

5.3.2 Spectral classification

The main indicator of the spectral type is Si IV to Si III EW ratio [Walborn,
1971], which in this case indicate a spectral type of BN0.2 Ia. The "N" in the
classification is because this kind of stars show strong C lines which are not
present in this star. In spite of the EW ratio of these lines is used for Teff cal-
culations, the Teff of XTE J1855-026 is too low for this spectral type. Indeed,
Coleiro and Chaty [2013] assigned a Teff = 28100K to this source based on
Negueruela et al. [2008a] classification. But Teff values for spectral classifi-
cations and other purposes are tabulated following different models being just
indicative. Its log g clearly indicates that it is a supergiant star.

Related to the abundances, in Table 5.7 there are stellar abundances,derived
by Nieva and Przybilla [2012], for B-type stars in the Solar neighbourhood for
comparison. In addition, solar abundances from Asplund et al. [2009] are also
shown in the same table. The N and O abundance (within errors) is compat-
ible with the solar abundances and with B-type stars of the main-sequence,
although the C abundance is too low.

Comparing the abundances of C, N and O of XTE J1855-025 with those de-
rived by Crowther et al. [2006] for similar spectral type and luminosity stars (see
Table 5.11), O and N abundances are in the average, while C is well below the
average.

The rotation of the optical counterpart of XTE J1855-026 is also very high for
a star with such a high luminosity, with typical rotational values of ∼ 80km s−1

[e.g., Crowther et al., 2006]. Indeed, the number of Galactic early-B super-
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giants with projected rotational velocities above 80km s−1 is marginal, most of
them concentrate around 40− 80km s−1 [see Fig. 14 in Simón-Díaz and Her-
rero, 2014].

The high rotational velocity and its belonging to a binary system makes it dif-
ferent to an isolated standard star of this spectral type due to its different evo-
lutionary path caused by interactions (mass transfer, tidal effects, etc.) with its
companion.

A nominal distance can be calculated using the B = 16.1 value of Verrecchia
et al. [2002] and the distance module. Making use of the Rieke and Lebofsky
[1985] law (AB/AV = 1.324) and the absorption value AV = 5.8± 0.9 of Coleiro
and Chaty [2013]: AB = AV × 1.324⇒ AB = 7.7 ± 1.2. Therefore, the unab-
sorbed B0 = 8.4± 1.2 together with the (B − V) = −0.206 from the atmosphere
model gives an estimation of V0 = 8.6± 1.2. The MV = −6.4 of the atmosphere
model is in coincidence with the Crowther et al. [2006] values for the corre-
sponding spectral type, consequently, using this value, the nominal distance is
d = 10+7

−4 kpc .

With this value of the distance and the atmosphere model parameters, approx-
imate values for the radius (R = 27+21

−10 R⊙) and the mass (M = 13+19
−7 M⊙) have

been calculated. This value of the radius is perfectly compatible with the min-
imum radius of ∼ 20R⊙ calculated by Corbet and Mukai [2002] from the limits
of the eclipse.

The complex W43 is a massive and concentrated molecular cloud located in
the Galactic plane, probably one of the most extreme molecular complexes in
the Milky way. It spands the range l = 29.6◦ to l = 31.4◦, and it is located at a
distance ∼ 6kpc [Nguyen Luong et al., 2011]. Therefore, the galactic longitude
of W43 coincides with the galactic longitude of XTE J1855-026 [l ∼ 31◦; Cutri
et al., 2003] and the minimum distance of XTE J1855-026 happens to meet the
W43 distance. The latitude of W43 spans from b = −0.5◦ to b = 0.3◦ [Nguyen
Luong et al., 2011], which means (through basic trigonometric relations), that
it spans from −52pc below to 31pc above the Galactic plane. The latitude of
XTE J1855-026 is b ∼ −2◦ [Cutri et al., 2003]. Therefore, assuming the mini-
mum distance of 6kpc it would be at ∼ −210pc away from the Galactic plane.
Consequently, XTE J1855-026 would be ∼ 158pc apart of W43 and perfectly
visible at this distance and also at further away distances.
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The maximum distance of XTE J1855-026 locates the source ∼ 580pc away
from the Galactic plane. For the distance of ∼ 10kpc the source would be
∼ 340pc away from the Galactic plane, it is also a long distance, but not such
as ∼ 580pc. This such a large distance from the Galactic plane might be
explained with the system being ejected from a cluster outside the Galactic
plane, or with a large ’recoil velocity’ after que Supernovae explosion, or with a
combination of both.

5.3.3 Orbital solution

Comparing the σ values of the whole set of fittings (Table 5.9), the smallest
one corresponds to the eccentric solution taking into account both data sets,
while the largest one is for the circular solution of FRODOSpec data. Therefore,
there is something that is introducing eccentricity in the orbital solution, but this
something should be related to the orbital motion as the Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms of the Vrad values of FRODOSpec data are giving values compatible
with the orbital period determined by Corbet and Mukai [2002] and also with the
values obtained with periodograms from both X-ray light curves (Table 5.10).

The K0 value is important in the sense that it is the parameter determining
the dynamical masses of the components of the binary system through the
mass function. As there are several orbital solutions with different parameters
(Table 5.9), there are dissimilar K0 values. The only K0 value compatible with
the IDS circular solution is the K0 value from the IDS eccentric solution. So,
discarding this value, doing an weighted average of the rest of the K0 values
(where weights are 1/∆K), and taking the uncertainty value as

∆K0 =
max(K0 + ∆K0) −min(K0 − ∆K0)

2
, (5.4)

the value obtained is K0 = 26.8 ± 8.2 km s −1.

From the mass function value of Corbet and Mukai [2002] for the circular solu-
tion taking into account all the data points (see Fig. 5.3), it is possible to derive
a KX value:

KX =
2πaX sini

Porb
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, (5.5)
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Figure 5.21: XTE J1855-026 range of masses permitted given the relation between the KX

value of Corbet and Mukai [2002] and the K0 value obtained in this work (see Eq. 5.7). The
value of the corresponding mass of the supergiant for the canonical value of 1.4M⊙ of the
neutron star is pointed out with a blue cross symbol. The value of the corresponding mass
for the neutron star given the spectral mass value of the donor star is pointed out with a red
cross symbol.
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Introducing the corresponding values [Porb = 6.0724±0.0009days and f (M0) =
16.4± 1.4M⊙; Corbet and Mukai, 2002] in the appropriate units in Eqs. 5.5 and
5.6, the value obtained is KX = 297 ± 8 km s −1.

These K values follow the relation of Eq. 2.11 as explained in Sec. 2.2.4 of
Chapter 2, therefore:

q = MX
M0
=

K0

KX

∆q = ∆K0

KX
+

K0∆KX

K2
X















⇒ q = 0.090 ± 0.030 (5.7)
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Figure 5.22: Radial velocity curve with respect to the LSR due to galactic rotation as function
of distance, using the rotation curve of Brand and Blitz [1993] and Reid et al. [2009] in the
direction of XTE J1855-026.

Fig. 5.21 shows the possible masses of both components of the binary system
permitted by the obtained q value. The canonical value of 1.4M⊙ for the neutron
star, corresponds to a value of 15.6± 5.2M⊙ for the supergiant or donor star of
the binary system. The spectroscopic mass of ∼ 13M⊙ corresponds to a value
of 1.17M⊙ for the neutron star. The uncertainty in this value (the spectroscopic
mass) is related to the uncertainty in the distance value. A value of 32M⊙ for
the donor star corresponds to the upper limit in the distance. If the donor star
had this mass value, it would imply a mass of ∼ 3M⊙ for the neutron star. This
value of the mass of the neutron star is well above the limit of masses permitted
by the Equation of State of dense nuclear matter [∼ 2.4M⊙; see e.g., Sec. 1.2
of Chapter 1 or Lattimer, 2012]. The minimum distance sets a lower limit in
the mass of the donor star of 6M⊙, implying a mass of ∼ 0.5M⊙ for the neutron
star. This minimum value of the mass is well below the permitted limit [∼ 1.2M⊙;
see e.g., Sec. 1.2 of Chapter 1 or Lattimer, 2012]. In addition, the mass of the
neutron star of 1.17M⊙ predicted by the relation of the semi-amplitudes of the
radial velocity curves and the spectroscopic mass calculated with the distance
and the atmosphere model, is in the lower limit of masses permitted for neutron
stars. In view of this, we would set as the lower limit of the distance the value of
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10kpc, and an upper limit not reaching the 17pc. These lower an upper limits
would set the masses of the supergiant and the neutron star at ∼ 15M⊙ and
∼ 1.4M⊙ respectively. The radius of the donor star at such a distance would be
∼ 25R⊙, still compatible with the Corbet and Mukai [2002] value of ∼ 20R⊙.

There is an important discrepancy between systemic velocities found within the
FRODOSpec and the IDS data sets (see Table 5.9). In spite of this difference,
both data sets give negative values of this parameter. Fig. 5.22 shows the
dependence of radial velocity with distance in the direction to XTE J1855-026
(l = 31◦.1, b = −02◦.1) according to two widely used rotation curves. The blue
curve is computed assuming circular galactic rotation and adopting the rotation
curve of Brand and Blitz [1993], while the red one follows the rotation curve of
Reid et al. [2009]. Therefore, assuming a distance of ∼ 10kpc, the vLS R would
be ∼ 50km s−1 which is at least ∼ 60km s−1 away from the systemic velocity
found within the data sets of this work. This could be interpreted as a large
recoil velocity of the binary system after the Supernovae explosion during its
formation. This large value might explain a distance of ∼ 100pc to the Galactic
plane of XTE J1855-026, but not the corresponding distance of ∼ 340pc.

Moreover, for such a recoil velocity, the kick during the Supernovae explosion
should have caused a large eccentricity in the binary system, which is not ob-
served in the X-ray orbital solution of Corbet and Mukai [2002]. This absence of
eccentricity might be due to the circularisation of the orbit through tidal forces.
The orbital period of the system is smaller than ∼ 8days, and this kind of sys-
tems are expected to circularise [see Sec. 1.5.2 of Chapter 1, or e.g., Pfahl
et al., 2002].

5.3.4 X-ray flux behaviour

Generally it is a persistent source except for the X-ray eclipses. But it has had
some outbursts since it was discovered.

Scaling the X-ray flux value of Corbet et al. [1999] to the nominal distance of
d = 10+7

−4 kpc, the L2−10keV = 1.3+2.5
−0.8 × 1036erg s−1, which is the ∼ 1036erg s−1

typical value of wind-fed SGXBs. Doing the same thing for the X-ray flare de-
tected by Mereghetti et al. [2010], L20−40keV = 2.4+4.5

−1.5 × 1037erg s−1, but this
value is not comparable with Corbet et al. [1999] value as the energy ranges
are totally different.
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Since the source is monitored by ASM in 1996, just three flares have been
detected. Therefore, the average folded ASM and BAT light curves (Fig. 5.20)
could give a realistic idea of the modulation of the X-ray flux as well as the av-
erage flux in both energy ranges.

If the count rates of the average foldings are roughly transformed into Crab
units4 the average flux values are F̄1.5−12keV∼ 3mCrab and F̄15−50keV∼ 11mCrab.
Consequently, the X-ray source emits more in the hard (15−50keV) X-ray range
than in the soft (1.5− 12keV) one.

The amplitude of the ASM (1.5− 12keV) folding is of 5mCrab, while the ampli-
tude of BAT (15− 50keV) is of 16 mCrab. Taking into account the existence of
an eclipse in the X-rays, the larger amplitude of BAT average folded light curve
agrees with the idea of the source emitting more in the hard (15− 50keV) than
in the soft (1.5− 12keV) energy range. Also notice, the amplitude of the ASM
average folding is perfectly compatible with that published by Corbet and Mukai
[2002].

The average flux of the BAT average folded light curve with a value of ∼ 11mCrab
could be compared with the highest BAT flare detected by Krimm et al. [2012]
that reached a value of ∼ 230mCrab. This increase of the flux is of a factor of
∼ 20, therefore, it is below the flux range of the flares that defines the SFXTs
[e.g., Walter and Zurita Heras, 2007].

The maximum value of the flux is reached at φ = 0.4 (∼ 2.4days after the
eclipse) in the ASM average folded light curve over the Porb = 6.0724d of Corbet
and Mukai [2002], and at φ = 0.3 (∼ 1.8days after the eclipse) in the the folded
over the period obtained in the periodogram of the light curve. In the case
of BAT average folded light curve, the maximum occurs at φ = 0.5 (∼ 3days
after the eclipse) in the case of the Corbet and Mukai [2002] Porb and at φ =
0.4 (∼ 2.4days after the eclipse) in the average folding over the other period.
Consequently, in both cases, the maximum occurs first in the soft band (1.5−
12keV) and, 0.1phases after in the hard band (15− 50keV). The minimum
flux occurs at φ = 0.0 in all cases except for the BAT average folding over the
Corbet and Mukai [2002] Porb where it takes place at φ = 0.1 (∼ 0.6 days after

4Values for the transformation from ASM and BAT rates into Crabs can be found at http://xte.
mit.edu/ASM_lc.html and http://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/results/transients/ respectively.
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the predicted mid-time of the eclipse). This means that the new Porb could fit
better with eclipse times.

5.4 Conclusions

XTE J1855-026 is a HMXB which consists of a NS and a BN0.5 Iasupergiant,
typical of wind-fed SGXBs [see e.g., Coleiro and Chaty, 2013]. The over-
abundance of N and the high rotational velocity could be due to the binary
evolution.

The X-ray luminosity would be ∼ 1036erg s−1 for the distance of ∼ 10kpc, again
typical of wind-fed SGXBs, but with brief excursions to higher X-ray luminosities
not reaching amplitudes similar to that of SFXTs.

The orbital period of Corbet and Mukai [2002] is reinforced with the results of
this work, although the eclipse is better observed in the average X-ray foldings
with the ∼ 6.3days period obtained from FRODOSpec radial velocity values
and X-ray light curves periodograms.

The large distance to the Galactic plane make this source different from the ma-
jority of HMXBs which are largely confined in a disc [see Sec. 1.5 of Chapter 1,
or Coleiro and Chaty, 2013]. Such a long distance from the plane might be ex-
plained with the combination of an ejection of this source from a cluster outside
the Galactic plane and a large recoil velocity (that is certainly observed). This
large recoil velocity should imply an important eccentricity of the binary system
due to the expected kick from the Supernovae explosion during its formation. In
spite of this, the X-ray orbital solution is circular. However the circularisation of
the binary system is possible due to its relatively short orbital period [see e.g.,
Pfahl et al., 2002].

The main issue is the discrepancy between the eccentricity found in the optical
data and the X-ray orbital solution. There is something inducing eccentricity
in the Vrad measurements of the optical data that is accompanying the orbital
movement. It might be an extended mass loss causing the P-Cygni profiles as
proposed for the first time by Verrecchia et al. [2002], but no modulation have
been detected either in the Hα nor in He I lines analysis.
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In spite of this discrepancy, the mass function seems to be well determined.
The semi-amplitudes of the different orbital solutions are compatible with each
other except for semi-amplitude of the circular solution of the IDS data set (see
Table. 5.9). Combining the results of the atmosphere model and the orbital
parameters, it is possible to consider a value of ∼ 15M⊙ and ∼ 1.4M⊙ for the
supergiant star and the neutron star respectively.

More data are necessary to disentangle the origin of the eccentricity found in
the optical orbital solution. Accurate photometry would give a better measure-
ment of AV , allowing a better determination of the distance, and consequently
the X-ray luminosity or the radius of the donor star would be better defined. Ad-
ditionally, high quality blue spectra, with Si lines well defined, would be useful to
determine an accurate optical orbital solution to combine it with the NS orbital
solution and have a complete picture of this binary system.
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CHAPTER 6
Two Supergiant Fast X-ray Transients:
AX J1841.0-0535 & AX J1845.0-0433

The two sources discussed in this Chapter, AX J1841-0535 and AX J1845.0-
0433, present the behaviour typical of the SFXTs, they are undetectable with
INTEGRAL most of the time having fast X-ray transient activity (lasting less than
a day) showing outbursts with complex structures characterised by several fast
flares [e.g., Sguera et al., 2006, Negueruela et al., 2006b, Walter and Zurita
Heras, 2007, Blay et al., 2012].

AX J1841-0535

AX J1841-0535 was firstly detected by Bamba and Koyama [1999] with ASCA
during an X-ray outburst with a rise time of < 1000seconds and highly variable
X-ray flux. Further ASCA observations of the Scutum arm region performed by
Bamba et al. [2001] detected the same source with highly variable X-ray flux
and two extremely rapid flares (the fluxes increased by one order of magnitude
within one hour) in the 2.0− 10.0keV band, while in the 0.7− 2.0keV band the
fluxes were essentially constant.

Bamba et al. [2001] detected a period of 4.7394± 0.0008seconds during the
brightest flare, that was interpreted as the spin period of the pulsar. The
quiescent level of the source during these observations was F2.0−10.0 keV ∼
2× 10−12erg cm−2 s−1, with the brightest flares reaching values of F2.0−10.0 keV ∼
10−10erg cm−2 s−1.
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Since the X-ray luminosity was consistent with that of a "Type I outburst" of
a Be/X-ray binary [Negueruela, 1998], and the erratic flux variability together
with the coherent pulsations are characteristic of Be/X-ray binaries, Bamba
et al. [2001] proposed that AX J1841-0535 would be either a member of this
sub-class of X-ray pulsars, or could be part of a new sub-class of X-ray tran-
sients that were showing multiple flares with fast-rise of a few hours such as
AX J1845.0-0433 [Yamauchi et al., 1995] or XTE J1739-302 [Smith et al.,
1998].

Halpern et al. [2004] observed AX J1841-0535 with Chandra detecting a bright
variable source at RA = 18h41m0s.54and Dec = −05◦35′46”.8with F0.5−10.0 keV =

4.2× 10−12erg cm−2 s−1, perfectly compatible with Bamba et al. [2001] results.
Halpern et al. [2004] selected an optical counterpart by positional coincidence
from the digitized UK Schmidt plates and 2MASS at coordinates RA = 18h41m0s.43
and Dec = −05◦35′35”.46, a reddened star that shows weak double-peaked
Hα emission lines supporting the Be/X-ray binary hypothesis of Bamba et al.
[2001].

Negueruela et al. [2006b] took better quality optical spectra of this source and
suggested it to be a luminous B0-1 type rather than a Be star and classified the
binary system as a Supergiant Fast X-ray Transient, that was a new sub-class
of binary systems at that moment. This spectral classification and its SFXT
nature was confirmed by Nespoli et al. [2008].

The spectral classification of the optical counterpart was refined by Negueruela
et al. [2008b] as a B0.2 Ibpsupergiant at a distance of ∼ 4kpc.

AX J1845.0-0433

AX J1845.0-0433 was discovered by Yamauchi et al. [1995] with ASCA as an
X-ray transient source. During the initial ∼ 9hours the source was in a very
faint quiescent state, and suddenly flared up in less than ∼ 20minutes. Sub-
sequently the source was characterised by several other peaks lasting a few
tens of minutes, until the end of the observation. Therefore, the X-ray flux
showed flare-like activity, being stable in the quiescent state and highly vari-
able during flares. The amplitude of these variations was more than 90% of
the average flux in the 0.7 − 10keV band. The peak flux of the flare was
F0.7−10.0 keV ∼ 1 × 10−9 erg cm−2 s−1, while the average flux during the quies-
cent state was F0.7−10.0 keV ∼ 3× 10−12erg cm−2 s−1.
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In spite of the X-ray spectral analysis resembles those of the typical X-ray pul-
sars, no coherent pulsations were found in the range from 125ms to 4096seconds.
This lack of a pulsation period could be explained by a shorter or longer spin
period, or by an alignment of the magnetic dipole and the rotation axis [Ya-
mauchi et al., 1995].

Coe et al. [1996] proposed an optical counterpart for AX J1845.0-0433 identi-
fying the object as a O9.5 I supergiant at a distance of ∼ 3.6kpc. Negueruela
et al. [2006b] showed that the optical counterpart proposed by Coe et al. [1996]
had strong Hα emission, with strength and shape variable, typical of a luminous
supergiant in an interacting binary system.

Sguera et al. [2007a] reported two fast flares, one in April 2005 and other
one in April 2006, with time-scales of a few tens of minutes of the source de-
tected by INTEGRAL in the 20 − 40keV energy range with IBIS, and in the
3 − 10keV energy range with JEM-X. The first flare reached a peak flux of
F20−40 keV ∼ 4.5 × 10−10erg cm−2 s−1, and F3−10 keV ∼ 4.8 × 10−10erg cm−2 s−1;
while the second flare reached a peak flux of F20−40 keV∼ 6×10−10erg cm−2 s−1.
In both flares the source displayed a kind of pre and post flaring activity char-
acterised by several other small flares having the same fast time-scale but a
smaller peak flux [Sguera et al., 2007a].

Sguera et al. [2007a] also reported Swift observations where the fast flaring of
the source was evident. AX J1845.0-0433 reached a peak flux of F0.2−10 keV ∼
2.3× 10−10erg cm−2 s−1 in November 2005. The source underwent a very fast
flare in March 2006 reaching in only 4minutes a peak flux of F0.2−10 keV ∼
1.3 × 10−10erg cm−2 s−1. The source flux dropped again to a very low level
after this flare with the same fast time-scale.

The Swift analysis of Sguera et al. [2007a] provided a very accurate position of
the source at RA = 18h45m01s.9 and Dec = −04◦33′57”.6. This position is at
4”.7 from the supergiant proposed by Coe et al. [1996] as it optical counterpart,
confirming the supergiant nature of AX J1845.0-0433.

The fast flaring activity reported to that date made Sguera et al. [2007a] set
AX J1845.0-0433 apart from classical SGXBs and classify it as a member of
the "new" discovered class of Supergiant Fast X-ray Transients [e.g. Negueru-
ela et al., 2006b, Sguera et al., 2006].
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Negueruela et al. [2008b] refined the classification the optical counterpart re-
ported by Coe et al. [1996] with a spectral type of 09 Ia and a distance of
∼ 7kpc. Scaling the previous fluxes to this distance:

− L0.7−10.0 keV ∼ 6×1036erg s−1 during the ASCA flare detected by Yamauchi
et al. [1995].

− L0.7−10.0 keV ∼ 2× 1034erg s−1 during the quiescent state before the previ-
ous flare detected with ASCA [Yamauchi et al., 1995].

− L20−40 keV ∼ 2.6× 1036erg s−1 and L3−10 keV ∼ 2.8× 1036erg s−1 during the
first flare detected with INTEGRAL by [Sguera et al., 2007a].

− L20−40 keV∼ 3.5× 1036 erg s−1 during the second flare detected with INTE-
GRAL by [Sguera et al., 2007a].

− L0.2−10 keV ∼ 1.4× 1036 erg s−1 during the first flare detected with Swift by
[Sguera et al., 2007a].

− L0.2−10 keV ∼ 7.6× 1035 erg s−1 during the second flare detected with Swift
by [Sguera et al., 2007a].

Zurita Heras and Walter [2009] finally confirmed the supergiant counterpart of
AX J1845.0-0433 reported by Coe et al. [1996] with XMM-Newton astrome-
try. They observed quiescent luminosities of L0.4−10 keV ∼ 5.3× 1035 erg s−1 and
L20−100 keV ∼ 1 × 1035 erg s−1, while during the flares the average luminosities
were L0.4−10 keV ∼ 6.8 × 1036erg s−1 and L20−100 keV ∼ 1.7 × 1036erg s−1, being
the minimum luminosity L0.4−10 keV ∼ 4.1× 1034erg s−1 (assuming a distance of
∼ 7kpc). Therefore, the source was considered as a persistent source in the
soft (0.4− 10keV) energy range with variations of factors of as high as 50 on
extremely short time-scales (few ks). The X-ray spectrum obtained in this work
was again typical of wind-fed accreting pulsars. Zurita Heras and Walter [2009]
proposed clumps of mass M ∼ 1022g within the stellar wind of the supergiant
companion to explain the persistent X-ray flux in the soft band in contrast with
the flare characteristics (number, luminosity, duration, increase/decrease time).

Goossens et al. [2013] have recently found a periodicity of ∼ 5.7days in the
IBIS/INTEGRAL (18− 60keV) light curve of this source that was interpreted as
the orbital period of the binary system.
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Table 6.1: Observation log of AX J1841.0-0535 (blue classification spectrum).

# Date MJD Texp (s) Instrument

1 04/04/2007 05:31:36.005 54194.23 900.1 ISIS@WHT
2 05/04/2007 05:27:20.017 54195.23 900.1 ISIS@WHT
3 06/04/2007 05:38:01.029 54196.23 900.1 ISIS@WHT
4 07/04/2007 05:57:20.457 54197.25 900.1 ISIS@WHT

6.1 Observations

Data for radial velocity determinations have mostly been obtained with FRO-
DOSpec, therefore reduced with my pipeline (Chapter 3). AX J1841.0-0535
data set for radial velocities covers from 2007 to 2012 (Table. 6.2), while AX
J1845.0-0433 covers from 2005 to 2012 (Table 6.4). In both data sets, apart
from FRODOSpec spectra, there are also long-slit spectra from other instru-
ments complementing the full data set. There are also blue spectra of AX
J1841.0-0535 which is useful for a rough spectral clasification (Table 6.1). The
X-ray available light curves cover, in both cases, about 15years in ASM, and
∼ 9years in BAT (Tables 6.3 and 6.5).

6.2 Data Analysis & Results

6.2.1 Spectral classification of AX J1841.0-0535

The blue ISIS spectra of Table 6.1 have been cross-correlated against a TLUSTY
synthetic spectrum. These cross-correlations have given a radial velocity value
for each spectrum. The four spectra have been corrected of the corresponding
radial velocity value with the DOPCOR task of IRAF. After this correction, all the
spectra have been averaged in order to obtain the spectrum shown in Fig. 6.1.

Balmer lines of this spectrum are broader at "bluer" wavelengths, which is a pe-
culiar feature of this source. With these data, we could just confirm the spectral
classification of Negueruela et al. [2008b] as a B0.2 Ibp, with the ‘p’ meaning
"peculiar". More data would be necessary to better classify this supergiant star.
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Table 6.2: Observation log of AX J1841.0-0535 (radial velocity determinations).

# Date MJD Texp (s) Instrument

1 04/04/2007 05:31:34 54194.23 900.1 ISIS@WHT
2 05/04/2007 05:27:19 54195.23 900.1 ISIS@WHT
3 06/04/2007 05:37:55 54196.23 900.1 ISIS@WHT
4 07/04/2007 05:57:17 54197.25 900.1 ISIS@WHT
5 04/04/2011 03:58:44 55655.15 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
6 06/04/2011 03:39:36 55657.15 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
7 07/04/2011 03:35:09 55658.15 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
8 11/04/2011 03:31:10 55662.13 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
9 14/04/2011 04:12:34 55665.18 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT

10 26/04/2011 02:24:12 55677.10 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
11 05/05/2011 03:25:11 55686.13 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
12 07/05/2011 02:01:54 55688.11 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
13 10/05/2011 03:35:07 55691.14 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
14 13/05/2011 03:18:35 55694.15 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
15 29/05/2011 02:41:41 55710.11 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
16 30/05/2011 01:47:49 55711.07 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
17 31/05/2011 00:52:23 55712.04 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
18 15/05/2012 02:59:19 56062.10 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
19 27/05/2012 03:32:47 56074.15 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
20 31/05/2012 03:13:26 56078.13 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
21 01/06/2012 03:34:27 56079.15 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
22 16/06/2012 02:50:22 56094.12 1200 FRODOSpec@LT
23 18/06/2012 03:27:49 56096.14 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
24 19/06/2012 00:50:09 56097.03 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT

Table 6.3: Observation log of X-ray data of AX J1841.0-0535.

Date MJD Data points Instrument Energy range

06/01/1996–12/10/2011 50088–55847 70316 (dwell) ASM@RXTE 1.5− 12.2keV
06/01/1996–12/10/2011 50088–55847 4629 (daily) ASM@RXTE 1.5− 12.2keV
14/02/2005–15/01/2014 53415–56672 2965 BAT@Swift 15− 50keV
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Table 6.4: Observation log of AX J1845.0-0433.

# Date MJD Texp (s) Instrument@Telescope

1 11/07/2005 20:28:24 53562.85 2000 Slit spectrograph@Skinakas 1.3m
2 12/07/2005 20:12:12 53563.84 2000 Slit spectrograph@Skinakas 1.3m
3 04/06/2006 01:28:37 53890.06 1200 ALFOSC@NOT
4 30/08/2008 20:46:36 54708.87 1500 ALFOSC@NOT
5 01/04/2011 04:38:42 55652.19 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
6 05/04/2011 03:46:12 55656.16 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
7 09/04/2011 03:27:39 55660.14 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
8 10/04/2011 03:40:45 55661.15 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
9 12/04/2011 04:04:31 55663.17 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT

10 06/05/2011 03:01:25 55687.13 1200 FRODOSpec@LT
11 10/05/2011 02:24:14 55691.10 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
12 11/05/2011 03:18:55 55692.14 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
13 23/05/2011 00:43:24 55704.03 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
14 28/05/2011 01:34:56 55709.07 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
15 29/05/2011 00:48:17 55710.03 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
16 17/05/2012 02:18:32 56064.10 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
17 25/05/2012 03:37:46 56072.15 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
18 28/05/2012 02:38:30 56075.11 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
19 29/05/2012 01:36:18 56076.07 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
20 14/06/2012 02:05:18 56092.09 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
21 15/06/2012 01:44:07 56093.07 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
22 16/06/2012 00:18:51 56094.01 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
23 17/06/2012 00:07:29 56095.00 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
24 18/06/2012 02:09:18 56096.09 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
25 19/06/2012 03:03:30 56097.13 3×1200 FRODOSpec@LT
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Table 6.5: Observation log of X-ray data of AX J1845.0-0433.

Date MJD Data points Instrument Energy range

08/01/1996–13/10/2011 50090–55847 47576 (dwell) ASM@RXTE 1.5− 12.2keV
08/01/1996–13/10/2011 50090–55847 4452 (daily) ASM@RXTE 1.5− 12.2keV
14/02/2005–13/01/2014 53415–56670 2958 BAT@Swift 15− 50keV
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Figure 6.1: AX J1841.0-0535 blue spectrum. Median of four spectra obained with
ISIS@WHT blue arm (see Table 6.1).
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6.2.2 Radial velocity determinations

AX J1841.0-0535

He I lines in 6678 Å and 7065 Å have been used for the cross-correlations of
FRODOSpec data of Table 6.2 against a TLUSTY synthetic spectrum, while
the H Paschen series (λ = 8467 Å,λ = 8545 Å, λ = 8598 Å, λ = 8750 Å,
λ = 8862 Å) and the He I line at 8778 Åhas been used for ISIS data shown in
the same Table. The results of these cross-correlations are shown in Table 6.6.

A Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the radial velocity values shown in Table 6.6
has been performed with Starlink resulting in a value of P ∼ 6.5days (Fig. 6.2).
This value of the orbital period is an input for SBOP, that, after several iterations,
calculates a more accurate orbital period value as well as the rest of the orbital
parameters shown in Table 6.7 that corresponds to the radial velocity curve of
Fig. 6.3.

AX J1845.0-0433

The radial velocity values shown in Table 6.8 have been obtained by cross-
correlating the observed spectra (Table 6.4) against a FASTWIND synthetic
spectrum provided by Dr. Artemio Herrero.

The lines used for the cross-correlations are He I at λ = 65875 Å, He I at
λ = 6678 Å + He II at λ = 6683 Å and He I at λ = 7065 Å. In this case, a
TLUSTY model was not enough for the cross-correlation because it is not able
to reproduce the combination of the spectral lines He I at λ = 6678 Å+ He II at
λ = 6683 Å(see Fig. 6.4). The mass loss required to reproduce the observed
features of the spectrum is Ṁ ∼ 4.5× 10−6 M⊙ yr−1, which is a high mass-loss
rate, but compatible with that of red supergiant stars [see e.g., Mauron and
Josselin, 2011]. This FASTWIND synthetic spectrum just reproduces qualita-
tively the observed spectra.

A Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the radial velocity values has been performed
with Starlink giving a value of P ∼ 4.7days (Fig. 6.5). This value of the or-
bital period is an input for SBOP, that, after several iterations, calculates a more
accurate value for the orbital period as well as the rest of the orbital parameters.
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Table 6.6: AX J1841.0-0535 Vrad values. The first column of this table is the number of the
observation from Table 6.2. The second column is the phase of the observation, according
to the orbital solution described in Table 6.7. Measurements have been sorted using this
parameter. The third column is the radial velocity. The last column shows the residuals from
the radial velocity curve calculated (see Fig. 6.3) and the observational points.

# Phase Vrad (km s−1) O-C (km s−1)

10 0.0272 71.7± 5.0 0.12
7 0.0902 74.6± 6.2 −8.7

24 0.1038 90.0± 5.2 4.47
15 0.1433 90.8± 4.4 0.22
20 0.1748 83.1± 7.2 −10.36

9 0.1790 96.2± 4.7 2.51
1 0.1922 98.5± 5.6 3.98

13 0.2045 104.1± 5.2 9.03
16 0.2925 90.5± 5.0 −4.74
21 0.3320 87.6± 7.2 −6.02

2 0.3472 82.5± 8.2 −10.25
11 0.4286 102.0± 5.0 15.11
17 0.4415 85.4± 6.5 −0.28

3 0.5021 74.2± 7.2 −5.87
19 0.5570 67.4± 6.5 −7.04

5 0.6277 68.8± 5.5 1.96
22 0.6497 50.3± 8.0 −14.22

4 0.6571 75.8± 10.5 12.07
14 0.6677 73.8± 4.7 11.17
18 0.6936 66.2± 5.9 6.16

8 0.7097 46.3± 7.1 −12.26
12 0.7295 48.0± 9.8 −8.74

6 0.9357 59.2± 7.1 3.27
23 0.9658 59.8± 5.7 −0.46
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Figure 6.2: Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the radial velocity points of AX J1841.0-053
(Table 6.6) obtained with the PERIOD package within the Starlink environment.

Table 6.7: Orbital parameters of AX J1841.0-053 obtained by fitting the radial velocity points
using Lehmann-Filhes method implemented in SBOP.

T0 (HJD) 5883.9± 1.0
Porb (days) 6.4530± 0.0016

e 0.16± 0.11
γ (km s−1) 74.4± 2.1

K0 (km s−1) 22.6± 3.8
ω (degrees) 74.4± 2.1
a0 sini (km) (1.98± 0.34) 106

f (M) (M⊙) 0.0075± 0.0038
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Figure 6.3: Radial velocity curve of AX J1841.0-0535. The number on top of each data
point is the number of the observation from Table 6.2. Top: Fitted radial velocity curve and
real data folded on the 6.4530days period derived from a Lomb-Scargle analysis of the data.
Bottom: Residuals from the observed radial velocity points to the fitted radial velocity curve.
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Figure 6.4: He I at λ = 6678 Å + He II at λ = 6683 Å lines of two of the observed spectra
(numbers 3 and 17 of Table 6.4) of AX J1845.0-0433. The bottom panel shows the TLUSTY
model that only is able to reproduce the He Iλ6678 Å line, while the top panel shows the
FASTWIND model reproducing both lines.
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Table 6.8: Radial velocities of AX J1845.0-0433 using FRODOSpec@LT data points on the
left table, and all data points on the right one. The first column of both tables is the number
of the observation from Table 6.4. The second column is the phase of the observation, ac-
cording to the orbital solution described in Table 6.9. Measurements have been sorted using
this parameter (orbital phase). The third column is the radial velocity. The last column shows
the residuals from the radial velocity curve calculated (see Figs. 6.6) and the observational
points.

FRODOSpec@LT All data

# Phase VRAD O-C # Phase VRAD O-C
(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)

9 0.0544 44.7± 5.2 3.06 9 0.0288 44.7± 5.2 3.88
10 0.1047 29.0± 6.3 −11.93 10 0.0805 29.0± 6.3 −9.55
23 0.1399 40.2± 7.3 −2.32 23 0.1376 40.2± 7.3 −1.66
19 0.1452 42.1± 6.4 −0.76 12 0.1410 58.0± 5.7 15.82
12 0.1650 58.0± 5.7 13.73 19 0.1419 42.1± 6.4 −0.13
17 0.3192 53.8± 6.8 −2.48 2 0.2253 36.8± 3.5 −3.39
24 0.3687 57.7± 4.0 −1.94 17 0.3157 53.8± 6.8 −3.7
7 0.4161 60.1± 5.7 −2.56 24 0.3665 57.7± 4.0 −3.35

20 0.5243 68.3± 4.5 −0.18 7 0.3904 60.0± 5.7 −2.54
6 0.5751 71.7± 4.6 0.86 4 0.4771 73.7± 5.2 6.17

25 0.5875 76.2± 5.3 4.88 20 0.5219 68.3± 4.5 −1.37
16 0.6201 67.4± 6.1 −5.25 6 0.5492 71.7± 4.6 0.8
8 0.6290 72.4± 6.3 −0.58 25 0.5854 76.2± 5.3 3.91

13 0.6735 79.5± 4.9 5.19 8 0.6033 72.3± 6.3 −0.6
21 0.7322 80.2± 5.1 4.69 16 0.6162 67.3± 6.1 −6.03
14 0.7357 66.7± 5.4 −8.89 13 0.6502 79.5± 4.9 5.15
5 0.7390 76.8± 5.0 1.18 14 0.7126 66.7± 5.4 −8.9

22 0.9306 63.7± 4.4 0.37 5 0.7129 76.8± 5.0 1.2
15 0.9398 50.9± 4.9 −10.66 21 0.7298 80.2± 5.0 4.5
18 0.9433 59.1± 6.1 −1.83 1 0.9067 68.0± 6.2 2.63
11 0.9460 71.0± 4.5 10.63 15 0.9168 50.9± 4.9 −12.71

11 0.9220 71.0± 4.5 8.31
22 0.9283 63.7± 4.4 2.26
3 0.9394 57.7± 3.6 −1.39

18 0.9400 59.1± 6.1 0.07
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Figure 6.5: Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the radial velocity values of AX J1845.0-0433
(Table 6.8) obtained with the PERIOD package within the Starlink environment.
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Table 6.9: Orbital parameters of AX J1845.0-0433 obtained by fitting the radial velocity
points using Lehmann-Filhés method implemented in SBOP. On the left, the parameters ob-
tained by fitting only FRODOSpec@LT data, and on the right, the parameters obtained fitting
all the data points

FRODOSpec@LT All data

T0 (HJD) 5691.88± 0.34 T0 (HJD) 5691.99± 0.25
Porb (days) 4.7410± 0.0019 Porb (days) 4.73983± 0.00028

e 0.32± 0.16 e 0.34± 0.11
γ (km s−1) 61.1± 1.6 γ (km s−1) 61.0± 1.4
K0 (km s−1) 17.5± 3.1 K0 (km s−1) 18.0± 2.5
ω (degrees) 121± 32 ω (degrees) 128± 24
a0 sini (km) (1.08± 0.20) 106 a0 sini (km) (1.14± 0.16) 106

f (M) (M⊙) 0.0022± 0.0013 f (M) (M⊙) 0.0027± 0.0011

I have looked for an orbital solution just taking into account FRODOSpec@LT
data finding the parameters shown on the left of Table 6.9 and the curve shown
in Fig. 6.6a. To ensure this solution, I included some more data of the long-
slit spectrograph at Skinakas 1.3m telescope and ALFOSC@NOT finding the
solution shown on the right of Table 6.9 that corresponds to the radial velocity
curve of Fig. 6.6b, which is perfectly compatible with the FRODOSpec@LT
solution, even more accurate and covering from 2005 to 2012.

6.2.3 Hα evolution

Balmer H lines, mainly Hα, are strongly affected by stellar winds [e.g., Klein and
Castor, 1978, Leitherer, 1988, Puls et al., 1996, 2008]. Consequently, Figs, 6.7
and 6.8 would give an idea of the changes in the wind and mass loss along the
orbit.

Hα appears in emission in both binary systems with no obvious correlation with
the orbital period. Therefore, they would be mainly related to random changes
in the wind of the supergiant.
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(a) Radial velocity curve of AX J1845.0-0433 obtained with FRODOSpec data.
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(b) Radial velocity curve of AX J1845.0-0433 obtained with all the data points.

Figure 6.6: Radial velocity curves of AX J1845.0-0433. The number on top of each data
point is the number of the observation from Table 6.4. Top panels: Fitted radial velocity
curve.Bottom panels: Residuals from the observed radial velocity points to the fitted radial
velocity curve.
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Figure 6.7: Hα normalised profile evolution with the orbital phase of AX J1841.0-0535 on
Fig. 6.7a, and with time on Fig. 6.7b. Notice that in both figures the colors correspond to the
same date.
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Figure 6.8: Hα normalised profile evolution with the orbital phase of AX J1845.0-0433 on
Fig. 6.8a, and with time on Fig. 6.8b. Notice that in both figures the colors correspond to the
same date.
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Figure 6.9: AX J1845.0-0433 clean periodogram of BAT@Swift data.

6.2.4 X-ray light curves

I have looked for periodicities within the available X-ray light curves of both
sources (see Tables 6.3 and 6.5) between 3 and 300days.

There is nothing significant either on none of the AX J1841.0-0535 data sets,
nor in the ASM@RXTE light curve of AX J1845.0-0433. In spite of this, a period
of 4.7391±0.0017days (see Fig. 6.9) has been detected in the BAT@Swift light
curve that is perfectly compatible with the orbital period found with the Vrad data
set (see Fig. 6.5 and Table 6.9).

Despite the lack of periodicity found in the AX J1841.0-0535 light curves, and
in the ASM light curve of AX J1845.0-0433, averaged foldings over the orbital
periods for both sources in both energy ranges have been performed and are
shown in Figs 6.10 and 6.11.
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Figure 6.10: AX J1841.0-0535 averaged X-ray foldings. An offset of 0.15ASM cps has been
introduced in the ASM foldings following Corbet and Mukai [2002] criteria.
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Figure 6.11: AX J1845.0-0433 averaged X-ray foldings. An offset of 0.15ASM cps has been
introduced in the ASM foldings following Corbet and Mukai [2002] criteria. Red vertical lines
indicate the eclipse times predicted by SBOP.
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Figure 6.12: Relations between the supergiant mass and the neutron star mass of
AX J1841.0-0535 from the mass function shown in Table 6.7. Lines for constant orbital
inclination are constructed from the mass function and are labelled.

6.3 Discussion

Relations between masses of both components of a binary system depending
on the orbital inclination can be obtained from the mass function (see Sec. 2.2.4
of Chapter 2). These relations are shown in Fig. 6.12 in the case of AX J1841.0-
0535, and in Fig. 6.13 in the case of AX J1845.0-0433 (making use of the mass
function of the orbital solution taking into account all the data points).

AX J1841.0-0535

To take a look about how much the uncertainty on the mass function affects
to the calculation of the mass range permitted, Fig. 6.14 shows the possible
range of masses for an inclination of 45◦ for AX J1841.0-0535. We have se-
lected this inclination value due to the lack of X-ray periodicity (that discards
an X-ray eclipse) found in both, the Lomb-Scargle periodograms and the X-
ray foldings. In spite of the large uncertainties, Fig. 6.14 shows that either the
mass value of the supergiant star should be low, or the value of the mass of
the neutron star should be high compared to the canonical value of ∼ 1.4M⊙.
This fact reinforces the idea of a "peculiar" supergiant star in this binary system.
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Figure 6.13: Relations between the supergiant mass and the neutron star mass of
AX J1845.0-0433. Lines for constant orbital inclination are constructed from the mass func-
tion obtained with all the data points(see Table 6.9) and are labelled.
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Figure 6.14: Relation between the supergiant mass and the neutron star mass for i = 45◦

of AX J1841.0-0535. The shaded area represents the range of values allowed within a
standard deviation for the value of f (M) (see Table 6.7).
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Figure 6.15: The Pspin/Porb (Corbet’s) diagram for a large sample of HMXBs (see Fig. 1.9
of Chapter 1). The position of AX J1841.0-0535 is marked by a cross.

The double-peaked Hα emission detected by Halpern et al. [2004] is present in
some of the spectra of this work (see Fig. 6.7). This line changes dramatically
indicating a strong variability of the wind that does not seem to correlate with
the orbital phase.

The lack of periodicity in the X-ray light curves of AX J1841.0-0535 might be
due to the low eccentricity of its orbit (e = 0.16± 0.11) which is perfectly com-
patible with a circular orbit. This low eccentricity is not the typical of a Be/X-ray
binary [e & 0.3; Reig, 2011]. The Porb = 6.4530± 0.0016d is too low com-
pared to that of the typical Be/X-ray binary [Porb & 20d; Reig, 2011]. This fact,
together with the spectral classification, would definitely discard the Be/X-ray
binary nature proposed by Bamba et al. [2001].

The position of AX J1841.0-0535 in the Corbet diagram (see Fig. 6.15) does
not locate the source in any of the established sub-groups. Its spin period is not
typical of a wind-accreting system. Moreover, it has only been detected once.
Some others published spin periods have been recently called into question
[see e.g., Ducci et al., 2013, Drave et al., 2014].
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Figure 6.16: Radial velocity curve with respect to the LSR due to galactic rotation as function
of distance, using the rotation curve of Brand and Blitz [1993] and Reid et al. [2009] in the
direction of AX J1841.0-0535.

The X-ray fluxes reported by Bamba et al. [2001] could be scaled to the ap-
proximate distance of ∼ 4kpc reported by Negueruela et al. [2008b] so that
the quiescence value would be L2.0−10.0 keV ∼ 4 × 1033erg s−1, with the bright-
est flares reaching values of L2.0−10.0 keV ∼ 2× 1035erg s−1. Consequently, the
dynamical range of the X-ray luminosity covers perfectly the SFXTs dynamical
range defined by Walter and Zurita Heras [2007]. However it is important to no-
tice that this distance is just an approximation because of the peculiar optical
spectrum that is really difficult to classify.

Fig. 6.16 shows the radial velocity with respect to the LSR due to the Galactic
rotation in the direction of the source as a function of distance. The systemic
velocity, with a value of γ = 74.4 ± 2.1km s−1 is similar to the radial velocity
of the Galaxy at the distance of ∼ 4kpc. Therefore, the kick induced by the
Supernovae explosion, was not large in this case. This is consistent with the
fact of the quasi-circular orbit.
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Figure 6.17: Relation between the supergiant mass and the neutron star mass for i = 60◦

of AX J1845.0-0433. The shaded area represents the range of values allowed within a
standard deviation for the value of f (M) using all the data points (see Table 6.9).

AX J1845.0-0433

The eclipse time predicted by SBOP in the orbital solution coincides with the
minimum of the X-ray folding of BAT light curve shown in Fig. 6.11. This fact
reinforces the orbital period found in the radial velocity values data set, and
also the orbital solution. The eccentricity of the orbit is e = 0.34± 0.11, it is a
considerable value but might be not high enough to explain the X-ray modula-
tion of the BAT data by itself. Therefore, the existence of an eclipse cannot be
discarded.

To take a look about how much the uncertainty on the mass function affects to
the mass range permitted, Fig. 6.17 shows the possible range of masses for an
inclination of 60◦ for AX J1845.0-0433. This inclination value has been adopted
as an approximation due to the possibility of the existence of an eclipse in the
X-ray light curve. Assuming such an inclination, a canonical value of ∼ 1.4M⊙
for the neutron star, corresponds to a value of ∼ 20M⊙ for the supergiant com-
panion.

The strong Hα emission observed by Negueruela et al. [2006b] is present in
our spectra (Fig. 6.8). This emission is variable and does not seem to be cor-
related with the orbital period.
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Figure 6.18: Radial velocity curve with respect to the LSR due to galactic rotation as function
of distance, using the rotation curve of Brand and Blitz [1993] and Reid et al. [2009] in the
direction of AX J1845.0-0433.

The periodicity found in the BAT X-ray light curve of AX J1845.0-0433 coin-
cides with the one found in the radial velocity values, reinforcing this period as
the orbital period of the binary system. Notice that Goossens et al. [2013] have
recently found a ∼ 5.7days period in the IBIS light curve, which energy range
(18− 60keV) is similar to that of BAT (15− 50keV). However, we are not able
to reproduce that value.

The dynamical range of the X-ray luminosities is perfectly compatible with that
defined by Walter and Zurita Heras [2007] for SFXTs. This fact together with
the rapid X-ray flares definitely sets this source as a SFXT.

The systemic velocity, with value of γ = 61.0±1.4km s−1, is not compatible with
the rotational velocity of the Galaxy at that distance (∼ 7kpc) in that direction
(vLSR ∼ 100km s−1; see Fig. 6.18). Therefore, in this case, there is a recoil ve-
locity due to the Supernovae explosion, which is consistent with the eccentricity
of the binary system.
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6.4 Conclusions

Both sources show Hα variable emission not correlated with the orbital phase
together with flaring variability in the X-ray flux similar to that of SFXTs. In ad-
dition, both of them harbour supergiant companions with similar spectral types.
However, their eccentricity is completely different:

− e ∼ 0.16 in AX J1841.0-0535, perfectly compatible with a circular orbit.

− e ∼ 0.34 in AX J1845.0-0433, clearly eccentric.

This fact reinforces the idea that the eccentricity of the orbit of a wind-fed HMXB
is not the unique factor that explains the X-ray behaviour of SFXTs.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions & Future Work

Four wind-fed HMXBs have been characterised during this thesis. The main
results of each of them are given in the corresponding chapters. In this Section
I summarise the main global conclusions.

Related to the X-ray flux behaviour and, therefore, classification (see Fig. 1.8 of
Chapter 1) IGR J00370+6122 is something intermediate between SFXTs and
typical wind-fed SGXBs, while XTE J1855-026 is a typical SGXB and both, AX
J1841.0-0535 and AX J1845.0-0433, are clearly SFXTs. Therefore, this sam-
ple should be good enough to deduce if any of the parameters studied during
the thesis are able to explain the different X-ray flux detected behaviours.

IGR J00370+612 is the most eccentric HMXB with a supergiant donor known
to date. This source has a measurable recoil velocity which is perfectly com-
patible with its high eccentricity. Probably this system will not circularise due to
its relatively high orbital period. The integrated X-ray flux of IGR J00370+612
seems to be persistent with a constant value below that of typical SGXBs. The
eccentricity together with the possibility of an eclipse, could explain the X-ray
flux overall variability shown in the averaged X-ray foldings. However, the X-ray
flux is actually composed of continuous flares with lower intensities and lower
amplitudes than that of SFXTs. Therefore, the classification of this HMXB within
the established sub-classes is not plausible due to the infeasibility to fit its prop-
erties within any of these sub-classes.

XTE J1855-026 is also peculiar due to its large recoil velocity in combination
with the low eccentricity detected in the X-ray pulse delay orbital solution. This
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low eccentricity could be explained by the circularisation of the orbit, which is
perfectly possible due to its relatively short orbital period. The distance of this
source from the Galactic plane is also unusual, and might be explained as a
combination of the large recoil velocity with the fact that this might have been
ejected from a cluster not located in the Galactic plane. Despite the almost
circular orbital solution found in the X-rays, which is perfectly compatible with
the expected eccentricity of a persistent SGXB, we have found a measurable
eccentricity in our optical orbital solution. This eccentricity might be associated
with the mass loss reflected in the Hα and He I P-Cygni profiles. This kind of
profile causes a shift in the peak of the absorption lines, and might be inter-
preted as an extended mass loss from the supergiant to the neutron star. In
spite of these shifts in the central peaks of the spectral lines, the orbital period
found in the radial velocity points, is completely compatible with that of the X-ray
orbital solution. Consequently, we were expecting variations of these profiles
related to the orbital phase. The lack of correlation between P-Cygni profiles
and orbital phase of our data, could be explained either by the non-existence
of such a correlation, or by the need of a better quality spectra to detect it.

Both, AX J1841.0-0535 and AX J1845.0-0433, X-ray flux behaviour is typical
of SFXTs. Consequently, we were expecting similar orbital parameters or, at
least, similar eccentricities. However, the eccentricity is perfectly compatible
with a circular orbit in the case of AX J1841.0-0535, and has a significant value
in the case of AX J1845.0-0433, confirming the idea that eccentricity by itself
cannot explain the X-ray flux behaviour.

In spite of their completely different X-ray flux behaviours, IGR J00370+612
and XTE J1855-026 are early-B supergiants, with similar masses, showing a
high N/C in their atmospheres and high rotational values compared to those
of isolated stars of the same spectral type. Both, the N/C and the high rota-
tional values, might be a consequence of the binary evolution. The spectral
classification of AX J1841.0-0535 and AX J1845.0-0433 is also similar, with a
late-O supergiant and an early-B "peculiar" supergiant respectively. Basically
this confirms the fact that typical optical counterparts for this kind of system
are mainly either late-O or early-B supergiants independently of their X-ray flux
behaviour.

The highly variable winds of these HMXBs have been examined through the
main wind indicator in the optical spectral range, i.e., Hα. All of the Hα profiles
of the sources of study have emission features interpreted as a mass loss from
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the supergiant star. Variations of this line do not seem to be correlated with
the orbital phase in any of the targets of study. Consequently, these variations
might be due mainly to intrinsic variations of the wind. However, their moderate
mass values would correspond to lower mass loss rates than those detected.
Presumably these high mass loss rates are due to the binary interaction, that
is plausibly responsible for the observed over-luminosity.

All these results together reinforce the idea of the existence of a continuum
of properties in this kind of system more than a strict classification into sub-
classes. In addition, they confirm there is not a unique simple factor determin-
ing the differences in the X-ray flux behaviour such as a higher eccentricity or
wind clumpling, or even a combination of both. The plausible explanation for
these differences could be a complex combination of factors plus a "gating"
mechanism that mediates the accretion processes.

Blue spectra have metallic lines which are preferable to measure radial veloc-
ities. Therefore, as future work we would like to obtain such spectra to better
determine the orbits of XTE J1855-026, and the two SFXTs (AX J1841.0-0535
and AX J1845.0-0433). These blue spectra would also be useful to obtain a
FASTWIND atmosphere model for AX J1841.0-0535 and AX J1845.0-0433 that
will help to finally establish their spectral types and physical properties such as
the Teff or the log g.

Red high quality spectral series will also help to be able to measure the varia-
tion of the P-Cyni profiles (in case of their existence) together with the Hα line
profile variations. These measurements would finally disentangle whether or
not there is a correlation between the wind variations reflected in these lines
and the orbital phase.

We would also like to increase the sample of sources including, among oth-
ers, the two peculiar SFXTs IGR J17544-2619 and XTE J1739-302. While
XTE J1739-302 has a possible orbital period of ∼ 50days and shows orbital
emission profiles that could be explained by the presence of a disc-like struc-
ture within the stellar wind of the supergiant companion; IGR J17544-2619 has
a possible pulsation period of ∼ 71seconds, that combined with the ∼ 5days
orbital period, locate the source close to the typical wind-fed SGXBs in the
Corbet diagram in spite of their different X-ray flux behaviour.
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APPENDIX A Resumen en Lengua Oficial
de la Comunidad Valenciana

Este Apéndice está dedicado a un resumen en Castellano (Lengua Oficial de
la Comunidad Valenciana) de los contenidos de la Tesis Doctoral. No se in-
cluyen ni figuras ni tablas ya que se hará referencia a las que aparecen en los
diferentes capítulos de la Tesis.

El objetivo de la Tesis es la caracterización de un conjunto de Binarias de
Rayos X Masivas formado por: IGR J00370+6122, XTE J1855-026, AX J1841.0-
0535 y AX J1845.0-0433.

A.1 Contexto Científico

El descubrimiento de la primera fuente de rayos X fuera del Sistema Solar
[Sco X-1; Giacconi et al., 1962] constituye el comienzo de la Astronomía de
Rayos X. El interés y los descubrimientos relacionados con esta rama de la
Astronomía ha crecido durante los últimos años gracias a la posibilidad de en-
viar satélites de rayos X fuera de la atmósfera terrestre, habiéndose detectado
en la actualidad más de medio millón de fuentes de este tipo.

Las Binarias de Rayos X son fuentes puntuales que contienen un objeto com-
pacto (estrella de neutrones o agujero negro) acretando material de su estrella
compañera, una estrella "normal" (ver Fig. 1.1). La radiación X proviene de la
interacción de este material acretado con el fuerte campo gravitacional de la
estrella compacta.
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Hay dos sub-grupos básicos de Binarias de Rayos X atendiendo a la masa de
la estrella "normal":

− Binarias de Rayos X de Baja Masa (LMXBs, del inglés Low Mass X-ray
Binaries): M . 1M⊙

− Binarias de Rayos X de Alta Masa (HMXBs, del inglés High Mass X-ray
Binaries): M & 10M⊙

En esta Tesis el estudio se centra en un conjunto de HMXBs.

La mayoría de objetos compactos que albergan las HMXBs son púlsares [&
60%; in’t Zand et al., 2007], estrellas de neutrones con rotación y campos mag-
néticos intensos (∼ 1012G), cuyo eje de rotación suele estar desalineado con
respecto al eje de campo magnético (ver Fig. 1.2) provocando una modulación
periódica (con P =periodo de rotación del púlsar) de la radiación X proveniente
del objeto. Nagase [1989] es un artículo de revisión sobre el tema.

El estudio de las HMXBs es importante tanto para la Astrofísica como para la
Física. Algunos ejemplos de su importancia son:

− Por lo general, las HMXBs, son sistemas jóvenes por lo que pueden con-
siderarse trazadores de formación estelar [e.g., Grimm et al., 2003, Lu-
tovinov et al., 2005].

− Proporcionan datos para poder avanzar con las teorías sobre los modelos
de evolución de estrellas masivas, así como con las teorías sobre los
fenómenos de Supernova [e.g., Clark et al., 2002, Haensel et al., 2007].

− Cuando se las consideran como una población aportan información de
gran utilidad sobre las propiedades de la Galaxia [Gilfanov et al., 2004].

− La medida de las masas de las estrellas de neutrones que contienen es
esencial para poder acotar la Ecuación de Estado de la Materia Nuclear
[e.g., Timmes et al., 1996, Lattimer, 2012, Kiziltan et al., 2013].

− Son excelentes laboratorios para estudiar los procesos de acreción de
materia [e.g., Mirabel and Rodríguez, 1999].

Por tanto, la determinación de los parámetros astrofísicos de nuevos sistemas
incrementa la muestra de HMXBs permitiendo realizar estudios estadísticos
que aportan información a diversos campos de la Física y la Astrofísica.
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A.1.1 Sobre la estrella "normal": Supergigantes OB

La mayor parte de las estrellas "normales" en las HMXBs, exceptuando el caso
especial de las Binarias de Rayos X tipo Be, son supergigantes OB, que es jus-
tamente el caso que ocupa esta Tesis.

Las estrellas supergigantes se definen como estrellas de Clase de Luminosi-
dad I, indicando una alta luminosidad (log L/L⊙ ∼ 5.5) junto con valores de
gravedad muy bajos (log g ∼ 2.5). Por su parte, el tipo espectral OB indica que
se trata de estrellas muy calientes (Teff ∼ 25000K).

Las estrellas precursoras de estas supergigantes, son estrellas masivas (M &
8M⊙) que, durante la Secuencia Principal, fusionan H en He mediante el de-
nominado ciclo CNO. Este ciclo provoca una acumulación de N en el núcleo
estelar que se puede observar en la superficie bien por el efecto de la con-
vección que se produce en fases evolutivas posteriores, bien por la mezcla de
elementos en estrellas que rotan muy deprisa, o bien por una transferencia de
materia si la estrella se encuentra en un sistema binario [McSwain, 2004].

Una vez que el H del núcleo se ha consumido, la mayoría de los modelos evo-
lutivos predicen que las estrellas masivas abandonan la Secuencia Principal y
llegan a la fase de Supergigante Roja [Brott et al., 2011]. Al llegar a esta fase,
el núcleo sufre una contracción y la temperatura central aumenta dando lugar
a la fusión de He mediante el proceso denominado 3α frenando de esta forma
la contracción del núcleo de la estrella. Como la energía por unidad de masa
que se consigue en este proceso es ∼ 10veces inferior que la que se consigue
en el ciclo CNO la combustión del He se produce de forma más rápida para
poder mantener la luminosidad [McSwain, 2004].

La combustión de He en el núcleo termina cuando todo el He ha sido proce-
sado, pero sigue teniendo lugar en una capa que rodea el mismo (proceso que
ocurre con los diferentes elementos a fusionar dando lugar a una estructura
como la de la Fig. 1.4). De forma similar al final de la Secuencia Principal,
cuando el He del núcleo se consume, el núcleo estelar se contrae, y la lumi-
nosidad aumenta dando lugar a otra fase evolutiva denominada Rama Asin-
tótica de las Gigantes [Ostlie and Carroll, 1996].

La estrella continúa con ciclos cada vez más rápidos de fusión de elementos
más pesados en su núcleo seguidos de contracciones hasta que el elemento
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a fusionar es el Fe. La fusión de este elemento, en lugar de aportar energía,
agotaría la energía de la estrella debido a su alta energía de enlace. Por tanto,
una vez llegado este punto, la estrella sufre una explosión Supernova. Durante
este proceso el núcleo de la estrella colapsa comprimiéndose hasta densi-
dades muy altas dando lugar a una estrella de neutrones, mientras que las
capas externas producen una inyección de fotones, energía cinética y nuevos
elementos químicos al medio interestelar circundante. Este es un proceso
clave en la evolución del medio interestelar [Mac Low et al., 2005].

El proceso descrito anteriormente ocurre para estrellas masivas con masas
hasta ∼ 25M⊙ [∼ 80% de las estrellas masivas; Ekström et al., 2013]. Las
estrellas con masas superiores pueden o no pasar por la fase de Supergigante
Roja, algunas pasan por la fase de Wolf-Rayet, etc. Sin embargo, todas ellas
acaban su vida con una explosión Supernova debida a un colapso del núcleo,
aunque este colapso se produce de forma diferente dependiendo del camino
evolutivo [ver Fig. 1.6 y Smartt, 2009].

Junto con la masa y la metalicidad, la rotación es uno de los elementos claves
en la vida de las estrellas masivas, aunque su evolución post-Secuencia Prin-
cipal aún es un proceso poco entendido [e.g., Maeder, 2009, Meynet et al.,
2011, Ekström et al., 2013].

Una característica muy importante de estas estrellas supergigantes es su gran
pérdida de masa en forma de vientos estelares conducidos por radiación que
alcanzan velocidades supersónicas a alturas moderadas con respecto de la
atmósfera estelar [ver Kudritzki and Puls, 2000, para un artículo de revisión
sobre el tema].

Estos vientos tienen estructuras tanto a gran escala, que pueden haber sido
inducidas por inestabilidades de la propia estrella [e.g., Kaper and Fuller-
ton, 1998]; como a pequeña escala, llamados agregados, que se encuentran
de forma aleatoría, dominando la estructura del viento [e.g., Runacres and
Owocki, 2002, Markova et al., 2005, Puls et al., 2006]. Por lo tanto, el viento no
puede considerarse homogéneo de manera general.
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A.1.2 Sobre la estrella compacta: Estrellas de neutrones

La expresión "estrella de neutrones" apareció por primera vez en la literatura
en Baade and Zwicky [1934]. Se le asignó este nombre porque su interior está
compuesto principalmente por neutrones.

Tienen masas típicas de ∼ 1−2M⊙ y radios entre ∼ 10y ∼ 14km. Por tanto, su
densidad es ∼ 1015 g cm−3, o lo que es lo mismo, ∼ 3 veces la densidad de un
núcleo atómico. Este tipo de materia no puede conseguirse bajo condiciones
normales en un laboratorio, y sus propiedades y composición todavía no están
claras [e.g., Lattimer and Prakash, 2004, Potekhin, 2010, Lattimer, 2012].

Los límites superiores e inferiores, así como el rango de masas que abarcan
este tipo de objetos, es de gran interés científico debido a sus importantes
implicaciones tanto en la Física como en la Astrofísica [e.g., Thorsett and
Chakrabarty, 1999, Baumgarte et al., 2000, Schwab et al., 2010, Lattimer,
2012, Kiziltan et al., 2013].

Hasta ahora sólo hay ∼ 33 medidas precisas de masas de estrellas de neu-
trones, mientras que hay ∼ 2000púlsares detectados. Esto se debe a la difi-
cultad de determinar sus masas de forma independiente, siendo las Binarias
de Rayos X de los pocos objetos en los que es posible realizar esta medida
[Lattimer, 2012].

A.1.3 Mecanismos de Interacción
Las interacciones básicas entre las componentes de un sistema binario pueden
resumirse como:

− Efectos de marea
Los efectos de marea provocan una sincronización del sistema de forma
que la velocidad de rotación de la estrella iguale la velocidad angular del
sistema, además de circularizar la órbita. Las escalas de tiempo en las
que se producen estos procesos aparecen en las Ecuaciones 1.3 y 1.4.

− Procesos de acreción
La acreción es una transferencia de materia desde la estrella supergi-
gante hacia la compacta donde la fuerza gravitacional es el medio con-
ductor de esta transferencia. Según la estructura del potencial gravita-
cional del sistema binario, que viene dado por el Lóbulo de Roche (ver
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Fig. 1.7), se puede clasificar a los sitemas binarios en: sistemas en con-
tacto, sistemas semi-separados, y sistemas separados.

Por su parte, en las Binarias de Rayos X Masivas, los procesos de acreción de
materia pueden tener lugar de distintas formas:

− Desbordamiento del Lóbulo de Roche
Ocurre en sistemas semiseparados en los que hay una transferencia de
material a través del punto L1 de Lagrange. En estos sistemas la acumu-
lación de materia sobre la estrella de neutrones es tal que se forma un
disco de acreción alrededor de la misma produciendo una transferencia
de momento angular desde el disco hacia el púlsar dando lugar a cam-
bios en el periodo de rotación de este último [e.g., González-Galán et al.,
2012]. Este proceso es más común en LMXBs que en HMXBs, aunque
también se da en estas últimas [e.g., Negueruela, 2010].

− Mecanismo de emisión Be
Ocurre en el caso especial de las Binarias de Rayos X tipo Be [ver
Okazaki and Negueruela, 2001, Negueruela et al., 2001, Reig, 2011, para
una descripción detallada].

− Acreción por vientos estelares
Se produce una transferencia de viento desde la supergigante que al-
canza el Lóbulo de Roche de la estrella de neutrones.

En concreto, en los objetos de estudio de esta Tesis, los fuertes vientos de
las supergigantes rojas son los que interaccionan con el campo gravitacional
de la estrella de neutrones, es decir, se produce acreción por vientos estelares.

La energía potencial del viento de la supergigante cayendo dentro del fuerte
campo gravitacional de la estrella de neutrones se transforma en energía cinética
y se calienta hasta ∼ 107 K debido a las colisiones que sufre antes de alcanzar
la superficie del objeto compacto produciendo de esta manera la radiación X
observada [e.g., Shklovskii, 1967].

Esta radiación X es, por tanto, proporcional a la tasa de acreción de materia
Ṁ (ver Ecuación 1.7) y tiene un límite superior denominado Luminosidad de
Eddington, que viene dado por la Ecuación 1.9. A partir de este límite superior
el equilibrio que existe entre la presión de radiación y la fuerza gravitacional se
rompe.
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La teoría clásica de Bondi-Hoyle-Littleton de acreción por vientos estelares [ver
Edgar, 2004, para un artículo de revisión del tema] es capaz de aproximar el
comportamiento global del flujo en rayos X [Negueruela, 2010]. Sin embargo,
si se estudia este flujo en detalle, teniendo en cuenta las interacciones de la
radiación X con los vientos estelares, las inhomogeneidades del viento, los al-
tos campos magnéticos de los púlsares que tienen efectos sobre la acreción
pudiendo incluso llegar a detenerla [e.g., Bozzo et al., 2008] etc., hay claras
evidencias de que la situación física es bastante más compleja.

Uno de los últimos modelos desarrollados sobre las teorías de acreción por
vientos estelares es el propuesto por Shakura et al. [2012]. Este modelo
acepta el modelo clásico para vientos supersónicos y explica la acreción de
vientos subsónicos mediante la existencia de una envoltura quasi-estática que
se forma alrededor de la magnetosfera, y de la cual, la estrella de neutrones
puede acretar material a través de inestabilidades [e.g. Shakura et al., 2012,
2013, 2014].

A.1.4 Clasificación de HMXBs

La clasificación establecida hoy día es la que se muestra en la Fig. 1.8. En
primera instancia, las fuentes se subclasifican dependiendo de la masa de la
estrella "normal" en sistemas de masa baja, intermedia y alta. A partir de ahí
me centro en la clasificación de sub-tipos dentro de los sistemas de alta masa
(HMXBs).

El primer escalón de la clasificación de las HMXBs corresponde con la clasifi-
cación establecida por el diagrama de Corbet (ver Fig. 1.9). En este diagrama
Corbet [1986] establece un posible vínculo entre las propiedades del flujo en
rayos X de las fuentes con la relación entre el periodo orbital del sistema y el
de rotación del púlsar subclasificando las fuentes en tres subgrupos:

− HMXBs Clásicas con desbordamiento del Lóbulo de Roche.

− Binarias de Rayos X Supergigantes con acreción por vientos estelares.

− Binarias de Rayos X tipo Be en las cuales la acreción se produce según
el mecanismo Be [ver Okazaki and Negueruela, 2001, Negueruela et al.,
2001, Reig, 2011, para una descripción detallada de este tipo de proce-
sos].
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Binarias de Rayos X Supergigantes

Las Binarias de Rayos X Supergigantes, o SGXBs (acrónimo del inglés Super-
Giant X-ray Binaries), son los objetos de estudio de esta Tesis. Estos sistemas,
por lo general, tienen las siguientes características:

− Están alimentados por vientos estelares.

− Contienen en su mayoría una estrella supergigante OB.

− El periodo de rotación de los púlsares que se encuentran en estos sis-
temas es comparativamente superior al de los de las HMXBs clásicas.

− Tienen altas luminosidades [LX ∼ 1036erg s−1; Nagase, 1989] estables
a largo plazo, con variabilidades poco notorias que pueden alcanzar un
factor . 20.

− Sus periodos orbitales rondan valores entre ∼ 3 y ∼ 15días presentando
órbitas poco excéntricas [Negueruela et al., 2008c].

En los últimos años el número de fuentes clasificadas dentro de este subgrupo
ha aumentado notablemente. Esto ha dado lugar al descubrimiento de objetos
cuyas características difieren de las de las fuentes consideradas como "SGXBs
históricas". Esto ha llevado a la subclasificación mostrada en el siguiente es-
calón de la Fig. 1.8, que es el que se muestra a continuación.

SGXBs oscurecidas

El ejemplo estándar de este tipo de fuentes es IGR J16318-4848, que fue
descubierto por Courvoisier et al. [2003]. Esta fuente presenta un nivel inusual
de absorción tanto en rayos X como en el óptico [Chaty, 2013], así como un
exceso en el infra-rojo medio. Una posible explicación a este fenómeno es la
existencia de una envoltura de material interestelar rodeando todo el sistema
binario dando lugar así a las propiedades observadas [Chaty, 2013].

Supergigantes Transitorias Rápidas de Rayos X Clásicas

Son fuentes que se caracterizan por tener luminosidades LX ∼ 1032−1034 erg s−1

(por debajo de las LX de las "SGXBs históricas") con excursiones repentinas,
en escalas de tiempo que van de minutos a horas [Sguera et al., 2006], en las
que pueden llegar a alcanzar luminosidades LX ∼ 1036erg s−1 o incluso superi-
ores [e.g., Rampy et al., 2009, Sidoli et al., 2009, Sidoli, 2012]. El factor típico
de variabilidad de estas fuentes es de & 100 [Walter and Zurita Heras, 2007],
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muy superior al de las "SGXBs históricas". Sus contrapartidas ópticas han
sido identificadas como supergigantes [e.g., in’t Zand, 2005, Negueruela et al.,
2006a, Blay et al., 2012] dando lugar así a su denominación: Supergigantes
Transitorias Rápidas de Rayos X [SFXTs del acrónimo inglés Supergiant Fast
X-ray Transients; Negueruela et al., 2006b].

El mecanismo que da lugar a la diferencia de comportamiento del flujo en rayos
X de este tipo de fuentes con respecto a las SGXBs históricas todavía es una
incógnita. Algunos modelos proponen como posible causa la estructura en
el viento de la supergigante [e.g., in’t Zand, 2005, Walter and Zurita Heras,
2007, Romano et al., 2007, Sidoli et al., 2007, Negueruela et al., 2008c, Zurita
Heras and Walter, 2009, Blay et al., 2012]. Otra posible explicación es la ex-
istencia de una órbita excéntrica que provocaría que la estrella de neutrones
atraverasara zonas con absorciones muy diversas [e.g., Negueruela et al.,
2008c, Blay et al., 2012]. La combinación de un viento estructurado junto con
una órbita excéntrica también podría ser una posible explicación [e.g., Blay
et al., 2012]. Por su parte Bozzo et al. [2008] propone un modelo que usa tran-
siciones entre mecanismos que activan y desactivan la acreción tales como
barreras centrífugas, barreras magnéticas, variaciones del viento estelar, etc.
Ducci et al. [2010] propone un escenario que une todos estos mecanismos.

Consideraciones teóricas [e.g., Oskinova et al., 2012], junto con datos ob-
servacionales recientes [e.g., Sidoli et al., 2013] sugieren que la estructura
del viento no puede explicar, de forma aislada, el comportamiento observado
en el flujo en rayos X, reforzando la idea de la existencia de mecanismos de
activación y desactivación de la acreción. El denominado "Mecanismo de
Acumulación" propuesto recientemente por Drave et al. [2014], que resulta
como consecuencia natural de los cambios en la configuración de la acreción
de la "Teoría de Acreción Quasi-Esférica" [Shakura et al., 2012] descritos en
Shakura et al. [2013], resulta ser un candidato excelente para estos mecan-
ismos de activación y desactivación ya que elimina la necesidad de que los
púlsares de las SFXTs sean magnetares como proponen Bozzo et al. [2008] o
Grunhut et al. [2014].

Supergigantes Transitorias Rápidas de Rayos X Intermedias

Estas fuentes muestran luminosidades en rayos X superiores a las de las
SFXTs clásicas, con una importante variabilidad de este flujo, siendo sus subidas
y bajas de una duración temporal superior al de las SFXTs [e.g., Smith et al.,
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2012]. Por tanto, representan algo intermedio entre las SGXBs históricas y las
SFXTs clásicas.

Todo esto lleva a la conclusión de que según se van descubriendo nuevas
fuentes, la separación entre los distintos tipos va difuminándose.

A.1.5 Formación y Evolución de HMXBs
Las HMXBs se forman durante la evolución de un sistema binario en contacto
en el que la estrella más evolucionada transfiere materia hacia la menos evolu-
cionada, sufriendo, la primera de ellas, una explosión Supernova dando lugar a
la estrella de neutrones [ver Fig. 1.11 y e.g., van den Heuvel and Heise, 1972,
Tutukov and Yungelson, 1973]. Estudios simples de Mecánica Celeste mues-
tran que esta eyección de masa explosiva no perturba el sistema [Blaauw,
1961], sin embargo sí que provoca que la órbita se vuelva excéntrica y que el
sistema adquiera cierta velocidad de escape con respecto al punto donde se
formó.

Durante la fase de transferencia de material, la estrella más masiva (la más
evolucionada, que termina dando lugar a la estrella de neutrones) transfiere
material enriquecido a la menos masiva. Por tanto, la menos masiva resulta
estar enriquecida con respecto a una estrella de su mismo tipo que se encuen-
tre aislada.

Durante la fase de HMXB las órbitas excéntricas provocadas por la explosión
Supernova pueden llegar a circularizarse por efectos de marea, siendo estos
efectos mayores cuando los periodos orbitales son menores. De hecho, Pfahl
et al. [2002] sugiere la siguiente división basada en observaciones:

− Sistemas con órbitas moderadamente amplias (Porb ∼ 20 − 100días)
muestran excentricidades considerables (e > 0.3).

− Sistemas con periodos orbitales pequeños (Porb . 10días) muestran ba-
jas excentricidades con órbitas prácticamente circulares.

− Sistemas con periodos relativamente grandes (Porb & 30días) con bajas
excentricidades (e < 0.2) que podrían explicarse por explosiones Super-
nova menos intensas.

Hay una fase dentro de la evolución de las binarias en contacto denominada
"Fase de Envoltura Común". Esta fase tiene lugar cuando la estrella masiva
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rebasa su Lóbulo de Roche produciendo que la estrella de neutrones entre
dentro de la envoltura de la estrella masiva perdiendo, de esta forma, una
gran cantidad de momento angular. Esta fase fue propuesta por Paczyński
[1967] para explicar la formación de sistemas binarios con cortos periodos or-
bitales, que en su origen eran estrellas muy grandes, siendo difícil explicar
como pudieron haber estado ocupando un espacio tan reducido inicialmente.
Esta fase, se tiene en cuenta en los modelos evolutivos pero no se ha obser-
vado todavía probablemente por su corta duración [∼ 1000años; Meurs and
van den Heuvel, 1989] comparada con la duración de la vida de una estrella
masiva (106−7 años). Una posible prueba de la existencia de esta fase podrían
ser las nuevas HMXBs oscurecidas.

Finalmente las HMXBs podrían acabar su vida como púlsares binarios en el
caso de tener órbitas amplias [e.g., Flannery and van den Heuvel, 1975, van
den Heuvel, 2007, 2009] o como Objetos Thorne-Zytkow (son objetos teóricos)
en el caso de órbitas más pequeñas [e.g., Thorne and Zytkow, 1975, 1977].

A.2 Caracterización de fuentes

Las fuentes de estudio se caracterizan siguiendo el siguiente proceso:

− Reducción de los espectros ópticos correspondientes.

− Obtención de un modelo de atmósfera estelar (en el caso en el que
los espectros cumplan con las características adecuadas) con el código
FASTWIND [Santolaya-Rey et al., 1997, Puls et al., 2005] a partir del cual
se obtienen parámetros físicos tales como la temperatura efectiva, la
gravedad, la rotación de la supergigante, etc.

− Obtención de un espectro sintético, bien a partir del modelo de atmósfera
generado por FASTWIND, o bien con la red de modelos TLUSTY según
corresponda.

− Cálculo de velocidades radiales mediante correlaciones cruzadas contra
los espectros sintéticos obtenidos en el paso anterior.

− Obtención de periodos orbitales a partir de periodogramas de los valores
de velocidad radial.

− Obtención de parámetros orbitales, tales como la excentricidad o la fun-
ción de masas, a partir del ajuste de las curvas de velocidad radial.
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− Observación de posibles variaciones de las líneas indicadoras de vientos
estelares (i.e. Hα) a lo largo de la órbita.

− Búsqueda de posibles periodicidades relacionadas con el periodo orbital
en las curvas de rayos X disponibles en las bases de datos de Swift y
RXTE.

− Plegado (del inglés folding) de las curvas de luz en rayos X sobre el peri-
odo orbital (ver Fig. 2.23 para un ejemplo) para comprobar la variabilidad
orbital en X, así como la coincidencia de la predicción del eclipse dada
por la solución orbital con el flujo mínimo en rayos X.

A.3 Programa de reducción de datos del es-
pectrográfo FRODOSpec

Gran parte de los espectros de esta Tesis han sido obtenidos con el espec-
trógrafo FRODOSpec (del acrónimo inglés Fibre-fed RObotic Dual-beam Opti-
cal Spectrograph, Fig. 3.3) que se encuentra en el Telescopio Liverpool en La
Palma, España [Steele, 2004, and http://telescope.livjm.ac.uk/index.
php].

Los datos de este instrumento se reducen de forma oficial mediante dos pipelines
que funcionan de forma secuencial. La primera de ellas, conocida como L1 re-
aliza las sustracción del BIAS y la corrección de FLAT; mientras que la segunda,
denominada L2, realiza el resto de la reducción. Los detalles sobre los proce-
sos que se llevan a cabo durante estas reducciones se encuentran en Barnsley
et al. [2012].

Los primeros datos del instrumento nos llegaron antes de que la L2 estuviera
operacional, por tanto, comenzamos a reducir los espectros a partir de los re-
sultados de la L1 en adelante. Finalmente, cuando la L2 llegó vimos que los
resultados que habíamos obtenido eran de mejor calidad que los de la pipeline
oficial tal y como se puede apreciar en las Figs. 3.16, 3.17 y 3.18.

En este instrumento la luz se transmite desde el plano focal del telescopio ha-
cia el espectrógrafo mediante un paquete de 144 fibras ópticas. Por lo tanto,
sobre la CCD se tienen 144espectros que cubren aproximadamente la misma
longitud de onda y de los cuales, no está definido a priori cuál corresponde a
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cielo y cuál a objeto. La pipeline que hemos desarrollado sigue el esquema
de la Fig. 3.4, que viene a ser un proceso muy similar al que siguen Barnsley
et al. [2012]. Las diferencias que dan lugar a la disparidad en los resultados
son básicamente que nosotros quitamos el fringing (ver Fig. 3.9) así como los
rayos cósmicos, mientras que Barnsley et al. [2012] no lleva a cabo estos pa-
sos. La eliminación del fringing permite una mejor definición de la localización
de los 144espectros para así poder aislar unos de otros de forma más efectiva
ya que elimina las distorsiones en la CCD; mientras que la eliminación de rayos
cósmicos facilita la selección de los órdenes del espectro correspondientes al
objeto de estudio ya que de esta forma, el número de cuentas total o medio de
cada espectro no se ve afectado por la existencia de un rayo cósmico.

A.4 Resultados

A.4.1 IGR J00370+6122

Destacar que el Capítulo de la Tesis correspondiente a esta fuente (Capítulo 4)
es una adaptación de un artículo aceptado para su publicación en la revista As-
tronomy&Astrophysics [González-Galán et al., 2014].

IGR J00370+6122 es una HMXB descubierta por den Hartog et al. [2004,
2006] en Diciembre de 2003 durante una observación del satélite INTEGRAL
. Su contrapartida óptica fue identificada por Rutledge et al. [2000], Rutledge
[2004] como la estrella BD +60◦ 73, clasificada como BN0.5 II–III por Reig
et al. [2005]. Este tipo espectral la sitúa fuera de los dos subtipos que se
encuentran comunmente en las HMXBs, ya que no es ni una Be ni una su-
pergigante.

den Hartog et al. [2004] descubrió una modulación del flujo en rayos X de
RXTE/ASM de 15.665± 0.006días que in’t Zand et al. [2007] interpretró como
una serie de aumentos de flujo modulados por el periodo orbital. Mientras que
in’t Zand et al. [2007] detectó una modulación de 346±6segundos durante uno
de los aumentos de flujo con RXTE/PCA que se interpretó como el periodo de
rotación del púlsar. Además de estas dos modulaciones, el flujo en rayos X
de la fuente está dominado por variaciones rápidas en escalas de tiempo sim-
ilares a las que tienen lugar en las SFXTs [in’t Zand et al., 2007].
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A partir de las observaciones resumidas en las Tablas 4.1 y 4.2, los resultados
obtenidos para esta fuente son:

− Tipo espectral BN0.7 Ib.

− Un valor de la distancia de d ∼ 3.1kpc que confirma su vínculo con la
asociación estelar Cas OB4 propuesto por Humphreys [1978].

− Un valor de MV = −5.0, que implica un valor de luminosidad muy bajo
para una supergigante tipo B [las calibraciones estándar muestran valo-
res MV ∼ −5.7; Turner, 1980, Humphreys and McElroy, 1984].

− Un modelo de atmósfera estelar FASTWIND a partir del cual se han obtenido
los parámetros físicos que se muestran en la parte superior de la Tabla 4.4
y las abundancias de la Tabla 4.5. A destacar:

− Alta velocidad de rotación (v sin i ∼ 135km s−1) comparada con
los valores para estrellas de su tipo espectral [v sin i ∼ 80km s−1;
Simón-Díaz and Herrero, 2014].

− Una Teff ∼ 24000K, típica para el tipo espectral B.
− Un valor de gravedad log g ∼ 2.9, conforme con la clasificación de

supergigante.
− Un muy elevado valor de la abundancia de He, YHe ∼ 0.20 [los valo-

res normales son YHe ∼ 0.10; Markova and Puls, 2008].
− Un valor elevado pero consistente con una supergigante tipo B Ia de

la relación de elementos N/C [Crowther et al., 2006].

− Los parámetros orbitales de la Tabla 4.7 que corresponden con la curva
de velocidad radial de la Fig. 4.6. A destacar:

− Una gran excentricidad con un valor de e ∼ 0.56, perfectamente
compatible con el valor e ∼ 48publicado recientemente por Grunhut
et al. [2014]. Reforzando la idea de que la órbita es muy excéntrica.

− Una velocidad sistémica con respecto al LSR de γ ∼ −70km s−1,
que comparada con la velocidad radial con respecto al LSR de los
miembros de Cas OB4 [vLSR ∼ −50km s−1; Humphreys, 1978], nos
da un valor de la velocidad de escape de ∼ 20km s−1.

− Acotar y reforzar el valor del periodo orbital a partir de periodogramas
de las curvas de rayos X de Swift y RXTE (Fig. 4.7) cuyos valores coin-
ciden con el obtenido en el periodograma de los valores de velocidad
radial (Fig. 4.5), así como con el valor del periodo de la solución orbital.
Estableciendo finalmente su valor en P = 15.6610± 0.0014días.
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− Foldings de las curvas de luz de rayos X donde se puede observar que la
modulación de dicho flujo con el periodo orbital calculado es coherente,
así como que el posible eclipse en rayos X predicho por la solución orbital
coincide con el mínimo de esta modulación.

− Búsqueda de variaciones orbitales de la línea de Hα sin resultado (ver
Figs. 4.9 y 4.10).

Estos resultados, además de proporcionar información por sí mismos, también
nos permiten:

− Calcular los parámetros que se muestran en la parte inferior de la Tabla 4.4.
A destacar:

− Un valor de la masa espectroscópica de M ∼ 10M⊙.
− Un valor del radio de R ∼ 16.5R⊙.

− Un valor de la masa evolutiva de M ∼ 17M⊙ utilizando las isocronas de
Brott et al. [2011] y la distancia calculada (ver Fig. 4.4).

− Escalar los flujos en rayos X a la distancia correspondiente para así poder
comparar con las luminosidades X estándar de cada subtipo de HMXB.

− El valor del máximo aumento de flujo registrado por in’t Zand et al.
[2007] escalado a la distancia correspondiente es:L3−60 keV ∼ 3.2 ×
1036erg s−1.

− Luminosidad media del máximo a partir de los foldings: LX ∼ 1035erg s−1.
− Luminosidad promedio de los mínimos a partir de los foldings: LX ∼

1034erg s−1.

− Acotar la inclinación de la órbita dada la masa calculada, junto con la
función de masas obtenida a partir de la órbita (ver Fig. 4.11 para dife-
rentes valores de masas en función de la inclinación), y dada la posible
existencia de un eclipse a un valor de i ≥ 71◦ [consistente con el valor
i ∼ 72◦ dado por Grunhut et al., 2014].

BD +60◦ 73 queda clasificada según el tipo espectral BN0.7 Ib, en el límite
inferior de luminosidad permitida para una supergigante. Tiene una rotación
elevada para su tipo espectral que podría explicar, junto con la transferencia
de material en la fase evolutiva previa a la de binaria de rayos X, las altas abun-
dancias químicas observadas.

Hay una discrepancia moderada entre los valores de masa espectroscópica y
masa evolutiva que ya se ha observado en diversos sistemas [e.g., Herrero
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et al., 1992, Herrero, 2007]. Favorecemos una masa de M ∼ 15M⊙ ya que la
dependencia de la masa espectroscópica con la gravedad es muy fuerte. Este
valor está por debajo de los valores típicos para su clasificación [e.g., ∼ 22M⊙
como asume Grunhut et al., 2014], pero es compatible con estrellas supergi-
gantes de baja luminosidad [e.g., Markova and Puls, 2008]. En cuanto al radio,
pasa lo mismo, es más pequeño que los radios típicos para su tipo espectral,
pero es debido a su baja luminosidad. No se descarta la posibilidad de que
BD +60◦ 73 evolucione hacia una supergigante más luminosa convirtiéndose
así el sistema en una SGXB persistente.

Colocando la fuente en el diagrama de Corbet (Fig. 4.14) se puede ver que la
relación entre su periodo orbital y el periodo de rotación de su púlsar colocan
a la fuente en la zona donde se encuentran las SGXBs. Sin embargo, a partir
los valores de las luminosidades en rayos X calculadas se puede ver que la
luminosidad promedio no alcanza el valor típico de las SGXBs históricas. Por
otra parte, aunque el comportamiento del flujo en rayos X esté dominado por
una gran variabilidad, los cambios no llegan al factor que define las SFXTs
[& 100; Walter and Zurita Heras, 2007]. Se podría clasificar la fuente como
una SFXT intermedia, pero las escalas temporales de variabilidad encontradas
en IGR J00370+6122 son más rápidas que las de estas fuentes. Por tanto, se
trata de un comportamiento que no se puede clasificar dentro de ninguno de
los subgrupos actuales.

Los valores de los parámetros orbitales encontrados por Grunhut et al. [2014]
son perfectamente compatibles con los encontrados en este trabajo. Esta coin-
cidencia refuerza la solución orbital del sistema binario siendo el mismo el más
excéntrico encontrado hasta la fecha.

Las propiedades de este sistema apoyan la idea de que la clasificación de
fuentes de este tipo dejará de ser tan estricta en un futuro, encontrando un
continuo de propiedades.

A.4.2 XTE J1855-026

Esta fuente es una HMXB identificada por primera vez con RXTE por Corbet
et al. [1998]. Su periodo de orbital es de ∼ 6.0724días [Corbet et al., 1999,
Corbet and Mukai, 2002], mientras que el periodo de rotación del púlsar del
sistema binario es de ∼ 361segundos [Corbet et al., 1999, Corbet and Mukai,
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2002]. De esta forma la fuente queda situada en la zona de las SGXBs históri-
cas del diagrama de Corbet (Fig. 1.9), sugiriendo, por tanto, que la contra-
partida óptica del sistema es una supergigante OB.

El flujo de la fuente en rayos X es estable a gran escala habiéndose observado
tan sólo tres aumentos de flujo considerables hasta la fecha [Watanabe et al.,
2010, Krimm et al., 2012].

Corbet and Mukai [2002] presentan una solución orbital del sistema binario a
partir de los retrasos de la llegada del pulso de la estrella de neutrones, que
resulta en una órbita circular. En sus observaciones Corbet and Mukai [2002],
también detectan la presencia de un eclipse, que permite establecer un radio
mínimo de 20R⊙ para la supergigante.

La contrapartida óptica fue identificada por Verrecchia et al. [2002] como una
estrella relativamente brillante dentro del círculo de error dado por Corbet and
Mukai [2002]. La fuente presentaba emisión en Hα, y parecía mostrar perfiles
P-Cygni débiles en las líneas de He I indicando pérdidas de masa importantes.
Negueruela et al. [2008a] clasificó la fuente como una B0 Iaepsupergigante lu-
minosa.

A partir de las observaciones resumidas en las Tablas 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 y 5.4, los
resultados obtenidos para esta fuente son:

− Tipo espectral BN0.2 Ia.

− Un valor de la distancia nominal de d ∼ 10kpc.

− Un modelo de atmósfera estelar FASTWIND a partir del cual se han obtenido
los parámetros físicos de la Tabla 5.6, así como las abundancias de la
Tabla 5.7. A destacar:

− Alta velocidad de rotación (v sin i ∼ 120km s−1) comparada con los
valores para estrellas de su tipo espectral. [v sin i ∼ 80km s−1;
Simón-Díaz and Herrero, 2014].

− Un valor de Teff ∼ 25000K, típica para el tipo espectral B.

− Un valor de gravedad log g ∼ 2.7, conforme con la clasificación de
supergigante.

− Un muy elevado valor de la abundancia de He, YHe ∼ 0.20 [los valo-
res normales son YHe ∼ 0.10; Markova and Puls, 2008].
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− Un valor elevado pero consistente con una supergigante tipo B Ia de
la relación de elementos N/C [Crowther et al., 2006].

− Dos series de valores de velocidad radial que se muestran en la Tabla 5.8
con las siguientes particularidades:

− Ambas series resultan no ser compatibles entre sí debido a una
diferencia de las velocidades sistémicas obtenidas. Diferencia que
puede deberse a los diferentes rangos de longitud de onda que
abarcan los espectros de cada una de las series de datos (ver Fig. 5.5).

− A pesar de esta diferencia, ambas series ajustan soluciones excén-
tricas por defecto. Sin embargo, al forzar soluciones orbitales circu-
lares [que es el tipo de solución encontrado por Corbet and Mukai,
2002], los ajustes también pueden considerarse como válidos (ver
Tabla 5.9 y Figs. 5.7, y 5.9).

− Al desplazar los datos de una de las series para hacerla compatible
con la otra en términos de velocidad sistémica, sucede lo mismo que
con las series por separado. Se obtiene una solución excéntrica por
defecto, pero la serie de datos es perfectamente compatible con una
solución circular (ver Tabla 5.9 y Fig. 5.11).

− Los valores de la semi-amplitud de las órbitas, que son los que pro-
porcionan información sobre las masas de las componentes del sis-
tema binario, son compatibles entre sí (ver Tabla 5.9).

− El valor del periodo encontrado en las velocidades radiales obtenidas
a partir de la serie de datos correspondiente a la Tabla 5.3 (Fig. 5.8),
da como resultado un valor compatible con el publicado por Corbet and
Mukai [2002] como periodo orbital del sistema.

− Tras buscar una correlación entre la variación del perfil de la línea de Hα
y la órbita del sistema binario por distintos métodos (Figs. 5.12, 5.13 y
5.14), no se ha encontrado nada significativo al respecto.

− Las líneas de He I presentes en los espectros de la serie de datos de
la Tabla 5.3 presentan perfiles P-Cygni (Fig. 5.15) poco intensos cuya
evolución no parece estar relacionada con la órbita del sistema binario
(Figs. 5.16, 5.17 y 5.18).

− La periodicidad encontrada en las curvas de rayos X (Fig. 5.19) es per-
fectamente compatible con el periodo orbital tal y como era de esperar
tras el eclipse predicho por Corbet and Mukai [2002].
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− Los foldings de las curvas de luz de rayos X (Fig. 5.20) muestran una
variabilidad coherente con el periodo orbital y su mínimo coincide con el
eclipse predicho por Corbet and Mukai [2002].

Estos resultados, además de proporcionar información por sí mismos, también
nos permiten:

− Calcular un valor para la masa espectroscópica (M ∼ 13M⊙) y el radio
espectroscópico (R ∼ 27R⊙), siendo este último compatible con el valor
predicho por Corbet and Mukai [2002] debido a la existencia del eclipse.

− Dadas las coordenadas galácticas de la fuente y su distancia, se puede
calcular la distancia a la que se encuentra con respecto al plano de la
Galaxia, que resulta ser de ∼ 340pc, un valor considerable.

− A partir del valor de la semi-amplitud de la curva de velocidad radial
obtenido en este trabajo (hay varios valores para este parámetro pero
resultan ser compatibles entre sí) y del valor para este mismo parámetro
obtenido por Corbet and Mukai [2002] se obtienen los siguientes resulta-
dos (Fig. 5.21):

− Para una masa canónica de 1.4M⊙ de la estrella de neutrones, se
obtiene una masa de ∼ 16M⊙ para la supergigante.

− Si aceptamos la masa espectroscópica de ∼ 13M⊙, obtendríamos
una estrella de neutrones de ∼ 1.2M⊙.

− Aunque la velocidad sistémica del sistema no está bien definida, queda
claro que tiene un valor negativo. Sin embargo, si miramos la curva de
rotación de la galaxia a la distancia correspondiente vemos que ésta di-
fiere en ∼ 60km s−1 de la velocidad sistémica de XTE J1855-026, que
sería el valor aproximado de la velocidad de escape del sistema binario
debido a la explosión Supernova durante su formación.

− Los flujos en rayos X publicados por Corbet and Mukai [2002] pueden
escalarse a los valores de luminosidad correspondientes teniendo en
cuenta la distancia. De esta forma se obtiene que la luminosidad X de la
fuente tiene un valor promedio de LX ∼ 1036erg s−1, típico de las SGXBs
históricas o persistentes.

La contrapartida óptica de XTE J1855-026 queda clasificada según el tipo
espectral BN0.2 Ia. Al igual que en el caso de la contrapartida óptica de
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IGR J00370+6122, la rotación elevada para su tipo espectral junto con la trans-
ferencia de materia en la fase evolutiva previa a la de binaria de rayos X, podría
explicar las altas abundancias químicas observadas.

El valor de la distancia es bastante grande, así como su separación con res-
pecto al plano de la Galaxia. Sin embargo, dados los parámetros del sistema,
para distancias inferiores, obtendríamos masas inferiores para la supergigante,
y por tanto el valor de la masa de la estrella de neutrones quedaría fuera
del rango permitido. Otro dato que refuerza el valor de esta distancia es la
luminosidad en rayos X obtenida escalando los valores de flujo a la misma
(LX ∼ 1036 erg s−1) que es la correspondiente a la esperada para este tipo de
fuente. Por su parte, su separación con respecto al plano de la Galaxia podría
explicarse mediante una combinación de su alta velocidad de escape junto con
la posible formación del sistema en un punto que ya se encontrase fuera de
este plano.

En cuanto a los valores de las masas, si favorecemos un valor de ∼ 15M⊙ para
la supergigante, la masa de la estrella de neutrones quedaría dentro del valor
canónico para este tipo de sistemas. Este valor de la masa situaría a la fuente
a una distancia superior a 10kpc y por tanto, aún más alejada del plano de la
Galaxia. Sin embargo, si favorecemos una masa de ∼ 13M⊙ encontraríamos
una estrella de neutrones rozando el límite inferior de masas permitido.

El problema principal encontrado en este trabajo es la discrepancia entre la ex-
centricidad de la órbita del trabajo de Corbet and Mukai [2002] con el nuestro.
Dicha discrepancia puede ser debida al comportamiento de las líneas espec-
trales utilizadas para calcular los valores de velocidad radial que estuviera intro-
duciendo esta excentricidad, pero este fenómeno debería estar acompasado
con la órbita ya que no afecta al cálculo del periodo orbital que sí está en to-
tal acuerdo con el del trabajo de Corbet and Mukai [2002]. Hemos buscado
la posibilidad de que los perfiles P-Cygni encontrados en las líneas de He I
tuvieran una evolución relacionada con la órbita sin conseguir un resultado
convincente.

Para resolver este sistema binario definitivamente necesitaríamos una serie
temporal de espectros azules de calidad donde poder calcular velocidades ra-
diales a partir de líneas metálicas, que son líneas que no están afectadas por
los vientos estelares. También estaría bien disponer de una serie temporal de
espectros rojos de alta calidad para comprobar si hay o no variaciones periódi-
cas en las líneas afectadas por los vientos.
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A.4.3 Dos SFXTs: AX J1841.0-0535 & AX J1845.0-0433

Estas dos fuentes presentan el comportamiento típico en su flujo de rayos
X de las SFXTs, la mayor parte del tiempo son indetectables con el satélite
INTEGRAL, presentan transiciones rápidas e intensas en su flujo de rayos X
con aumentos importantes que están caracterizados por estructuras complejas
[e.g., Sguera et al., 2006, Negueruela et al., 2006b, Walter and Zurita Heras,
2007, Blay et al., 2012].

AX J1841.0-0535 fue descubierta por Bamba and Koyama [1999] con el satélite
ASCA. Bamba et al. [2001] detectó un periodo de 4.7394± 0.0008segundos
durante un aumento de flujo intenso de la fuente que atribuyó al periodo de
rotación del púlsar. Por su parte Negueruela et al. [2008b] clasificó la contra-
partida óptica como una supergigante B0.2 Ibpa una distancia de ∼ 4kpc.

AX J1845.0-0433 fue descubierta por Yamauchi et al. [1995] con el satélite
ASCA. A pesar de que los análisis de los espectros en rayos X indican clara-
mente la existencia de una estrella de neutrones en el sistema [Yamauchi et al.,
1995] no se ha detectado aún un periodo de pulso del mismo. Coe et al. [1996]
propuso una contrapartida óptica para la fuente que más tarde ha sido confir-
mada y clasificada por Negueruela et al. [2008b] como una supergigante 09 Iaa
una distancia de ∼ 7kpc. Goossens et al. [2013] han publicado recientemente
una periodicidad de ∼ 5.7días encontrada en los datos de INTEGRAL/IBIS que
se ha atribuido al periodo orbital de la fuente.

Con los datos que se resumen en las Tablas 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 y 6.5 se han
obtenido los siguientes resultados:

− Confirmación del tipo espectral de AX J1841.0-0535 B0.2 Ibpcon el es-
pectro que se muestra en la Fig. 6.1.

− Soluciones orbitales para ambas fuentes cuyos parámetros se pueden
ver en las Tablas 6.7 y 6.9 que corresponden a las curvas mostradas en
las Figs. 6.3 y 6.6b respectivamente. A destacar:

− La compatibilidad de la solución orbital de AX J1841.0-0535 con una
órbita circular frente a la excentricidad que presenta la solución de
AX J1845.0-0433 (e ∼ 0.34).

− La velocidad sistémica de AX J1841.0-0535 es compatible con la ve-
locidad de la rotación de la Galaxia en la dirección correspondiente
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(Fig. 6.16) a la distancia de ∼ 4kpc. Lo cual significaría que la ex-
plosión Supernova no ha perturbado mucho el sistema y explicaría
así la órbita circular del mismo.

− La diferencia de ∼ 40km s−1 entre la velocidad sistémica de AX J1845.0-
0433 y la velocidad de rotación de la Galaxia en la dirección co-
rrespondiente (Fig. 6.18) a la distancia de ∼ 7kpc. Esta diferen-
cia indicaría el posible valor de la velocidad de escape de la fuente
adquirido tras la explosión Supernova y podría explicar la alta ex-
centricidad encontrada en la órbita del sistema.

− Perfiles de emisión en las líneas de Hα de ambos sistemas, presentando
una variabilidad importante en ambos casos, pero que no parece estar
relacionada con el movimiento orbital (Figs. 6.7 y 6.8).

− Ausencia de periodicidad en las curvas de rayos X de AX J1841.0-0535
junto con una falta de modulación orbital de este flujo (Fig. 6.10). Perfec-
tamente compatible con lo que cabría esperar de una órbita circular.

− Periodicidad encontrada en la curva de rayos X de AX J1845.0-0433 de
Swift/BAT (Fig. 6.9) que coincide con el valor del periodo en la serie de
valores de velocidad radial (Fig. 6.5).

− Modulación de la curva de luz de Swift/BAT de AX J1845.0-0433 (Fig. 6.11)
conforme con el valor del periodo que hemos establecido como periodo
orbital. El mínimo de esta modulación coincide con el posible eclipse
predicho por la solución orbital. Este resultado es compatible con lo es-
perado para una órbita con cierta excentricidad y hace posible la existen-
cia de un eclipse en el sistema binario.

− En cuanto a las masas, las Figs. 6.12 y 6.13 hacen referencia a las posi-
bles masas para diferentes inclinaciones según las funciones de masas
obtenidas en las soluciones orbitales correspondientes.

− Para AX J1841.0-0535 se espera una inclinación de la órbita de unos
∼ 45◦ debido a la falta de modulación en su flujo de rayos X. La Fig. 6.14
muestra el posible rango de masas permitido para esta fuente a dicha
inclinación orbital.

− Para AX J1845.0-0433 se espera una inclinación algo superior, de unos
& 60◦ debido a la posible existencia de un eclipse. La Fig. 6.17 muestra
el posible rango de masas permitido para este fuente a dicha inclinación.

Ambas fuentes presentan un comportamiento en su flujo de rayos X similar y
acorde con el de las SFXTs. Sus líneas de Hα son fuertemente variables sin
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un patrón perceptible. Sus tipos espectrales son similares. Lo que realmente
las diferencia es la excentricidad que muestran sus órbitas. Por lo tanto, esto
confirma que la excentriciad por sí misma no puede dar cuenta de los compor-
tamientos en el flujo de rayos X de este tipo de sistemas.

A.5 Conclusiones

Se han estudiado cuatro HMXBs alimentadas por vientos estelares. IGR J00370
+6122 resulta tener un comportamiento intermedio entre las SFXTs y las SGXBs
históricas. Por su parte, XTE J1855-026 tiene el comportamiento típico de
una SGXB histórica, mientras que AX J1841.0-0535 y AX J1845.0-0433 son
claramente SFXTs. Por tanto, la muestra de estudio cubre una variabilidad de
comportamientos bastante amplia como para poder extraer conclusiones im-
portantes que ayuden al avance en este campo de estudio.

Los resultados obtenidos favorecen la idea de la existencia de un continuo de
propiedades en este tipo de sistemas frente a una clasificación estricta de los
mismos. Además, confirman que no hay un único factor que determine las
diferencias en el comportamiento del flujo de rayos X observado, siendo la
explicación más plausible una compleja combinación de factores tales como
las propiedades orbitales del sistema, el campo magnético de la estrella de
neutrones, el tipo espectral de la estrella "normal" o las propiedades del viento
estelar entre otros, junto con un mecanismo de activación y desactivación de
la acreción de materia .
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